




TOP OF THE MONTH

EQUIPMENT reliability. Back again.
After our CSD April issue equipment
reliability survey (form), we have several
hundred survey forms completed and
thousands of 'data bits'to tally. There
were some surpr ises.  Dr ives and
antennas, in that order, drew the most
comments. Negative comments. Re-
ceivers fell in the middle ground and
LNAs (with gcattered repair problem
exceptions) b-rought up the eni. ln this
case, bringing up the end was best!

Several dealers asked for some way
to 'warranty' or 'guarantee' equipment,
above and beyond the factory guaran-
tees. That got us to thinking, and talk-
ing with some top people in the insur-
ance and 'service contract business.'
Coop reports on these discussions in
this month's'Comments. '

BOOM times are here, if you talk
with most of the manufacturers. The
established products with proven field
records are experiencing severe de-
lays in shipping, in many areas. Add to
this the 'apparent' TVRO explosion in
Canada, and you have the frightening
prospect that thousands of consumers
will go viTtnout the TVRO they tong for,
this year, simply because the gear is
not available. See 'Comments' in this
issue.

LATE this month the apparently
badly undersized Minneapolis facility
selected by STTI will be home for the
next gathering of the clan. CAN-AM'83. lt is all beginning to look as though
1983 lS the year of the home TVRO
and if you are planning to be a part of
this industry, you should arrange to
attend CAN-AM '83, even if you have to
get a hotel in Duluth and commute!
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WHAT BUSINESS Are You In?
Charles Updyke operates a firm calling itself 'The Earth Station,'

out of Kirksville, Missouri. This is one of those rural America spots
where satellite should do very well at the home level. Kirksville has
one consistent television service and some 'fringe service' from not
very close VHF stations. A fellow can get alot of channels on his
television, in the Kirksvi l le area, but nonsof them very well ,  and then
only when 'the weather is right.'

Charles bid a job for an SMATV system in Fort Dodge, lowa. He
had to get some pricing and engineering information for his distributor
so he told the distributor about the job. Charles lost the job, but lo and
behold, the distributor with whom he talked about the.iob did get it.
Charles wonders just what type ol distributor this f irm is when it goes in
and bids against its own dealers. Charles suspects the distributor may
have found out about the job trom his own conversations with the
distributor.

That's not the only incident of this type, with a distributor, for
Charles Updyke. Previously he had been buying from a distributor
over in Indiana. He was paying $1795 to pick up an ADM antenna, a
Drake ESR24 receiver a 120 degree LNA. He was relatively content
with the distributor until he found out that anyone could call up or walk
into the store, buy just one system, and walk out. For $1895. Charles
wonders whether a $100 discount, for a dealer, is a fair and reason-
able way to keep dealers coming back.

Bill Miller down in Tampa, Florida writes that he feels it is too late
for the industry to clean up its act; defining (1 ) distributors, (2) dealers,
and (3) customers. Bill may be correct, but I hope he is not. This whole
problem needs some added visibilitv

OEMs tell me that the only thing tirat separates a distributor trom a
dealer is volume. Some of the OEMs extract ourchase commitments
from lheir distributors, and in return for signed, bankable purchase
orders, they extend the maximum price discounts. One of the LNA
suppliers, an OEM in this case, is cutting some really sweet deals at
the 5,000 per year volume class.

Let 's look at this volume thing.
This is a very capital intensive industry. The LNA supplier, for

example, is faced with stiff competition. He has to keep choping his
price or he will soon lose out to the guys who got started before him,
and who have thousands of units going out the door per month. lf our
LNA-OEM-example wants to stay in business, he has to grow big, fast.
There is no other way he can compete. But to grow big, fast, he has to
have money. Lots of money. More money than he can raise by
mortgaging his house. More money than he can raise by selling stock
to friends. So he goes to his potential customers and he works out
purchase commitments. He agrees to a good price, and a satisfactory
delivery schedule, in return for a piece of paper. That piece of paper is
an agreement that the distributor will take 5,000 or more LNAs over 1 2
months. That works out to iust over 400 per month.

l f  the agreement is binding, and i f  the LNA OEM's banker is
cooperative, the LNA OEM can get some money advanced against
that piece of paper. Maybe as much as 50%. That money is not given
all at once; it is partialled oul a share a month, over the 12 months of
the purchase agreement. But the money is in the hands of the LNA
OEM before he ships the LNAs, and that gives him growth and
expansion and working capital.

Now at the distributor level, the game could be played again, in
the same way. He looks for perhaps 40 dealers, ecah of whom are
wil l ing'to sign a piece of paper saying they wil l  take 10 LNAs per
month, at a price that fits that type of volume. lf the distributor finds 40
such dealers, then he has his own pieces of paper which he can take
to the bank and get some advance cash. Normally the banker will lend
far less, in advance, to the distributor, than he will to the OEM, since
the OEM's banker is looking at one signature and one agreement
against which he is advancing money, and the distributor's banker is
looking at 50 signatures and 50 pieces of paper. Bankers like to lead
an uncluttered lite and one piece of paper ls far easier for them to file
than 50 pieces of paper.

Now we have the dealer. He would love to be able to get ten
peopleto sign pieces of paper saying that they will buy one system per
month for 12 months, but that is very unl ikely. So the dealer has to get
out there and hump, on a daily basis, to try to find one person who will
buy a new system say every two business days. Then the dealer has
to order in the equipment, or if he has made a commitment for len
complete systems per month, try to make the sale he has just made'mesh with' the scheduled delivery of the next units he has pre-
ordered. The dealer may be able to get a sizeable down payment out
of his customer, but don't count on it. The dealer, more often than not,
will not get paid for his work until he has completed the installation and
made the system work to lhe customer's satisfaction.

The whole 'house of cards,' then, that begins at one end at the
OEM who is trying to get money from his banker against a purchase
commitment from a distributor, really ends up depending totally upon
the Charles Updykes of the world who have to get out there and sell,
and sel l ,  and, instal l  and instal l ,  to keeo the wheels turnino.

Returning to the problems Charles is having with distribujors, if he
is selling systems against a distributor who sells not onlv ,wholesale' to
Charles as a dealer, but also 'retail' to any consumer they can get a
lead on, Charles is in a world of hurt. lf Charles is forced io comoete
with another distributor who increases the dealer price on a $1900
system by a hundred bucks, and then sells it lo anvone who walks in
the door with cash in hand, never to be seen again, Charles is in a
world of hurt.

. There are hundreds, probably thousands of Charles Updykes out
there trying to make a living for themselves, and trying their best to
understand how they are going to survive when the people they keep
in business seem so intent on putting them out of busineis.
There is only one explanation for distributors acting this way; greed. I
won't accept 'dumb,'  nor wi l l  I  accept 'sloppy business practices,as a
suitable excuse. I  see i t  as plain and simple greed.

Unless the distr ibutors l talk with and communicate with are f ibbino
to me, there is a considerable shortage of equipment these days. Al
least there is a shortage of good equipment. Why, then, would a
distr ibutor continue to sel l  direct ly against his establ ished or hoped for
dealer accounts; or, mark up a package by another hundred bucks
and then sell it to the first consumer that walks in oJf the street?

Greed. I  see no other explanation.

- Yes, that type of greed spawns stupidity. Or perhaps it is spawned
by stupidity. A distributor who engages in such aclivities will sooner or
later f ind he is nothing but a dealer himself ;  he wil l ,  ul t imatelv, lose al l
ol his dealer accounts.
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You may ilisagree on that premise. You may believe that for every

dealer that gets stung in this fashion, there will be another would-be
dealer along tomorrow who will walk in, buy one terminal at the 91 895
price, and then if he is lucky and successful, sell it and come back.
Sooner or later he wil l  'qual i fy '  lor the 'special '  

$1795 price. Unti l  he,
too, tires of being in competition with a distributor that sells $100
higher than 'dealer' cost to anyone who walks in the door. And then the
cycle repeats itself all over again.

I notice with some interest. and mixed emotions. that out in Utah
there is a group trying to get a national dealer association off the
ground. There is more than ample reason why the Charles Updykes of
the world might seriously consider joining a well  designed, well
thought out national dealer associat ion. Several of those good
reasons are evident here.

What concerns me about a national anything, however, is that it is
either by intention, or direction, scheduled to be a'buying cooperative'
before it gets all done. When you get 100 dealers that belong to and
support a 'national dealer association,' pretty soon some smart guy
suggests thal they all go together, to the LNA manufacturer for exam-
ple, and 'pool' their buying power for some LNAs. lf one distributor can
sign a purchase order for say 400 LNAs per month, why can't 100
dealers through a national association sign their own purchase
order for 400 LNAs per month. Less a modest national association
handling fee, the dealers that belong to such a group would in short
order find they were getting LNAs now lor far less than they are
presently paying their distributor.

I say this concerns me. I am not concerned that the dealers might
not get a better deal this way than they are now getting. I am con-
cerned that the distributors would continue to ooerate their shoos in
such a way that they would allow this to happen.

All of this turmoil could be avoided if the distributors who insist on
being greedy would re-evaluate their rules for sale. I think Bill Miller
down in Florida could be wrong; I think there is still time tor the
distributors to straighten out the way they approve sales lo dealers at
dealer pricing.

The level ot selling that stands to lose the most here is the distribu-
tor. The OEM is going to sell his equipment anyhow. Whether he sells
it to a distributor who signs a 5,000 lot purchase order, or to a dealer
association that signs a 5,000 lot purchase order, he'll be there
tomorrow. The dealer is going to sell the consumer, at the 'bottom end
of the ladder,' no matter what. He is there to stay, although individual
dealers may come and go in the turmoil .  But the guy in the middle . .  .
the distributor, has plenty to be concerned about,

Changing policy will hurt tor a short period of time. But properly
handled, it will be a very temporary hurt. Now, when equipment is in
short supply anyhow, is an excellent time to put that change into
effecl.

And if this does not haooen?
I predict many of the so-called distributors will be out of business,

or selling a far smaller selection of equipment and brands, one year
from now. They will be the victims ot their own greed. lt is just that
simple to understand.

CONCENTRATED AttACK
It is no accident that ABC in concert with ESPN is promoting'Pay

Per View' fights (this past May), and, we find ABC devoting more than
four minutes of their valuable news time on World News Tonight to'video pirating.'The case in point ran on ABC on Tuesday the 26th ot
April and it was a blatant attack on our industry and others we prefer
not to be associated with.

ABC reporter Lynn Shearer tied the piece together by bringing in
video shot at the Las Vegas STTI show, a backyard in Miami, MPAA's
Jack Valenti, a couple of guys in Minneapolis where MDS thefl is
rampant, and our industry's own Bob Behar. The tag line on the piece
was that everything you watch on television is 'no longer free.'

Back tweniy yeirs or so ago the television antenna rianufacturers
had a campaign going. Some of those in this industry now, such as
Winegard, sponsored an organization that attempted to point out to
America that they were losing their'free TV viewing rights'to a new
insidious monster called cable TV. This group of antenna manufactur-
ers spent millions of bucks 'educating' city fathers and others on the'evils of cable TV.' What they basically claimed was that when a home
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hooked up to cable, it was losing its'free connection'to the world; a
connection that was only possible when you had your TV set con-
nected to your own antenna.

The same group also lobbied that towns, were they foolish enough
to grant a cable franchise, outlaw the cable firms otfering a trade in of
their'old TV antenna' for a cable connection. and. insist that the cable
firms include an 'fuC'(antenna, or, cable) switch in every installation
so that the cable subscriber still had the option of switching back to his
anlenna if he wanted to do so. There were some pretty ugly moments
in this campaign; cable was 'stealing' television signals it was not
paying for (we've heard that one recently, haven't we!), cable viewers'might' (they warned) become 'accessories' in theft and so on. The
group died by swallowing too much of its own propaganda and chok-
ing on its own words, after a few year run.

Now we find ABC heavily involved in cable, and more recently, pay
television. Somebody at ABC wanted the world to know that'not all
television is free,' and, you are a law breaker if you watch something
you have not paid for. On cue, MPAA's Valenti said that anyone
watching any satellite television is a thief. Valenti characterized sat

.. viewers as 'well meaning, middle class Americans" who simply are
mis-guided by guys like you and me into believing that everything in
the air is 'free.'Then, on cue, ABC found a dish owner in South Florida
who said 'l believe the airwaves are free; they (meaning HBO et al)
use the airwaves, so why can't I use them too?'.

The piece failed to separate MDS signal thievery from satellite
viewing. The piece failed to explain that of the 100 plus satellite
channels available, only a handful are 'sold' as premium program
channels. The piece showed us what'scrambling'was going to look
like, and they did this after talking about 50,000 home TVROs being in
operation today (their out of the sky number), and reporting that'industry sources expect that number to double this year.' Their
message here was that anyone buying a dish is a fool since the
satellite channels are ALL going to be scrambled soon. HBO was
mentioned.

Bob Behar's part, all 5 seconds of it, was our industry's one shot.
Bob told the ABC audience that our industry had attempted to pay tor
the programs but the services were nol accepling our money. ABC
bounced back with anther HBO mention that said, in etfect, 'we won't
sell to private homes; it is too much trouble to bill them.'

I see the seeds of another 1960's campaign coming upon us. ABC
prepared this one because they have an 'enlightened selt interest';
protecting their own product. Their ESPN/ABC pact to bring major
fights into selected living rooms is at the root of this ot course. ABC
wants to do what it can to slow down, or stop, home TVRO sales and
they are starting this campaign now because of their own pocketbook.
Not because they are good journalists wanting to cover a story.

When Lynn Shearer closed the piece, she paraphrased a favorite
Taylor Howard phrase. "The time has come for the laws to catch
up with the technology," In other words, she was sending a mes-
sage to Congress, for and via ABC, that Congress needed to straight-
en out the laws and get busy making it plainly illegal to own and
operate a TVRO.

This was not a one-shot deal,
ABC is working now on a much more detailed piece on the same

subject. I have no inside knowledge of whether it will end up on'Nightline'or make the big time; '20/20.'But it is coming. One of the
small bits they were chasing back in mid-April involves your triend and
mine, ABC newscaster Max Robinson. The Max-Antics-Hour, on
Westar 4, has been a favorite target of satellite watchers for many
years. ABC called our CSD office in mid-April asking us to help them
find (their description) "a bar in South Carolina, with a dish antenna,
where the bar features a'Max Robinson Bloody Mary Cocktail Hour'
that coincides with the regular feed of ABC's Chicago based contribu-
tion to World News Tonight." They wanled to send a camera crew to
this bar to shoot the patrons sitting around with their own Bloody
Marys watching and cheering on Max with his Bloody Mary. You can
guess how helpful CSD was to ABC with that request!

I guess the message through all of this is two{old. First of all, we
continue to be a loosely federated industry with something less than
full and universal support for our one and only trade organization;
SPACE. When something like this gets started, the resources of an
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Not so long ngor a few smart dealers
decided these companies had some possibilities.

Now Amplica is introducing the first Home Satellite System
designed from the ground up. See it at the Chicago CES, Booth 3600
and the Minneapolis STTI, Booths Il4-115. And get in while you can.

IHE AMPUCA HOffi SAIE1LITT SY$TM I
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Enlightening Data
CSD approached the concept of going 'to the industry'for con-

fidential reports on dealer/distributor experience with products and
suppliers with some trepidation. We could, when i t  is al l  said and done,
lose a big bunch of our advertisers in this exercise!

Then. it seemed. each lime we waivered on the line not sure which
way to go, we would open a new mail bag sent down from Fort
Lauderdale and there would be another two or three letters from
dealers in New Mexico or ldaho or Tennessee reporting on long, sad,
expensive experiences with this brand of LNA or that brand o1 motor
drive or . . . you name it.

So we plunged ahead determined that if we can save a few dealers
some grief, we are doing the right thing by bringing out the general
'trends'within the industry vis-a-vis products, the way they work, and
the problems dealers are having with those products and the suppliers
who make them available. We will, undoubtedly, lose some advertis-
ing support in the coming months. There will be those who in particular
care - not for some of the 'soapbox comments' and detailed 'reports'

that lace this detailed look at the state ol our hardware, and our
suppliers, today.

Some will suggest that if a firm is selling bad product, it has
numbered days ahead anyhow and sooner or later they wil l fold up, or
change their name and reappear as a new world beater company. At
least one correspondent complains of a firm that has changed its
name three times to date, to apparently escape possible prosecution
for mail  fraud and other'cr imes' against the unsuspecting dealer.

Others will, and should, point out that as any business grows in
volume, there are going to be less than honest dealers as well as less
than honest distributors and OEMs (original equipment manufactur-
ers). And that a less than honest dealer will look upon this type ol CSD
forum as a 'tool' to attempt to force or coerce an honesl and hard
working distributor or manufacturer into agreeing to something which
the dealer has no right to be asking.

A survey, involving hundreds of responses from hundreds of deal-
ers and distributors, is relatively immune from 'loading'; that is, one
guy with a vendetta against a particular supplier changing the overall
face of the results. Our 'soapbox' segment, where those with prob-
lems (or praise;we got both types of comments) have the opportunity
to'sound off is not so shielded from the vendelta carrying chap. We
hope that we are experienced enough to see through the obvious
attempts to coerce or 'get even with' a dislributor or OEM in this
segment; we had to eliminate about 12k of the 'soapbox comments'
from publication consideration because we could not tell with reason-
able certainty whether the knife being carried was an 'attack,' or a'defense' weapon. Some that we should have eliminated may get
through in what follows, nonelheless, and we'll sort all of that out in
t ime.

Overall, the response was excellent. Canadians, as a group, did
not respond as we hoped. The cross section of dealers was however
excellent; f rom those who have just a few installations uniler their belts
to those who have done 100 or more in the past 1 5 months or less. The
most frequent comment we read from the'old t imers'was that i t  took
them a year, on the average, to learn which brands and products to
avoid, and which to use in their own installations. We read this so often

€ - '

thal we have a new rule of thumb for new dealers; don't give up on the
industry until you have put in at least a year's apprentice time. During
that year, attend at least one industry trade show (even if it wipes out
your profits for several months, to do so!), and read everything you
can get your hands on. Follow people around who have been in it
longer than you, and listen - listen - listen. lf you do this for ayear,
you' l l  make i t l

An Example
We'll start the lengthy data report with a letter that accompanied a

survey lorm. We have eliminated the name of the writer (he asked us
to), and we have eliminated the name of the 'distributor' whom he
references in this letter. This report typifies the kind of shenanigans
that go on, even today, and it will serve as a proper warning tor the
data that follows.

"ln the summer of 1981 ldecided to invest up to $5000 in a
dish, to see what might be done in my area as a dealer. I was
employed at the time by one of the major US television networks
and it was my chore each day to report to duty just ahead of 4 AM
to supervise the linking of a satellite fed program insert that ran
on one of the early morning network programs through a Westar
satellite. I was, at the time, in charge of a down and uplink station."l also dabbled in computers and I kept seeing a listing in 'The

Source' (databank information service) for a chap in the northeast
who said he had a home TVRO system for sale for under $5,000. This
chap would update his listing every few weeks and he often used
Coop's name in his reports. Such as 'l have just returned from the
fifth Bob Cooper Satellite Antenna Seminar. . .' and then he would
tell anyone who was plugged in about all of the wondrous things he
had seen and what a good deal his TVRO package was. So I ex-
changed messages with him via 'The Source' and then decided to
drive to the place where he had his business; some 650 miles away.
All of this time he was telling me, via 'The Source,' that he had a
special 12 foot antenna system package for $4925. Remember . . .
this was 1981 !

"When I got there, with my wife, he said he did not have the
system set up at that moment but if we would come back the next
morning, it would be operating. We went to a local motel and
returned in the morning. What we saw was a $12,000 system on a
trailer. Oh, it worked fine, alright! But now he said, after promis-
ing us that he had the advertised $4925 system ready to demons-
trate and sell, that it was not available at that time. But this
$12,000 system was ready to roll. I think they call that bait and
switch!

" l  returned home without the system. But I  did learn one thing while
lwas there; I  learned about CSD and I had scribbled down the address
of the magazine before leaving. I promptly subscribed and after gef
t ing the magazine I found a 'source' (small  'S' this t ime) for a 13 foot
antenna package and a popular brand of receiver. I ordered the
system. In a few weeks time it came and I began to assemble it in the
early winter, between snow squalls and below zero temperature
spells. I  then discovered that the 'hub' to the antenna was missing;
lost, it turned out, by the shipper. Now a few more weeks of waiting
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FOR MORE INFORMATION on Wineqard's Home Satell i te TV Svstem.
write .Wine_garQ -C-ory pany, 3000 Ki rkwbod St., Bu rl i ngton, lA S26b1
or call (319) 753-0121.

When you sell Winegard's Home
Satell ite TV System, you're not only

sell ing a high quality package, you're
also sell ing the kind of features your

customers are looking for in satell i te TV
receiving equipment.

The Winegard Home Satellite TV System
features an 8-foot spun-aluminum dish,

a new state-of-the-art receiver that
boasts a channel scan button for quick

orientation, polarity reversal, signal
strength meter, f ine tune and audio tune

controls, channel select with LED
readout, a satell i te select with LED

readout for an optional satell i te selector,
and a built- in Polarotor " that

automatically changes to correct polarity
for each channel .

WINEGARD'S COMPLETE HOME SATELLITE SYSTEM INCLUDES:

Winegard's Home Satellite TV System
includes 8' dish, receiver; 120" LNA, feed
horn, down converter, Polarotor ", polar
mount, hardware and 1SO-foot of cable.

Optional items include a remote channel-
select control and satellite selector for
quick orientation from one satell i te to

another.\w
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while the hub was found (it was) and then back to working in the snow
squalls. Eventually I had the system operating, but barely. Intermittent
would be the appropriate technical term. I had treated the expensive
receiver with such care that I had not noticed at first; the cabinet
mounting screws were missing. The top simply slid right off! That
made me suspicious that my intermittent problem might be related to
the receiver, and not the LNA or ieed or cabling. I bonowed a field
strength meter f rom work, and checked to see if I had a decent 70 MHz
lF signal. I  did. That told me the problem was in the receiver or
demodulator proper.

"Now I had a new problem. Should I send it back to the
'distr ibutor 'whom I bought i t  from; remember I was now suspi-
cious that this brand new receiver I had been sold was at least not
'new.' Or should I call the company and return it to them. I opted
for the later, st i l l  st inging from my f irst experience with a'Distr i-
butor' who advertised on 'The Source.' I was not feeling very
good about distr ibutors in this industry at al l ,  at this point. But
after a decent interval, I felt pretty good about manufacturers; the
demodulator portion came back from the factory with a lengthy
note explaining what they lound wrong, and when I plugged i t  in,
it worked. Oh yes, the lactory note confirmed my original suspi-
cion. I had not been sent a 'brand new' receiver. lt had a service
history as long as my mil i tary discharge papers!

"And so, finally, after several months of false starts and plenty of
wasted time and effort, I found out that it is possible to have good
looking pictures here in the suburbs of Chicago, just l ike (well ,  almost
just l ike) we do on the big 1 1 and 13 meter dishes'at work' out at Lake
Geneva: at the uol ink site."

Bait and switch. We had i t  in 1981. We st i l l  have i t  today. And
'brand new equipment'  that is, perhaps, not so brand new? Well,  as we
shall  see later in this report,  things haven't changed much there in 30
months or so either!

THE Antennas
There were 33 antenna'brands' mentioned in the survey results.

This is sl ightly misleading Jor two reasons:
Number one: Many manufacturers have more than one antenna

in their ful l  l ine, and most respondents fai led to
identi fy which antenna model (size) they were us-
Ing or reporilng on;

Number two: We el iminated lor l ist ing purposes any brands
which did not have at least a minimum mention in
2.5"k of the total survey forms returned. This
means that many l i t t le known, or not well  distr i-
buted antennas, are not listed. They may well
represent excel lent qual i ty and value, but lacking
a significant (2.5"/o o'( total or better) reporting
base, we felt  that the tabulat ions for such ' lesser-

rans' might not be representative of their true lield
performance (good, or bad).

The Antenna Survey Results Table shows how those that were
rated did in the ooll. An exolanation of how this table works (see
notations at bottom of table, as well).

1) The company (brand) appears on the left .
2) How that brand rates with distributors is the first percentage

column to the r ight. ADM, for example, has a 100o/o rat ing with
those distributors submitting survey forms. That means that
every distr ibutor who mentioned ADM was tel l ing us that ADM
is good or excellent with warranty repair, parts replacement,
and so on. None rated ADM poor in this regard.

3) How the brands rate with dealers is the next column to the
right. Dealers were asked to rate the products for performance;
how well the products work. Again, using ADM as an example,
80% of the dealers 'voting' said ADM was a superior product.

4) The next three columns are inter-relaled. Under the general
heading of Composite Ratings, we see first "% Mention."
This is an indication of what percenlage of the total number of
distributors and dealers reporting mentioned ADM for any
reason (good, or, bad). The middle column under composite is
headed "7o Positive," and it means oJ all oi those mentioning
ADM (our example), 89% (in ADM's case) said something
positive about lhe firm and its products. This is the total ol both
the distributors, and, the dealers. Finally, the counterpart num-
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ber to saying something positive; and that is saying something
negative. In ADM's case, 11% said something negative.

lf you go back and check the percentage of distributors (first
column) that rated ADM for warranty repair and replacement, you see
that i t  was 100%. That means, as the second column indicates, that
where ADM'fel l  down'was with the dealers; the 11% loss irom a'perfecl score' came in the performance department, in the eyes of
some (20ol.) of the dealers who use and reported on that antenna line.

It is important to understand, with this first (antenna) table, and
those that fol low, that while we had a minimum cut-off to be l isted ( i .e.
f irms must be mentioned in this case in 2.5% of the forms returned, or
more, or they were not listed), we also have a second category ol f irms
which fal l  above the 2.5% cut-off point, but which fal l too low down the
scale to have what we consider a true indication of field results. In the
antenna l ist ing, see'Alpine. '  The f irst column,'Distr ibutor Rating, '  has
100% (-.)." That means that 100% of the distr ibutors mentioning this
brand-l ine l iked i t  for warranty and replacement. But the double aster
isk (..) tells you that overall, we had too few total responses that
mentioned Alpine to give us a true report on the national (or regional)
status of that product. Alpine, for example, under the 'Dealer Rating'
column to the r ight has a n/a l isted. That means loo l i t t le data (or no
data/reports) from dealers, and therefore no rating at all. The double
asterisk f irms, then, fel l  between the 2.5% minimum for no l ist ing and
lhe 4.5% level which we determined was the minimum to give them a'share-of-responses' l ist ing ("% Mention"; third numerical column to
right).

Finally this notation concerning antennas. Those firms that had the
highest responses, good or bad, have their last three columns in bold
face print. For good or bad, these were the leaders.

Were there any surprises? lt depends, of course, on where you are
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sitting. For Harris to be mentioned by 7ok ot the survey respondents
shocked us; our April CSD report on the workings of the Harris Delta
Gain 10 footer attributed but just over 1,000 total antennas produced
to Harris in this part icular model. That is a signif  icant number to Harris,
we are sure, but it does not equate to the 13,000 or so antennas
produced by ADM, for example. ADM topped the list, by the way, with"12olo mention."

Two antenna brands that did exceptionally poorly were the AgCom
and Vidare units. Both polled total negative votes and remember their
3/" and 6o/" "mention" rating does not mean they had 3 and 6 negative
votes each. Both had far more than that; the 3% and 67" is an
indication of 'percent of mention'against total votes cast. There were
hundreds of total votes.

Antenna Soapbox; "More dealers should be made aware of the
poor performance of small dishes, and possible future oroblems
as the present, new, generation of birds gets older and their
footprint powers decrease (Victoria, British Columbia). "Prodelin

antennas seem prone to cracking, and they can easly be
broken" (Holly, NY). "Sales Inc. in Cleveland sold me their back-
tire feed (it was junk!) and told me after I bought it that they were
not the manufacturers and would not stand behind the design. Yet
when they were trying to sell it to me, they claimed it WAS their
design. That was before they, too, found out it was junk!" (Har-
wood, Md.) "Every Janeil antenna requires monthly service
calls for rust removal and repainting" (Mabank, Tx). "Despite

the rave reviews over the Paracliose 1 2 footer I am skeotical about
the overall strength of the framework under adverse weather. I had
bad feelings about the Janeil antenna and fortunately never got
involved with them. I hope my init ial  suspicions about Paracl ipse's
framework are just the product of a conservative mind . . . but I
have a hunch!" (Homer, Alaska).

6o.t"/.
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ANTENNA SURVEY RESULTS/ Survey respondents were asked to rate antenna OEMs for prompt warranty/guarantee repair, replace-
ment (distributors); for Top Performance (installing dealers).

Antenna OEM

ADM
AgCom
Alpine
Andrews
Apollo 9'
Astro 10 (Sales Inc.)
Birdview
Boman (...)
Channel Master
ComTech
Cryson (Longs)
Danex
DH
Equinox 12'
Fiberglass Unlimited
General Instruments
Han is  10 '
tvc
Janeil
Kaultronics 9'
Laux
Luly
Microdyne/AFC
Miralite
ODOM
Paraclipse
Prodelin ( ' .")
StratoVision
Triangle Engineer

Distributor Rating

100o/"
nla

100% (..)
100% (..)

nla
O./" ('.)
nla
nla

100% (. ')
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla

100% ( " )
nla

337o
nla

100'/" (..)
nla

100% ( . . )
nla

100% ( . ' )
100%

n/a
nla
n/a
n/a

07"
0% (..)

100% (..)

Dealer Rating

80o/o
o%
nla

50% (")
0% ( ' .)
0% ( ' .)

100% ( ' . )
0% ( ' .)

100% (..)
100% (")

0% ( ' .)
100% (")
100% ( . ' )

0% (..)
100./" (")
100% (..)
1 00ol. (-.)

0olo (..)
25%
0% (..)
nla

100% ( . ' )
100% (' .)
100% (")
50% (..)

1O0o/o
100k

0% (..)
0% (")
0% (. ' )
0o/o

0% (. ')
0% (. ' )

% Mention (.)
1 2 / o

3o/o

nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla

Composite Ratings
% Positive % Negative

89% 11"/"
Oo/o 1OO/o

100% 0"/"
677" 33/o
0"h 100%
07" 100%

100"/o o%
07o 1OO%

100% 07"
100% 070

0"/o 100%
1O07" 0"/o
100% o%

0"/" 100o/o
100% 0"/o
100% 07"
1007" Oo/o

oto 100%
40% 60"/"
0k 100o/o

100o/o 0k
1 0 0 %  0 k
1000/o o%
100k 0k
670/" 33%

1OO"/" OVo
100% oo/o

0k 1000k
0"k 100%
0o/o 100%
0% 1OO"/"
0 k  1 0 0 %

500/o 50%

USS
Vidare
Western
Winegard
Notations:'

nla
7o/o
nla

1O"/"
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla

107"
67"
nla
nla
nla
6o/o

nla
nla

/ Percentage in this column indicates percentage of those reporting/voting mentioning this antenna or brand. Loosely, it
might be considered a 'share of market' report although it would not translate directly to share-ol-total market since we are
dealing with 'pluses' and 'minuses' of designs without regard to volume. Those marked nia did not register the minimum
number of 'mentions' (4.5% of total or more) to qualify in the category.

/ Percentage in this column tells you how distributors, or dealers, generally rated product(s); distributors for warranty
replacement, dealers for quality of product and performance. A double asterisk (.-) indicates that in CSD's judgement too
few survey participants mentioned this product forthe percentages given to be a meaningful indication of national trends (i.e.
those with a double asterisk fell below the 4.5% minimum to qualify for a 'share of market' [third column from left] listing).

/ Specific antenna not mentioned; supplier sells several models.
---- / Prodelin antennas are sold under several brand names other than 'Prodelin' or M/A Com. Survey respondents did not

always clarify exact labeler of antenna.

THE LNAs
The low noise amplitier portion of the system seems to have

reached a performance plateau where virtually any 100 degree unit is
as good as virtually any other 100 degree unit. Or so they sayl

The facts are that given today's improved receivers (some, but not
all!), and hotter satellite footprints, those small but measureable ditfer-
ences we used to be able to find between supposedly identical LNAs
have all but disappeared. At the same time, the large differences
between LNAs of different brands, claiming the same noise figure
ratings, have also all but disappeared.

So what makes an LNA desirable, and not so desirable, anymore?
Our respondents tell us it is the service one gets from a particular

brand. This will become increasingly clear when you check the'soap
box' portion of the LNA story.

The first thing that jumps out at you from the LNA Survey Results
Table is the dominant position of Avantek and Amplica in the LNA
market. Let us talk about this, and caution those who might like to
make concrete assumptions from what they see here.

A quick study of the LNA table might suggest that between Avan-
tek and Amplica we have 60'/" (38+21)of the LNA market repre-

sented. This could be true, but remember that we did not set out to
design a study to measure 'market share, 'so any assumptions one
might make from our "% Mention" column (under'Composite Rat-
ings') are just that; assumptions. We'd hate to see people start 'quo!

ing'CSD with loose interpretations along the lines of "Avantek outsells
Amplica nearly two to one," or, "Avantek sells nearly 40% of the LNAs
in this market."

lf you have an abiding interest in LNAs, have jumped here to see
how LNAs did, and don't understand what the LNA table means, sloo
right now and go back and read the full-table-explanation covered
under'TVRO Antennas';  page 10. l t  wi l l  tel l  you that with the distr ibu-
tors mentioning LNAs, Avantek was a 'favorable product' in the area of
product warranty and repair with 92% of the distributors. lt will also tell
you that Amplica LNAs were 'favorable' wilhTSo/" of the distributors.

The 'shocker' comes in the next column to the right. At the
dealer level, where dealers were inslructed to rate only field perfor-
mance, we find Avantek dropping to a 83% rating, and Amplica
dropping to a 0% rating. This begs a detailed explanation.

SURVEY CONTINUES / page 14



. . . that superwinch, innovator in electric winch technology since 1968

and the manufacturer of more electric winches than anyone else in the

world, should introduce Skylvalker,'" an exciting new breakthrough in
TVRO antenna actuator drive systems.

Superwinch standards always have been high ' ' ' in product design,

product reliability and support, and in commitment to product

availability. Their standards are reflected by the customer company

they keep - Sears & Roebuck, J' C. Penney, Montgomery Ward, Western

Auto, Cinadian Tire, W \il(. Grainger .. . the list goes on' Over 525,OOO
products bearing our name are in service world-wide'

Superwinch offers this same high quality standafd in the sklqzalker
remote TVRO dish control system.

M by Superwinch

For further information, please fill out
and mail couPon to:

Superwinch, Inc., Putnam, CT 06260
USA or call (203) 928'7787.
Telex 6439a1 S\flINCH PUTM

Please send me more information on
your Sk1'walker" system.

Street:

Ci ty: State
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Videophile Satellite Television
The possibi l i t ies of component audio come to satel l i te video.

Componen t  equ ipmen t  has  become
popular in the audio field for a lot of
reasons. One reason is that the com-
ponent philosophy allows a purist to up-
grade any piece of a system as technology
advances without having to replace the
entire system at once. This basic idea
has ushered in an era of specialty f irms
dedicated to advancing the art of a single
link in the chain. They succeed because
all of their efforts are focused on one
disc ip l ine,  not  th in ly  spread over  an en-
tire system. EARTH TERM INALS"' brings
this philosophy to satell i te television. We
concentrate on the single most important,
most diff icult element-the microwave
receiver. No other part of the system
has such a dramatic effect on picture
quality.

Quality You Can See
An EARTH TERMINALS receiver pro-

vides cleaner pictures with less granu-
larity. Truer colors that don't smear. Less
sparkling snow on weak programs. Com-
p le te  absence  o f  he r r i ngbones  and
waves .  Supe r imposed  l e t t e r i ng  t ha t
doesn't tear at the edges. In fact, you
haven't seen video this exciting unless
you've been in a television studio. lf you
own a quality video projector, you'l l  be
even more impressed.

Quality You Can Measure
Broadcast  engineers are impressed

with the accuracy of EARTH TERMI-
NALS receivers too. Our VITS Sin2 Pulse
and video SNR test results are incom-

parable; actually the equal of most com-
merc ia l  grade receivers.  We can a lso
handle tough signals l ike Reuters data
transmissions that give other receivers
fits. lt 's no wonder then, that after ex-
haustive testing, some cable companies
and  te lev i s i on  s ta t i ons  use  EARTH
TERMINALS rece i ve rs  as  t he i r  ma in
source of satell i te program material. They
know value when they see it.

It's Easy To Live With
Allthis technical sophistication is really

qui te easy to get  a long wi th.  Precise
automatic f ine tuning tunes every chan-
nel the same way every time. You don't
have to be an expert to get perfect

pictures. EARTH TERMINALS receivers
come with a remote control that selects
channe l s  i nd i v i dua l l y ,  ad jus t s  aud io
volume at your convenience, and auto-
matically signals the rest of your system
to supply the proper antenna polariza-
tion through an even/odd channel switch.
And it f i ts in the palm of your hand.

Tips On Value
There are plenty of satell i te recervers

that cost less than ours, but nearly all
of them need bigger antennas and more
exotic Low Noise Amplif iers for a picture
free of sparkling snow. lf you're on a
budget, you can save money in other
parts of the system by paying more for
our receiver and come out even. You get
high f idelity video in the bargain. lf you're
simply after the best picture money can
buy,  we can make i t  very af fordable.
Either way, give us a call or write us
for the details.

EARTH TERMINALS
Deoartment 103
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513-489-6200

Unretouched Ofl  The-Ai Stn? Pulse lesl

HARTH THRIWINAES

;I
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SURVEY / continued frgm Page 11

We found this so difficult to accept that we plowed back through
the survey forms on three different occasions looking first to verify
what the numbers said, and then to figure out why it came out this way.
Here are our f indings:

The dealers did not fol low the instruct ions here. Many dealers,
as the soapbox wil l  suggest in our representative sampling of soap-
box comments selected, have had some experiences with gett ing
Amplica LNAs repaired. The dealers were supposed to be comment-
ing on LNA performance only. They stepped 'over the l ine' and
allowed their emotions to get them into the 'repair cycle/warranty'
area. Some quantity of dealers have experienced delays and/or cost
problems in gett ing LNAs repaired. Many of those with such problems
have had that experience with Amplica. Faced with this 'problem,'

they have chosen to neglect the original question (f ield performance)
and concentrate instead on the warranty and repair cycle. That ex-
plains part of this unusual result.  But there is another exolanation.

When we checked the percentage of those f i l l ing in the'LNA Line'
on either the distr ibutor or dealer form, against the total number of
forms returned, we found that less than 35"/o (33"/o plus a fraction to be
exact) even completed the LNA l ine. Several penned in comments on
the l ine which said ( in effect) "They are al l  about the same," or,
"One is as good as another." That told us that what we have here,
especial ly in the dealer category, are those who (1) do not feel that al l
LNAs are created about equal, and, (2) those who have some pent
up i l l  feel ings about the repair cycle; they were using the form as a
way of rel ieving their 'hosti l i ty. '  Once we understood what was hap-
pening here, we felt  better about the survey. Not because we were
necessari ly bothered by such a one-sided, negative tabulat ion, but
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rather becase the survey had helped us identify a problem that we had
not heard openly discussed previously.

After the Avantek/Amplica entries on the survey table, the rest are
al l  'also rans. '  None achieved the minimum percentage of mentions
required (17"k of total respondents, in this category) to realize a
'Share of Mention' (%) rat ing. Remember, however, that only sl ightly
more than one third of the total number of f i rms returning the forms
even completed the LNA l ine category. Perhaps, Amplica repairs
aside, al l  LNAs are pretty much equal these days!When interest is so
low that you can't get people to complete a survey question line on a
form, you have some indication of the relative importance of the
'question in industry minds.

LNA Soapbox: "The least amount of problems, with LNAs; Cal
Amp, Amplica, Avantek working well" (Pa). "Amplica wanted
$125 to replace 'N' connector (broken female pins), out of
warranty. We settled for $50 after discussion. Return time -
approximately five weeks!" (Ks). "Had two Amplica LNA fai-
lures this winter; one was sent through distr ibutor (McOullough,
Ark.) and it took seven weeks to get back. The other involved direct
contact with Amplica and st i l l  took four weeks. This is outrageous
as I cannot afford to keep numerous spares to maintain customer
satisfaction while the factory takes their time with repairs" (Ak).
" Repair time for LNAs has been extremely slow. Six weeks for
Amplica and three months for Avantek (they repaired my unit
and then returned i t  to somebody else!).  The LNA suppliers
are not handling their warranty period properly either; by
starting the warranty the day they ship the unit, we are lorced
to not stock as many spare LNAs as we might otherwise
stock. The warranty should begin the day the unit is instal led;
that would encourage me to keep more in stock" (Mo).

LNA SURVEY RESULTS/ Survey respondents were asked to rate LNA OEMs for prompt warranty/guarantee repair, replacement
(distr ibutors); for Top Performance ( instal l ing dealers).

LNA OEM

Avantek
Amplica
Birdview (LNA-C Unit)
Cali fornia Ampli f ier
Dexcel
Drake
LOCOm

M/A Com

Distr ibutor Rating

92o/"
75%

100% ( . . )
100% ( ' . )
100% ( . ' )
100% ( " )
66% (..)

100% ( - . )

Dealer Rating

83%
00%

nla
100% ( . . )
100o/" (--)
100% ( ' . )
50% (")

100% ( . - )

Composite Ratings
% Mention (.) 7o Posit ive % Negative

38o/o 897" 11o/o
21"/" 3070 70%
n/a 100% 007o
nla 100% 00o/o
nla 100% 00%
nla  100% 00%
nla 80% 207o
nla 100% 007"

Notations:. /  Percentage in this column indicates percentage of those report ing/voting mentioning this LNA brand. There is l ikely to be a
rough comparison between the rat ings here and the'share of market ' for the respective LNA suppliers, although since the
survey was not volume conscious there can be no hard deductions from this column as to'share of market. 'Those with a n/a
did not have suff icient mentions to qual i fy for our minimum level to register a true 'share of mention' (17"kin this instance).

" '  /  Percentage in this column tel ls you how distr ibutors rated product for warranty repair,  or in second column how dealers rate
product for performance. Those with a double asterisk (") had insuff icient 'mentions' to meet our minimum quali f icat ion
standards. We bel ieve those so marked to be signif icant indicators of trends, but not concrete rat ings.

THE Receivers
There are twenty-five receivers mentioned by brand in our survey.

This was not the total number reported; those with fewer than 2.5%
'mentions' were left off the survey becaue their numbers were judged
insignif icant.

Like the antenna and LNA tables, this table ref lects the distr ibutor
rat ing in the f irst column (i .e. how distr ibutors rate a brand for warranty
and repair),  the dealer rat ing in the second column (i .e. how dealers
rate the product for field performance), and then the three composite
rat ing columns. Our minimum-response cut-off lor a""k Mention" was
4.31o. All of those with the double asterisk (") lell between lhe 2.5"/o
minimum cut-off and the 4.3"/o minimum rating region.'

An expanded conlribution from a dealer in New Mexico illustrates
the type of problems being experienced with receivers these days.

"On March 29, 1983 we ordered 3 low-cost systems from
National Microtech. The systems consisted of a 7.5 foot Hawkeye
f iberglass dish, a Drake 120 LNA and a Sat-Tec 2000 receiver. The

shipment was received on April 8th. We examined it and found
one of the three antennas had minor cracks on the surface. The
bill ol lading indicated the antennas were to have been crated;
they were not. We filed a complaint with the freight carrier.

"The mounts came in poor condit ion; rust and bare metal.  There
was no packing list, so we were not sure what we were even looking
for to complete the shipment!"

"We notified National Microtech the same day. We were told
that if the antennas had been damaged because of the shipper,
the problem was up to the shipper to resolve. lf, on the other
hand, it turned out not to be the shipper's fault, we could return
the antenna(s) at our shipping expense. National would replace
them. And the mounts? "What do you expect for the price you
paid???'. lt was suggested that we repaint them.

"Since this was the first such low-cost package for us (we have
considerable experience with larger systems) we decided to get it up
and running. Ooops. No instruct ions. Their answer was simple
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RUSTY MOUNT? "Paint it yourself; what did you expect at that
price?".

enough. 'No.'We wondered why. 'The manufacturer does not provide
us with any instructions, so we don't provide any either.' So we dug
into our past experience and put the antenna together. Now, the mas-t
that holds the LNA sits off of center. lt can only be used with a
Polarotor lor l l ,  as i t  comes. No, neither a Polarotor Inor l lare included
in this package!

"The receiver, on the other hand, is equipped with a two
position switch to interface with a polarizer. The polarizer,
however, cannot be adapted to the antenna due to the design of
the mast. And then, how do you interface the Polarotor with the
Sat-Tec 2000?

"Back to the telephone. The technicians at National Microtech did
not know; 'nobody has ever asked us that question before.'That's
when I pointed out that it was strange, indeed, that nobody had asked
that question since it was obvious that the question had to be asked to
get the system together. And I wondered to myself whether they had
really been selling the hundreds ot these systems they claimed. They
finally suggested I drill a new hole in the receiver box and install a new
switch, or make up a separate switch box."That's when I thought to myself 'lf I had paid a litile more and
bought the Sat-Tec 5000 receiver, rather than the 2000, I would
not have this problem. The 5000 has an even-odd switch plus the
convenience of secondary audio tuning.' That's when I called
Sat-Tec.

"Their answerwas polite but firm. They manufacture receivers, not
polarotors. They suggested I call Chaparral. So next I called Chapar-
ral. They had an answer similar to Sat-Tec. They manufactured pola-
rotors, not receivers. And besides, they didn't have anyone around
that knew how the Sat-Tec 2000 receiver was wired up. In desoeration
lcalled National back again. They promised to get me an answer the
next da!.

"Sure enough they called back. Their solution, however,
bothered me since it involved using a two position switch and the
Polarotor requires a three position switch so the probe can move
back and forth. Skeptical though I was, I did it their way."You guessed it. The probe moved one way, and stopped. But it
would not return. This means that if you want to tune in a picture you
have to either guess the exact place to stop, or, go through too tar,
stop, and then go back through the whole opposite polarization and
then back again. Hoping that the second time through you will stop it at
the right place.

"But the real surprises were still ahead. When I opened up the
receiver, following National's instructions for hooking up the
Interface between the Polarotor and the receiver, I discovered
something less than a brand, new, shiny circuit board. There
were scratches on the boards, and solder where the board had
been reworked, One of the three had paint missing from the
cabinet and heavy scratches.

"l called National and asked them for permission to return the
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three receivers. I wanted to 'upgrade' to a receiver that would intertace
with the polar rotor system. 'You cannot return them anymore; they
have been out of the box and they are not new anymore' he re-
sponded. I then pointed out that two of the three were not new to begin
with. That gol me transferred to someone higher up at National. I
re-explained lhe problem, including why I wanted to get receivers that
would interface with the polarizaton system. When I suggested that
two of the three receivers did not'look' new, I was lold that lwas a liar.
His explanation, after that bit of flattery, was that'perhaps the receiv-
ers had been returned from the field, to the National bench, for some
warranty work.' I responded that it that was the case, I didn't consider
the receivers new anymore. And his response was that 'They are new;
we started the one yedr warranty new when we shipped you the units.'

R-2000 RECEIVER sold and shipped as 'new' late in March of
1983 bears '5182; BM' signature on the circuit board. That,s 10 to
11 months of being someplace (new!).

"As you might guess, the situation deteriorated from that
point. I was told that t couldn't return the receivers lor any
reason, now. And, that I was an isolated case and a ,pest.,

"So here I sit. I have three 'low-cost svstems' that includes one
damaged antenna, three rusty mounts, ani two used receivers. The
comment I heard that really says it all is 'What do you expecl for the
price?'.  Certainly not integri ty." (Luis Lucero, New Mexico Satel l i te
Receiving Equipment, Santa Fe, NM).

For some time it has been clear that at least a couple ol the
receiver suppliers are 'running away' with the bulk of the receiver
marketplace. One in particular, the RL Drake company, has been
making significant inroads for receiver volume during the past year.

There is some indication ol the relative success of Drake, and
others, in the Receiver Survey Table results shown here. Again, this
caution. The middle column ("% Mention") cannot be taken literally
as a'share of market '  number. But, for a f irm to show up high on this
rating does indicate that there is a considerable volume oJ oroduct
being shipped. Drake comes in at 1B%. That means they were men-
tioned, either good or bad, by 18% of those responding. Distributors
gave Drake a 67% rating for warranty repairs and replacements.
Dealers gave Drake an 89o/o rating for performance of the product in
the field. Those are good numbers.

Another high-rater is Earth Terminals/Washburn. As the soao-

SURVEY CONTINUES / page 18
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The Omni Polarizer. Not old'
borrowed or blue. This brand new

TVRO polarizer switches instantaneously
on iommand. Its solid state design'

coupled with a total lack of moving parts'
makes it absolutely dependable even under

the most adverse climate conditions'
Equally important, ifs temperature stable'

The new Omni Polarizer. Another
user-designed Product from the.,

M/A-COM telecommunications family'
No TVRO system should be without one'

Cal l  o r  wr t te  fo r  the  name o f  your  neares t  d is t r ibu tor '

M/A-COM OMNI SPECTRA'  lNc.
2I CONTINENTAT BLVD
MERRIMACK, NH O3O54
(603) 424 4111, EXr.241
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IT'S EASIER FORYOU TO SEIL
TO PEOPTE THAT KNOW US.

Ehannel Mastni.,

They ' re  the  peop le  in  suburban and ru ra l  marke ts  tha t  a l ready
depend on  Channe l  Master  h igh-ga in  TV antennas and ampl i f ie rs
for the best recept ion that they can get.  When you offer Channel
Master earth stat ions to your prospects, the chances are very good
tha t  they 've  heard  o f  us  and our  reputa t ion  fo r  h igh-qua l i t y
recept ion.

They ' re  the  peop le  in  over  8  mi l l ion  Amer ican homes w i th  a  Channe l
Master  an tenna ro to r  con t ro l  box  in  the i r  l i v ing  room.  They ' re  some
of  the  users  o f  the  21  mi l l ion  Channe l  Master  ou tdoor  TV antennas
sold over the last 34 years. Some of our compel i tor 's names may be
well known to us in the satellite "trade" but to the average consumer
they mean absolutely nothing.

Over the past 34 years, the Channel Master name has become
synonymous w i th  super io r  TV recept ion ,  recogn ized aga in  and
again by leading consumer test ing magazines. You clear ly benef i t
f rom this reputat ion, as wel l  as by having a single, brand-recognized
name to  se l l . . .no t  separa te  names fo r  the  d ish ,  rece iver ,  LNA,
polar izer,  dish control ler and stereo processor.  And not separate
guarantees or service centers, ei ther.

Check i t  out.  And let  our Distr ibutors show you satel l i te TV the way
it 's supposed to be. They're ready with inventory and technical
assistance to make your l i fe easier in this hect ic new industry.

Channel Master. . . .dedicated to better receDtion since 1949.

lV/  GHANNEL MASTER
zd ; frJ : i ::l;,:,:,ff :Jl:# ;:-i: i#,= -'
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r
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We need new deolers ond distributors for
selected morketswho con speciolize in this
new ond growing industry. Pleose write or
coll Don Berg or Phyll is Fisher for immediote
considerotion. ( 91 4) 647-5000.
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SURVEY / continued from page '15

Dox comments indicate, Clyde's record is about as close to perlect as
you can gel. He grabbed an 11"/o mention, and 100% with both
distr ibutors and dealers. Gil laspie was another one that rated high.
Although Norman's f irm barely made the cut-off ,  with a 5% share (we
cut off  at 4.3%), he got 100% support at both the distr ibutor and dealer
level. And AVCOM, also with a 57o share, rated 100% with distributors
and averaged out 8070 favorable and 20% unfavorable in the compo-
sites. Once again, there are a substantial number of receivers that
came in above the 2.5% cut-off point, but below the 4.3% oJ mentions
necessary to qual i fy for a""/o Mention" rat ing.

Receiver Soapbox: "When we got our f irst Luxor receiver, i t  had
no manual. Boy, were we confused!" (Mo.) "McCullough receiv-
ers always had good sensitivity but their video quality left
something to be desired. Audio reproduction in those receiv-
ers with slug tuned forms is not good;after you have a chance
to work with audio circuitry l ike found in the AVCOM COM-2, i t
ruins you for anything else. Receiver companies seem to be
in such a rush to get NEW productto the market that they are

SATELLITE DICEST
forced to make production line changes to try to get the bugs
out." (Ak) "An Earth Terminal receiver was damaged when light-
ning struck a power company transformer and entered the TVRO
owner's home. The factory repaired the receiver and returned it to
us promptly, at no cost." (Tx) "l had a problem with an Earth
Terminals receiver in 1981 ; Clyde Washburn handled i t  l ike i t
was one of his children. I really appreciated the extra service"
(Ak). "Drake promptly returns the few warranties returned for
repair" (Tx). "The Drake is the best lor the price; but nothing
works as good as an Earth Terminal receiver!" (Tn). "We
would l ike to see a real ly good ANIK audio f i l ter" (Ma). "Gil laspie

checked my receiver and down converter without charge and
found a bad solder joint.  I  appreciated that" (Md). "Drake has a
very good technical staff and an excellent service book" (Ga).
"Drake technicians try to help you over the telephone with
trouble shooting before you are lorced to send it in for repair"
(Tn). "An early Luxor receiver worked horribly; poor video dri f t ing,
and i t  came with no printed information at al l .  The distr ibutorturned
a deaf ear inspite of numerous long distance telephone cal ls"
(NY) .

TVRO RECEIVERS - SURVEY RESULTS/ Survey respondents were asked to rate TVRO receiver OEM's for prompt warranty/guarantee
repair,  replacement (distr ibutors); for Top Performance ( instal l ing dealers).

Receiver OEM

Amplica
Automation Techniques
AVCOM
Birdview
Cook
Dexcel
(RL) Drake Co.
DX (C. l toh)
Earth Terminals (Washburn)
Equinox
General Instrument
Gil laspie
Harris Corp.
lnfra-Tek
Intersat
KLM
LUXOT

McCullough
Microdyne
Norsat
Pinzone
Rohner
Sat-Tec
Scientific Atlanta
TeleCom Industries

Distributor Rating

nla
80o/"

10OTo
n/a

00% (. ')
100% ( . . )
67o/"

nla
100/"

nla
nla

100%
nla
nla
nla

50%
00%

nla
nla

00% (")
100% ( . . )

n/a
5Oo/"

nla
00% (. ')

Dealer Rating

507o
207"
67"/o

100% ( . . )
nla

100% ( . . )
89"/"

100% ( " " )
100/"
00% (..)

100% ( . ' )
100%
100% ( . . )
100% ( . " )
100% ( . . )
29To
50/o
00% (")

100% ( . ' )
nla
nla

00% (..)
00o/"

100% ( . . )
00% (. ')

Composite Ratings
% Mention (*) % Positive % Negative

nla 50% 50o/"
11o/o 50o/" 5O"/o
5o/" 80"/" 2oo/o
nta 100% 00%
nla 00% 100%
nla 100% 00%

18"/" 77o/o 23o/o
nla 100% 00%
11"/o 100o/o 0O"/"
nla O07" 100%
nla 100% 00%
5o/o 100o/o OO"/o
nla 100% 00%
nla 100"/o 00o/o
nla 100% 0OTo

10"/" 33/o 67"/"
7% 43"/" 57o/o
nla 007" 100%
nla 100% 00%
nla 007" 100o/o
nla 100% 00%
nla 007" 100%
5"/" 25o/" 75"/"
nla 100"/0 00%
nla 00% 100%

Notations:. /Percentageinthiscolumnindicatespercentageofthosereport ing/votingmentioningthisreceiverbrand.Thereisl ikelytobea
rough al ignmenl between the percentages shown here and the relat ive share of market for many of the suppliers noted.
Those with no percentage appearing were mentioned too inf requently to qual i fy for our 'cut-off '  (4.3ok oI al l  comments in this
category).

'. / Percentage in this column tells you how distributors voting rated product for warranty repair (first column), or field performance
(second column). Those with a double asterisk (-.)  had insuff icient 'mentions' for us to bel ieve there was a clear 'pattern'

emerging from those 'votes cast '  and while a trend may be indicated, no f inal tal l ies are possible.

THE Motor Drives
By our own personal experience over the years, motor drives still

leave quite abit to be desired. The problem is two{old. The outdoor
portion, or the drive system, is one of those 'it sure looks easy'
projects. Screw jacks are commonly available. Motors to drive the
jacks are commonly avai lable. So what is the big deal with gett ing the
switch that controls that motor inside? Looks are deceiving. As
Richard Shogren wrote in our December 1982 issue ("Driving Polar
Mounts," page 43) ".  .  .  a signif icant number of (antenna) manu-
facturers simply do not bui ld an eff icient polar mount." Angles on

torque arms, 'dead loads' when the dish reaches the far western
extreme, combine to make retrof i t t ing ol the drive assembly dif f icult .
Even impossible. Only a handful of the suppliers are responsible
in-house for the dish, the drive, the mount and the control ler. Most
drives sold and installed are retrofitted by the dealer to his own
antennas. This takes the drive manufacturer out of the ' loop, '  and he
has no real way of knowing what torque and load and 'angulal

demands are going to be placed on his drive in the f ield.
Some try to engineer around this problem by making everything

heavier than i t  need be; provided the system had been designed as an
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integrated system. lf the drive supplieridesigner cannot be sure what
angles will be used, what stresses there may be at the extremes, or
how unbalanced the dish assembly may be at an extreme end of
motion, he has to assume the worst, and design for it. The result is that
you may be paying for a drive thatwould move a house straight up, but
by your own installation plan, have difficulty lifting a pigeon at a
straightout angle.

lf the drive designer faces a difficult task, the controller designer
faces an impossible task. He has to ask you to interface the controller
signaling device with a drive he has not seen and a dish he has not
seen, in a location which he cannot envision. He has to tell you how
short, or how long, the control cables can be, or must be, and he has to
be sure you understand that improper powering or wire size selection
will destroy or dis-arm the unit.

On top of this, he has lo be married to a drive mechanism that he
may not be familiar with, and he has to be able to tell that drive
mechanism to stop with 1/1 6th rotation accuracy at 10 or '1 1 spots in
the sky; everytime it moves. No simple trick.

Touch tone operaled, microprocessor aided controllers seem like
a very nifty way to go. And sooner or later the industry will figure out
how to do it, reliably, every time, at a reasonable price. For now, there
are more negatives associated with molor drive and control systems
than there are positives. At least that is what our survey results show.

The most frequently mentioned drive supplier, ADEC, did miser-
ably in the ratings. Not one of those completing the survey rated them
satisfactory. As an aside, of the 14 controllers and drives we present
ly have operating in the Turks and Caicos, only two have lasted and
continue to run in their original pristine state atter 30 days or more of
use. One of those units is from ADEC. Most of the other 12 failed,
either the drive portion, or the controller portion, within a few weeks.
Some did not last a full day. And the ADEC unit we obtained, on our
own for test, did not come from the factory directly; it came through a
distributor. So there's no chance we got a 'special unit' in the process.

Like the LNAs, but for a differenl reason, we found a number of

firms completing the forms but leaving the motor drive information
incomplete. A few wrote in such terse comments as "None of them
workworth adarn", or " l  quit  sel l ing al lof them two monthsago".
Wo our percentage of responses for molor drives was lower by quite a
bit than say antennas, or receivers. Dealers and distributors alike
seem to be reluctant to believe much of what the motor drive folks are
saying.

Houston Satellite Systems was the top'positive response' per-
former; mentioned in 11olo of those completing this question. All of
those mentioning the firm were high on the product. Right behind
Houston was TDF, also with a 10Ok positive response and a "10%

share" or mention.

Motor Drive Soapbox: "The local Channel Master Distributor
replaced a burned out motor drive unit the same day it tailed" (NY).
"A big problem we have encountered is the mechanical
pieces not holding firm on the satellites; cheap trailer parts
not designed for'use' and 'stress'. We have welds breaking
even before the rust can start!" (Tn). "We sent an MCM jack to
the factory three times and were finally told that it had a design
defect and could not be replaced until I sent them more money to
upgrade to a newer model" (Ga). "Every ADEC has tailed at
least once and some have not returned lrom the factory, after
months of waiting, The one Starfinder purchased never work-
ed, nor did the three replacements. No refund was given"
(Tx), "A USS antenna and mount purchased in November of 1 981
would not come down low enough to hit F1 . When we told them we
had two of their antennas that would not make 16 degrees look
angle, they lold us to 'wait for F3R!'Their motor actuator used a
plastic screw jack, and they blamed the sensor manufacturer for
several bad sensorswhich they sent to us" (Va). "The 11 year
battery (their claim) in the early model Starlinders would go
dead in sixty days" (la).

)

WRO ANTENNA MOTOR DRIVES / Survey respondents were asked to rate TVRO motor drives for prompt warranty/repair, replacement
(distributors); for Top Pertormance (installing dealers).

Drive OEM

ADEC
Bun (Screw Drives)
Channel Master
ComTech
Home Cable (HCl)
Lawhorn,AlVorldSat
Houslon Satellite Systems
MCM
MTI
Starlinder
TDF
Tel-Vl
Tracor
USS
Vector (100)
Winegard
Notations:'

Distributor Rating

007"
0Oo/"

100% (..)
nla

100./" (..)
nla
nla

00% (")
n/a

00% (..)'  100%
nla

100./" (.-)
nla
nla

100% (..)

Dealer Rating

00%
00To

100% (..)
100% (. ')
100./" (.-)
100% ( " )
lOQo/o

nla
100./" ('.)
100% (..)
100o/o
100% (. ')

nla
00% (,1'1)

100% (* )
nla

Composite Ratings
% Mention (*) % Positive % Negative

22"/" OO"/" 100%
8/o O0o/" 100%
nla 100% 0Oo/"
nla 100% 00%
nla 100% 00%
nla 100% 00%

11o/o 100% OO"/o
nla 00% 100%
nla 100% 00%
nla 50% 50%

'lO7o 100% OO"/"
n la  10Ok 00%
nla 100% 0O%
nla O0To 100%
nla 100% 00o/o
nla 100o/o O07o

/ Percentage in this column indicates percentage of those reporting/voting mentioning this motor drive brand. Those with an n/a
(no percentage appearing) failed to quality with a minimum number ol votes/reports cast (7% in this category).

-. / Percentage in this column tells you how distributors rated product for warranty repair or replacement (first column), orfield use
(by dealers, second column). Those with a double asterisk (--) had some votes or comments, but too few mentions (in less
lhan 7o/" of the total comments in this category) for us to believe the percentage trends shown are indicative of true national
results.

THE Manuals
We have been suggesting tor several months that manuals, or a

lack thereof, are an almost universal industry problem. Our'harping'
on this point is not without sound reasoning.

Some surveys suggest that seven out of every ten (new) dealers in
TVRO fail. Many of these failures can be traced to the inability of the

new dealer to obtain adequate training for his newly chosed field of
endevor. During 1979, 80 and most of 81 , a dealer would attend an
industry'seminar'or 'show' as much to learn how to do things as he
would to see equipment. With the show strategy changing, and with

SURVEY CONTINUES t page22



YOU CAN'T BUY MORE FOR LESS

PERIOD.

AV PRO SERIES
Satelltte Systerns

AV is the largest consumer electronics distributor of its kind in the natlon. We of-
fer the finest selection and best prices in satellite TV systems, audio and video com-
ponents, televisions, car stereos, portables, telephones and computefs.

For more information, call to,ll-f"u",1-8OO-548-995O. Dealer inquirles welcome.
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When it comes to satell i te receivers,
demand the brand that  helps
increase sales . . . Lowrance.

@

I I LOWRANCE
h ELECTRONICS. INC.

n N

r\r* .

SYSTETN 7 OPENS Tr UP.
Lowrance helps open up the
satellite market with an exciting
new pair of satellite receivers.

- YIne bvstem /" -  rs  Ine new
inexoensive Lowrance receiver with
excel lent  per formance and re l iab i l i ty
Features inc lude detent  tuning.
Signal  s t rength meter .  Bui l t - in
modulator .  125 f t .  o f  cable.
Weatherproof downconverter. Fixed
and var iable audio.  And more,

The Svstem 7^"  combines a l l  the
above,  p lus adds stereo decoding
and a remote control as standard.

Lowrance a lso g ives you the sel l ing
tools to keep the market open. With

dealer  suooort  that  inc ludes
merchandis ing a ids l ike color
posters Consumer TVRO quest ion
and answer brochures. Product
brochures.  Plus a v ideo tape.  Al l
speci f ica l ly  designed to help you sel l
more earth statrons.

Yes! | want to know more about the Lowrance System 7 Receiver. Send me more
intormation today.

Name

Address

u LOWnnr.rCi;
LOWRANCE ELECTRONTCS, tNC.
12000 E. Skelly Dr., Tulsa, Okla. 74i28 |

Zip -
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virtual ly no training forum remaining, the dealers l ind themselves left
to f igure out how to put a terminal together on their own.

There are many manuals out which seek to help the dealer, but
most of those are now sadly out of date, and modern equipment
configurations (LNCs for example) are not even mentioned in manu-
als created one or two years ago.

And so i t  fal ls on the shoulders of the equipment supplier to provide
adequate instruct ions for his equipment to guide the dealer through
the installation. A few of the suppliers recognize this fact, and have
approached the manual not as a necessary evil, but rather as a good,
potent selling tool. Much of the selling success of (RL) Drake, or
Channel Master can be attributed to the care and skill which has gone
into their dealer instal lat ion manuals. A recently released manual f  rom
Boman Industries is another excellent example oJ skillJul use of the
printed word, with diagrams and tables, spel l ing out just what the
dealer needs to do, in step by step lashion, to make a successful
instal lal ion.

It  has been suggested that a new dealer, entering the industry for
the first time, insist on an opportunity to read and study the installation
manual provided by the supplier or system packager BEFORE plac-
ing an order for anything. lJ the novice dealer f inds he can read, and
comprehend, the manual provided, the chances are quite good he
can then take the equipment and make i t  work in the t ield. l f  there is no
manual, that should be an inslant early warning sign. l f  the 'manual '  is
a single sheet of paper that explains the product only in terms that an
advanced satellite{echnologist would understand, that is another
reason to avoid the product.

One of the most recent attempts to make the installation procedure
more easily understood uses videotape technology. Dexcel recently
completed a 55 minute step by step terminal installation tape which
was produced by, and is being distributed by the people at Sat-Scene
(801-561 -0931). CSD has reviewed the tape and must commend the
folks at Dexcel and Sat-Scene for a clear, concise set of instructions
which even the neophyte instal ler should be able to fol low, and under-
stand. There have been other attempts at videotaping installation
procedures in the past; this one stands out because of the relatively
professional production techniques utilized by Sat-Scene producer
George Mitchell in putting the tape together.

The well  done instruct ion or assembly manual is, sadly, often
overlooked or postponed until the product is well into production.
Luxor, for example, in introducing their elaborate new receiver pack-
age at the 1982 Atlanta show made posit ive, deep impressions on
many potential distributors and dealers who felt they would like to
handle the product. But, as the first units were shipped, and received
by dealers, these dealers found to their dismay that there were either
no instruct ions included, or extremely inadequate instruct ions. One
dealer wrote that he spent an entire weekend trying to figure out how
to get the receiver off of the channel it popped up on when turned on!
At the end of the weekend he boxed the unit back uo. so frustrated that
he would now not consider the unit for sale no matter how well it
worked. Luxor took care of that, after a relatively short time, and today
their present manual receives relatively high review marks from the
dealers who sell the receiver. But the dealers who received an early
receiver, without a manual, in many cases are 'turned off' by the
product. Even if they eventually give it another try, Luxor will have lost

BEST vs WORST MANUAL / Survey respondents (installing dealers
only) were asked to rate the technical /
instal lat ion manuals which thev are
provided with equipment,

Firm/Supplier Rated Best Rated Worst Overall Rating(.)
Anderson Scientific 100% (..) 009/o nla
Automation Tech. 5Oo/" 50Vo 0 (even)
Arunta Stereo 00% 100/" -.O2
(New) Birdview 100% (. ')  00o/. (--) nla
Channel Master 1OO% O0"/" +.05
ComTech 100% (..) 00o/. ('.) nla
Danex 100% (' .)  00% ( '-) nta
(RL) Drake Co. 1007" 00% (.-) +.17
Eclipse 100% (") 00% (.-) nta
General Instrument 100% (t-) 00% (..)  nla
Harris 100% (..) 00o/. ("") nla
lntersat 100% (..) 00% (") nla
Janeil  00% 100% -.07
Kaultronics 00% (") 100% (.-) nla
KLM 00% (..) 100% (.-) nta
Longs (Cryson) 00% (-.) 100% (--) nta
Luxor 42k 5BT" -.02 (---)
Microdyne 100o/. ('-) 00% (t.) nla
Paracl ipse 00% (. ')  100% (..) nla
Paracom 100% (..) 00% (.-) nla
Seavey 00% (.-) 100% ('") nta
South River 00% (..) 100% (-.) nla
TDF 00% (' .)  100% (--) nta
Notations:' / Overall rating is found by taking total number of plus

votes, subtracting total number of negative votes for
manufacturer, and dividing by total number of votes
cast.

, .  /  While those with double asterisk received some
'votes,' the total number of votes cast was not sub-
stantial enough to establ ish a trend and high and low
percentages shown should not be taken literally.

. . .  /  Several voting made the dist inct ion between the'f irst '
or early Luxor 'manual '  and the current one, noting that
the eary manual was inadequate, and giving the cur-
rent one high marks. We make the assumption that
many of those rating the Luxor manual 'worst' were
perhaps judging only the earl ier version

the selling time created by the interval between the initial 'unpleasant

first impression' and the time that the dealer reconsiders his decision
not to handle the receiver.

Columns one and two should equal 100%. In column three, we
have taken on a vote by vote basis all of the positive votes and
then we have subtracted all of the negative votes. The resulting
number was then divided by the total number of votes cast. A
brand had to achieve 5% mention to appear in the third, 'Overall

Rating',  column. Most did not, tel l ing us that individual dealers

Manufacturers and Products We Rate HIGH for Prompt Warranty/Guarantee Repair, Replacement:

/)PA(E - PJn

Motor

Manufacturers and Products We Rate LOW for Prompt Warranty/Guarantee Repair, Replacement:

Antennas:
LNAs:
Receivers:

Scm€ /-/2,/.('" mtr&. ,4rL-*zuEs *.rrc7v/> / mar;A V€ ma'rurS\
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are largely far,riliar only with the manuals of the products they
now carry or have carried in the past. We don't seem to be an
industry of 'Manuat Scholars, or collectors. perhaps that will
change.

Manual Soapbox: "We desperately need better instructions. For
example, what about the various ways an LNA or LNC can be
mounted? Noi every system is a ,simple system', yet most of the
instructions, if they exist at all, treat us all like we are doing only the
very basic, simple stuff" (ND). ,,lnspite ot excellent CSb cover_
age on the problems associated with carrying DC on the coax,
and potential electrolysis, many manuals continue to treai
this as if it were not a problem. lt definitely is!" (Canada). ,,For
anyone seriously considering dealing in TVROs, the FIRST thing
they should do is subscribe to CSD.lt certainly saved me a lot ot
pitfails.; thanks!" (Canada). Editor,s note: you aie welcome, we are
sure! "The Drake service book is excellent" (Al). ,,When we got
our f irst Luxor, we didn't  have a manual. And'neither did the
importer!" (Mo).

The MOST vs The LEAST Hetpful
The premise here was the distributors have the closest direct

contact with the OEM's. Not all manufacturers maintain a regular
incoming telephone line which dealers can utilize to worK out prob_
lems or suspected problems with equipment and installations. Distri-
butors on the other hand command a reasonable buying power ano
theyusually have more of a'direct l ine' into the inner sanctums of the
OEMs.

. What we found, with this portion of the industry wide survey, was
that seven of the 24 firms mentioned were not OEMs at all. They were
distributors of one sort or another. Since ostensibly only those who act
as distributors themselves were supposed to be filling out this portion
of the survey, we must assume that they were simily lookin! upon
any source to them as an 'OEM' regardless of whether that source
1,.]y"lly manufactured anything or not. JV Electronics, for example,
0rscussed in this month's Coop's Comments, attracted a fair amount
of interest in this portion of the survev.
. T.he1e is certainly such a thing as being .too helpful'. When a new

dealer has inadequate instructions to work with, litile or no trainino in
this field, and he has several huge crates of equipment staring hiri in
the face, he is going to border on desperation getiing sufficient assist-
ance to make the system work. That's his money tied up in those
crates, and if he is going to survive, he is going to have to get his
money oul of those crates and back into his bank account.

Given those circumstances, it is not ditficult to understand how a
dealer will go from 'pillar to post'seeking advice on an installation, or
rooKrng tor an answer to some facet of the installation he simply does
nol understand. Many of the OEMs tell us that they could spend all
day,.everyday, on the telephone hand guiding deaiers through tech-
nrcar probtems; a step at a time. ,,But", they add, ,,if we do this as
often as we have the opportunity, in short order we wouldn,t be
an OEM anymore. Nothing would get out the door; all manufac_
turing would stop". Which of course brings us back to where we
9egan; getting adequate, appropriately produced, instruction into the
hands of the dealer so that he is comfortable enough with his installa_
tions to either do it totally unassisted, or at leist understandino
enough of the basics that when he gets himself into a spot, he cai'think' his way o,ut again. None of this is a challenge to be taken lighily.

In the 'MosVLeast' 
tabulation table found here-, we have two simole

columns. Readers were 'voting' by naming specific names. We
elected to tabulate the results in tnii tasnionl

1) The name could come up two times; either in the ,Most
Helpful'question, or in response to the ,Least Helpful'question.
We tallied each 'vote' and then determined whether there were
more'Most Helpfuls' than there were ,Least Helpfuls, l  l f  ,Most '
won, we have a plus (+ ) shown. lf there were more ,Least', we
have a  minus  ( - )showino.

2) Then we took in6 net nuriber' (either a positive or negartve
number) and divided that by the total number of responses ro
this category. That gave us a new number, which appears in
the second and most right hand column. Bigger is better here.

. . .And, once.again, the (RL) Drake Companfi las the ,winner' ;
tollowed closely by Earth Terminals and then Echosphere (a distri_

MOST vs LEAST HELPFUL / Survey respondents (distributors only)
were asked to rate the 'most heloful'
and the' least helpful 'suppliers. Not al l
suppliers listed are OEM's; some are
large or 'super distr ibutors'who in turn
sell to other distributors.

Majori ly Plus(+) Overai l  Rating(-)
Or Minus (-)

+ n/a
+ i l A

+ n/a
i  n/a
_ nla
+ +.08
+ +.06
+  + .01
+ n/a
_ nla
_ nla
- -.06
_ nla
I n/a
+ nla

Satellite TV Specialists 0 (even)
Scientific Atlanta +

nla
nla
-.03
n/a
.00

)

)

Firm/Supplier

ADM
Allsat
Automation Techniques
AVCOM
Boman
(RL) Drake Co.
Earth Terminals (Washburn)
Echosphere
Hoosier
International Video
Janeil
JV Electronics
KLM
Laux Communications
Lewis Electronics
Lindsay
Paradigm
Sales Inc.
Sat-Tec

TeleOom
Vidare
Waltons TV Service

_ nla
-  - .06
4 nla

Notatons:* / Overall rating is calculated by taking number of plus
comments, subtracting number of minus comments
and then dividing that number by total number of re-
sponses in category. 87 plus comments, less 21 nega-
tive comments ='s 66 comments; divided bv g42 total
comments results in an 'Overall rating'of .0g, for exam-
ple. Those with n/a listing were mentioned too few times
for meaningful computations.

butor). Vidare and JV Electronics brought up the tail end. Those with
an n/a listed did not have sufficient 'votes,to get them into an area of'numerical 

safety'; i.e. too few votes to mean something definitive.
Most/Least Soapbox: "JV Electronics is the most helpful, and the
fairest. Joe is a good man who doesn,t lie or overcharge for his
prod_ugts" (Va). "JV Electronics is the teast helpful iupplier,
but I have to admit they have been slung by some bsb'than
scrupulous OEMS" (Ak). "Hoosier Electronica, and Satellite TV
Specialists have been the most helpful suppliers to us (Ks). ,,1
would have to vote for Automation Techniques; after their
lechnician tried to fix a GLR-sSO a second time, and it still did
not work properly, they sent me a new one', (Tn). ,,1 am con-
tinuing to do business with suppliers I have had problems with
simply because no better sources seem lo be available" (Ny)."The least helpful has been Norsat. The unils shipped were
not as described; pure basement construction qualty. And
the price was higher than agreed on and the performance
lousy. They refused to relund my money so now I have them
in my'satellite-junk-museum" (Canada).

WHAT Does The tndustry Most Need?
^.-Actually, the question asked (of installing dealers) was ,What
SINGLE product do you feel the industry MOS1 NEEDS? As you witl
see, some of the answers strayed away from the concept of a,single
product'.

. .A.few did mention equipment. For example one suggested the
industry needed some 'low cost 12 GHz electronics'. CSD is not
certain it has to be low cost to begin with; if we simply had ,some, 12

SURVEY CONTINUES t page26



Jointhe
SatelliteAmerica

are of one-piece fiberglass construc-
tion with a special reflective surface
that maximizes efficiency. Our SA-10
antenna is formed of eight thermo-
compressed fiberglass panels that
are perfectly matched for broadcast
quali ty reception. The mounts on
our  5A-6,  SA-7 and SA-10 of fer
similar improvements, making them
the f inest engineered and fabricated
steel mounts available anywhere.
For example, our new PowerRing'"

on the SA-7 and SA-10
mounts includes a

decl inat ion ad-
justment  for
the most pre-
cise and sta-
b l e  D o l a r
mount move-

m e n t  o n  t h e
market.

The dramatic size re-
duction of our six-foot antenna com-
pared to a ten-foot model is clearly
shown in the graph. You can see why
wind loading is reduced to a manage-
able level for most applications and
why consumer acceptance is so
much better.

Our receiver technology is just as
excit ing. Our innovative new SA-
1000 receiver is the first of a new
generation of satellite receivers to
come from Satellite America. LED
tuning, push button controls, stereo

and "hightech" styl ing are the ingre-
d ients  making th is  the industrY 's
f inest value.

But products alone do not define
our company. our total concept of
i  ntegrated marketing, advert ising
and logist icalsup-
oort sets Satellite
America apart. In
a  f e w  m o n t h s ,
Satellite America
has become one
of the largest sat-
el l i te system suppliers in the world.
We believe we supply more satellite
systems than anyone else tn the
U . S . A .  a n d  w e  k n o w  o u r s  l o o k
the best.

Beyond that, our Pricing is revo-
lut ionary, enabling you to realize
even greater sales and Profits. No
one but Satellite Amertca offers such
low pricing for quantity buyers. And
this translates into growth - unpre-
cedented growth. That's why we ask
you to join us. Be a part of this groMh.
Call today and secure a dealer or dis-
tr ibutor relationship for the future.
Satellite America will be there lead-
ing the way.
Sincerely,
I

\*,.-q rr^t-fu

Horton Townes, Chairman

Horton Townes-Chairman, Satellite America
(Treasurer and Director ol SPACE)Seated.

Dave Fedric-President, Satellite America
(Satellite Digest 1981 Man ot the Year)

Satellite America leads a new revo-
lut ion in smal l  dish antenna develop-
ment. This major advancement has
dramatically expanded our market by
substantially reducing retail prices
of quality satellite systems. Satellite
America technology now makes i t
possible for small six- and seven-foot
an tennas to  de l i ver  qua l i t y  v ideo

coast to coast.
3ecause these

'  pioneering devel-
"'- opments bY Satel-

liteAmerica have

& r e d u c e d  e q u i p -
ment and installa-

SA-6 | tion costs, our dis-
I  t r ibutorsthroughout
I the nation are enjoying

I tremendous increases in
sales and Profits.

Our 54-6, SA-7 and SA-10 anten-
nas incorporate our new DualReflect"
Feed which relocates the
LNA behind the dish
where heat and rain
are no longer ma-
jor factors in sys-
tem performance. .t
Although compe-
titors may try to I SA-7
copy it, only Satel- I
lite America offers I
the true DuaiReiiect' Feeci. l

Our 34-6 and SA-7 antennas

a)

i
l l
t i
l l

t
. . . enlerloining nerv ideos

SATELLITE
AMERICA
M  A  R  K  E  T  I  N  G ,  I  N  C

5lp.O, Box5S2.Grenodo,MS 38901 .Phone: 6041227-4820.Telex 534-068'Asubsidioryof SotelliteAmerico,lnc'
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QUANTA Q.7
Programmable Satellite

Scanner
PATENT PENDING

52" - 18" stroke, 1 15V, 18" 36VDC.
Universal Model, f its any polar mount dish.
52" - 1 15V Long Jack, designed for extreme
wind, weather & temperature ranges, stabil-
izes antenna.
18" - 1 15V Short Jack, replaces center type
saginaw,
18" - 36VDC Short Jack for small, l ightweight
antennas & warmer climates.
One year Warranty, 100' cable, ready to plug
in & operate.

AL GAUB - Sales Rep.

U.S. & Canada
Sales Office

307-654-4400

$33800
(Quantity Price)

QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC.
ALPINE AIRPORT o ALPINE,  WY 831128

307-654-2000
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GHz electronics, at any (tair) prices, we'd be better off than we are
now! "We need a high quality mount that can be easily adapted to
several (different) antenna faces, and which can be easily trans-
ported". lt is truei most mounts are semi-customized for one particu-
iartype or family of antennas. Unfortunately, theantenna OEMs have
a soriretning less than universal approach to back-otdish design, and
this compli6ates finding a mounting scheme that will interface with
more than one antenna or type of antenna. The challenge is there.
Anyone up to it?-Another 

said of mounts "We need a well designed mechanical
(mount) package for proper dish support and precise tracking"'
ihis same dealer rated the Hanis 10' and the Paraclipse 12' antennas
as'top performers' and certainly of those two, the Hanis 10' mount
does leave a great deal to be desired.

Yet anothdr wrote "We need a really good tracking system"'
Modulators were mentioned. "Most modulators are pieces of

junk" wrote one dealer from Tennessee. Another suggested "Crys-

ial controlled modulators tor UHF channels '14 through 25' at
least, with a minlmum output ol +10 dBmV".

The forthcoming problems with 'scrambling' of some or perhaps
eventually all of the cable 'premium' channels has attracted the atten-
tion of some. "We need descramblers" suggested one Alabama
dealer. A Maryland dealer suggested "We need the legal right to
access HBO; The Movie Ghannel, Spotlight and so on' I am
flndlng it increaslngly dlfficult to sell systems when it is likely
that wlthin 18 monthC these services will no longer be available
to home TVRO owners". An Alaska dealer suggested "We need a

SATELLITE DICEST
cheap, legal, descrambler. However, we need to let the lawyers and
the movie services figure out which way is UP first!"!

Others felt the primary 'product' we needed was perhaps some
form of self policing. "We need good merchandise, instead of
iunk" wrote one Tennessee dealer. "We need a quality-rating-
system tor equipment" suggested a Canadian dealer. "Honesty in
piomoting products would be refreshing" wrote a California deal-
er. "lt is pidOabty too late now, but the industry needs a different
pricing structure; one that deals with dealers who are really
iealer-s, and distributors that are really distributors. And leaves
the consumers to pay the consumer price" wrote a Florida dealer'
Another distributor,'in Texas added "Manufacturers need to clean
up their policy of who is a distributor and who is not. As the
iridustry matuies, those who don't enlorce such policies will be
out of business". Another Texas dealer wrote "We need an un-
biased BBB/Consumers Union Type of organization to publish factual
complaints against products and firms which hurt the industry".

All Ot Whlch Says. . .
"There is a lot of junk f rom large and small companies out there in

the market, and no way for a dealer to know which is good, and which
is bad; except by learning the hard way" (Georgia).

The hard way is to buy, find out, and be ready to buy again. Or' as
an Alabana dealer wrote t'The hype and untruths are hard to 'fllter"

but atter 18 months of being in the business, I have pretty well figured
out what is good and what is not. Boy oh boy . ' . was it an expensive
education!!!"

o I

LIMIT CONTROL

I read with interest Leo Camillie's "Outer Limits Detector" article
appearing in GSD (February 1983; page 4). However it tailed to
address the actuator system that operates at 1 17 VAC' as so many
now do. My own system corrects this situation, and best of all, the
parts for the project can be easily found even here in the outback of
rural Colorado.

From your local Radio Shack, procure a pair of mercury switches
(R-S #275-27, at $1 .19 each). Then head to the local lumber yard or
electrical supply for a two-gang casl aluminum or plastic weatherproof
box and blank cover. Add to this some liquid-tight flex conduit and
fittings as required for your own installation (see ligure two here).
This oarticular conduit is wound metal construction with an outer vinyl
jacket cover, in a variety of trade sizes. The 112 inch conduit is line for
this project, and it will readily fit into lhe cast l12inch tapped holes in
the "bell" weatherproof box. End fittings are required and are avail-
able in straight, g0 and 45 degree patterns. You will also need a small
amount of stranded-insulated number 12ot 14 gauge wire and some
wire fasteners.

As your actuator operates on (1 1 7 VAC) line voltage, care must be

FOR ACTUATORS

taken lo avoid electrical shock while working on the project. Equally
imporiant is maintaining the safety ground of your wiring system
throughout your installation. lf you have any doubts about your ability
to do this, and produce a 'shock{ree' installation, consult a local
electrician!

When you advance to the actual wiring stage, disconnect the
controller from the power line or turn off the appropriate circuit break-
er. Be very certain the power is otf; use a circuit tester to be doubly
sure.

AC actuators have two windings with a'common' lead. Use your
voltmeter or other test instrument to identify the common, eastwards
and westwards leads. You will probably need a helper to operate the
drive switching. After marking the leads so that you know which is
which, leave everything connected as alignment can be made betore
the actual wiring is begun.

The first step in construction is to drill a pair of pilot holes in the
back of the boxes (figure one) to mount the two mercury switches.
The switches mount using nylon cable clamps, home made clamps or
some perforated metal 'plumber's tape'. You also should drill a couple
of 'weep' holes (to allow moisture to drain out) at the lowest points in
the box. Now loosely attach the mercury switches as shown.

Next, drill and attach the box on the back of the mount to the side
of, or above the polar axis. Use at least two screws so the box does
not twist or turn once mounted. Run the flex to the weatherproof box

by
Chris May
4015 cR 245
Bayfiefd, Co.81'|.22
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PARAFRAM E COM M U N ICATIONS:
YOUR TICKET TO

INTELSAT!

PARAFRAME COMMI'NICATIONS TVRO ANTENNA
AT THE 1983 CALGARY STAMPEDEI

SEE A

PARAGRAME COMMUNICATIONS
15606-1 16 Ave.

onton, Alberta
DA TsM 3S5

: (403) 453-6986
elex: 037-43106

ntact: Wally Baydala
or Jim Vines

Courtesy of:
W.P. TELECTRONICS LTD.
#5-2215-27th Ave. N.E.
Calgary, Alberta
CANADA T2E 7M4
Ph: (403) 230-5488
Contact: Cliff Paterson

PARAFRAM E COM M U N ICATIO NS
Global consultation and design
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a little slack, using cable tiedowns close to the box proper, and only at
the center of the run along the polar axis.

The next step is alignment. Move the dish to SATCOM F5 at 143
west (or F1 at t 36 westif you are in the eastern USA), and then a llttle
past ihis point. Adjust on-e of the switches so that it is iust oPened at
ihis 'western end' extreme. This is your western end extreme, or limit'
Screw the mercury switch down.and then lock it with some Elmer's
Carpenters Glue or some Ducco Cement; and label it'west''

irlow rotate the dish back to the eastern sky and find Westar 1/2 at
79 west (or Intelsat at 53 west il you are in the far eastern region), or,.if
you wanito plan ahead, Satcom F2R is scheduled to be at 66 west in
f iO-gg. nOirst the eastern limit in the same way as the western limit,
and lock it in place. You are now ready to begin the^wiring'

At this point disconnect the motor drive f rom the AC line or turn off
the circuit breaker. Do not rely on the drive's motor switch since it may
be ony intenupting one side of the AC line; and, it could be the wrong
one!

You will need four stranded wires, in two colors' Avoid using either
white or green as they are often used for neutral or ground conductors
in electriial systems. You can always use tape. tags on the wires to
help you keef them straight, if needed. Electricians seldom use wire
smalier then i 4 gauge and that is good advice here as well' Stranded
wire, rather tharisolld wire, is a must because of the movement of the
system which establishes flex strain on the wiring' Any high quality'
ObOV (rated) moisture-resistant insulation such as TW' THHN or
XHHW if fine for the project. Avoid asbestos insulation wire as it is not
moisture resistant.

lgnole the common wire, previously identified' lnterrupt or cut
the iastern lead and connect each end to a new piece of wire of the
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where the (buried) wiring from your house connects to your drive
(ClUflOru'- turn otf thellectricity!)' Make sure the flex will not be
dinged' by the travel of the dish, at either extreme' This can be
assired by routing the flex along the polar axis for a distance (flgure
hro), Turn the power back on and run the dish to the extreme end
points to check for a bind or pinch in the cable. lt is a good idea to leave

BLACK

BLACK
RED

BLACK

BLACK

CUT HERE

WEST
EAST

TO HOUSE
FIGURE 3
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Now return inside and restore the power; operating your dish drive

confident that you will no longer have to worry about running your drive
off the end and into either the ground or a piece of the mounting
system!

same color (f igure three). Connect these ends to the eastern l imit

switch. Now repeat for the western limit switch. Fold the wires neatly
into the boxes, making sure that the cover or the screws do not dig into
the wires or place pressure on them. Instal l  the gaskets and covers to

weatherproof the installation.

LEARNING

Computers keep coming up in the books and magazines I read
and now that I  own a Tl-99/4A from Texas Instruments, l just had to try
out the program in the February 1983 CSD ("Find Them Easier With
TRS-80"; page B). l t  didn't  take me long to learn that the'ACS' doesn't
work with my Tl computer. After some instruct ion manual re-reading, I
tound that ARC-COSINE is not one of the numical functions in my
computer. As a matter of fact, i t  is the only function not direct ly usable!

One of my fellow co-workers, a math wizard, came up with a
trigonometric function that would substitute for the 'ACS' in the prog-
ram. lt is a converging, binomial co-efficient - long forgotten words to
me, but now refreshed. But i t  is here and programmable:

by
Rolland H. Nielsen, Sr.
NTARV
15601 NE 19th Street
Vancouver, WA 98664

x 3

Y =  T I - -  (X  +  *  +  t ^  +  r x  +  3 ) !+u . ' ! )
'  

)  |  I  \ "  6  
'  r 0  r . 2  5 2  2 8 ' 6 '

The formula works with radians, so muli tply the answer by
57 .259779 and the answer wil l  be the decimal value in degrees. The
steps add a few l ines to the program published in CSD, but i t  proved to
be interesting and quite educational ( i t  is never too late to learn!).

The CNR. azimuth, and elevation values read out nicely, but they
are a l i t t le extra in detai l .  The f igures you wil l  compute wil l  be out to
eight(!) places but from past experience with other projects, I  found i t
responsible not to round off f igures unti l  the f inal step.

I am not in the TVRO business, but I  f ind that tweaking my
equipment, bui lding demods, and running cable for al lof the rooms in
our home, plus answering many questions about satel l i te TV had
added an extra, new dimension to my amateur radio hobby.

KNOW]NG WHERE YOUR ANTENNA IS/
(Lionel P. Fort ier, Jr.;  September 1982). Author Fort ier describes a

dish motor drive control circuit using Radio Shack parts, featuring

seven LED readouts for seven separate birds (expandable to 10)'

EVALUATING VIDEO PROCESSINGi
(Jack Trol lman; August 1982). Author Trol lman describes techni-

ques utilized to analyze video filtering circuits in the-quest for the 'besl

looking commercial grade video' with a home TVRO'

DRIVING A POLAR MOUNT/
(Richard E. Shogren; December 1982). Author Shogren discus-

ses the ' forces' appl ied to a dish drive with dif ferent drive mounting
configurations on polar mounted dishes.

BUILD YOUR OWN DISH/
(G. Barry Guard;January 1983). Author Guard describes a 10loot

dish that can be built with parts totally available at your local hardware
store, including the feed mount and dish mount

END BROKEN JACK SCREWS/
(Leo B. Comall ie; February 1983) Author Comall ie uses a pair of

Radio shack mercury switches to shut down your dish drive before the
dish runs into either 'end' of travel.

TRACKING FIGURE 8 BIRDS/
(John Drew; February 1983). Author Drew describes an offset

feed mechanical system for raising and lowering your feed focal point'

assist ing in tracking birds that f ly a ' f igure B pattern' rather than
maintaining geo-synchronous/Clarke orbit  posit ions

SWEEPING AUDIO DEMODS/
(Roy Orvis; March 1983). Author Orvis describes a divide-by

pre-scaiet approach to al low use of a VHF sweep generatorto adjust 4

to B MHz audio sub-carr ier circuits.

TVRO ANTENNA EFFICIENCY/
(Wil l  Jensby; March 1983). Author Jensby discusses why some

dish antennas are more efficient than others and describes measure-
ment schemes for dish antennas.

VOTE FOR
BEST ARTICLE

(BACKGROUND)
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GSD TVRO INDUSTRY SYSTEM FAILURE STUDY
lNsrRUcTloNS: what wq ?.re trying to determine, here, is what the rate of failure is for each part of a homeTVRo system' Failure is defined'as-the product oi part not *o*ing as it was originally intended at any pointbetween the instant yoY q9 an installing ddaler first ofen tne b;i ;;,i tne proouct n-as o,jen in service for a yearor more' lf YoUR installations are not tet a year old,'please compiete the study questions up to the point whichrepresents your oldest installation only. This information is ne6ded to assisf u's in oevetoping an insuranceactuary study which we hope will lead to the eventual availability of a consumer-level (dealer protection)extended warranty program for the industry. See page zO neie ior detailed discussion.

YOUR NAME

COMPANY NAME

ADDRESS

TOWN/CITY STATE ZIP -TELCO

Place check mark In appropriate position:
Antennas/Mounts

.5% of ours tatt ll at time of detivery I
within one vear

10olo of ours fail at time of delivery
within one vear

20% of ours tail I at time of delivery --
within one year

LNAs
5% of ours fail I

wit[in one vear
!0% of ours fail I

within one vear
f,0olo of ours fail

wilhin one year

within 1 month

within 1 month --

within 1 month

within t month I

within 1 month

within 1 month

within 1 month t

within 1 month _

within 1 month --

within 1 month I

within 1 month t

within l month

within 1 month

within 1 month ll

within 1 month l l

within 1 month

within 3 months ll within six months

within 3 months I within six months

within 3 months within six months

DRIVES (not controllers)
-5olo of ours fail I

within one year
10% of ours fail

witllin one year
20o/o of ours fail I

within one year
30% of ours fail

at time of delivery ll

at time of delivery

at time of detivery |

at time of delivery t

at time of delivery

at time of delivery

at time of delivery | |

within 3 months I

within 3 months ,l

within 3 months

wi th in3months f l

within 3 months

within 3 months I

within 3 months

within 3 months

within 3 months

within 3 months

within 3 months

within 3 months

wi th in3months l l

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within six months

within one year
CONTROLLERS (not drive iacks)
,5% of ours fait l l l  

'at 
t ime of detivery ttt

wtlntn one year
10% of ours fail f . at time of delivery
I within one year

20% of ours fail I at time of delivery ,
within one vear

30o/o of ours fail._ at time of delivery -.-
lr within one vear
RECEIVERS

,5% of ours fail llll ar time of Aetivery llr w[ntn one vear
10% of ours fail I I at time of delivery
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within sne vear
20% of ours'tail I at time of delivery
il[ within one year
MODULATORS
5% of ours fail I at time of delivery
ll l  within one year

10% of ours fail - at time of delivery
within one year

20% of ours lail ll at time of delivery
within one year

within 1 month it

within 1 month

within 1 month

within 1 month
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within 3 months - within six months

within 3 months within six months

within 3 months within six months

within 3 months I within six months

VOTE HERE FOR BEST CONTRIBUTED CSD ARTICLE

I am voting below for the single, best article appearing i1 CSD from the list appearing here on page 30. I
understand that the winner in this 'contest' is being awarded a trip to Provo.

I VOTE FOR:
it Lionel P. Fortier, Jr./ Knowing Where Your Antenna ls
t I Jack Trollman/ Evaluating Video Processing
I G. Barry Guard/ Build Your Own Dish
ttl Leo B. Comallie/ End Broken Jack Screws
t John Drew/ Tracking Figure 8 Birds
I Roy Orvis/ Sweeping Audio Demods
Ititt Will Jensby/ TVRO Antenna Etficiency

DEADLINE: All forms must be returned to and arrive at CSD prior to
July 1, 1983. Send to: CSD Forum, P.O' Box 100858'
Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310

OF PAST YEAR!



What ls ASTI?
Terrestrial interference (Tl) is fast becoming a [qlqr

economic consideration for the installers and operators
of TVRO earth terminals. Thousands of dollars, even
hundreds of thousands, may be at stake when the earth
station is turned on - only to discover that Tl is
degrading or altogether preventing reception of desired
satel l i te signals.  At this point,  convent ional wisdom us-
ed to advise packing up and moving to another si te.  But
now, with many of the available Tl-clean sites already
taken,  and wi th the advent  of  a huge and st i l l  growing
t ranscon t i nen ta l  m ic rowave  te leohone  re lav
system, f inding another si te can be impract ical  i f
not impossible. Consequent ly,  most dol lar-
conscious installers and operators would rather
stand and f ight Tl  than switch to another si te

The purpose of this volume is to in-
tegrate two practices - avoidance and
suppression - into a logical ,  uni f ied ap-
proach that can be effectively applied in
the planning and installation of q1y
TVRO earth stat ion system. Cons-
cient ious appl icat ion of ASTI -  the
avoidance/suppression approach
to eliminating Tl at TVRO earth
stat ions wi l l  reduce the
possibi l i ty that Tl  wi l l  be
d i s c o v e r e d  a t  t u r n - o n ,
enhance the probabi l i ty  that
unavoidable Tl  can be
el iminated,  and increase the ef -
f  ect ive operat ing qual i ty of the
TVRO system.

The authors of this handbook. with
years of experience as designers of RF and
microwave filter networks, have had ample oppor-
tunity to test the ASTI approach-it works! Measured
over a period of t ime, the costs involved in the ASTI ap-
proach have proved to be substantially lower than any
alternat ive, especial ly in terms of dol lars saved when
the ini t ia l  s i te was made operable. Furthermore, both
cost and complexi ty of f i l ter ing to el iminate Tl  are
lowered considerably when al l  essent ial  aspects of the
ASTI approach are conscient iously employed.

Gontents lnclude:
The Tl Avoidance/Suppression Approach; Why

Sate//ltes; How Your Earth Terminal Works; fl Sources,'
Tl Symptoms; Se/ectlng the Antenna for Least Tl; Tl
Susceptibil i ty of Other TVRO Components; How to
Se/ect a Slte; The Pre-lnstallation Slfe Suvey; Defensive
lnstallation; Use of Artificial Shielding; Filtering the
TVRO; Filtering Specra/ TVRO Systerns; SMATV
Techniques; Standard TVRO and Satell i te Data; For-

mulas and Derivations...

About the Authors:
Glyn Bostick is the founder, president

and chief engineer of Microwave
Fi l ter Company, Inc. He has

been designing f i l ters for
the suppression of in-

terference in cable TV
systems, industr ial  and

defense communica t ions
e q u i p m e n t ,  a n d  s a t e l l i t e

earth stat ions since 1967 .
Mr. Bost ick has wri t ten a

plethora of technical articles for
trade publ icat ions. holds several

patents and is a senior member of
the  IEEE.

John Fannet t i  i s  MFC's  sen io r
technical consultant and head of the

company's new Field Service Divis ion. He
has 30 years of engineering and earth sta-

t ion troubleshoot ing experience, including 7
years as president of JDF Communicat ions, a

CATV consult ing and TVRO instal lat ion f i rm.
William Johnson, chief enoineer of research

and development,  is MFC's "voice" and travels
around the country,  upon request,  to del iver ASTI-

type lectures at var ious industry gatherings. In his
technical  capacity at MFC, Mr. Johnson is the design

engineer in charge of special  developmental  projects.
He earned his BSEE at Syracuse Universi ty and is cur-
rent ly engaged in graduate studies there.

lil=C

Use our tol l - f ree number now to order your copy of the ASTI Handbook and
it's yours for $99 - that's a savings of more lhan 2Oo/o off the post-publication
price of $125. Your investment today in the ASTI Handbook can save you
money - big money - at every TVRO installation down the road. lf you think
you can' t  af ford to buy today, think again -  you can' t  af ford not to!

Call now!

nictowAvE FitiEl conPAnY. inc. 1-800-448,-1666



POSITIONING
TRIPOD

SATELLITE DICES

MOUNTED DISHES
by
J.J. Hayes
WTCGK
1321 E.22nd Street
Cheyenne, WY 82001

steel cable, and two small boat pulleys located at the lower legs of the
triDod rhount.

The first step in converting a rotator for this purpose is to disable
the potentiometer (azimuth sensor) drive inside of the rotator, and,
removing the 360 degree 'stop lever' so the rotator can turn freely
through several rotations. A standard rotator will rotate just slightly
more than one complete 360 degree circle, to prevent twisting off of

PAGE 34/CSD/6-83

An inexpensive way for positioning a tripod mounted dish can be
constructed by locating one of the (relatively) inexpensive and com-
monly available amateur radio antenna rotators; such as the Alliance
HD-73. The rolator is bolted to the rear legs of the tripod as shown in
the photo. A standard length of bicycle chain (50 to 60 inches) cen-
tered on the drive sprocket provides a powerful up and down action
which is converted to azimuth control of the dish through lengths of

r l t

LOW COST HAYES tripod mount with Alliance HD-73 (amateur grade) antenna rotator attached through chain drive and sprocket
wheel.
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the cables normally conppcted to the antenna(s) on the rotating mast.
For our purposes, we want the drive to rotate more than one time
and removing these parts will accomplish this for us. Oh yes; be very
careful as you remove the rotor housing cover; there are many-many
ball bearings lloating in a collar inside, which will fly loose and scatter
all over the room if you are not careful!

You will need a small (2 to 3 inch diameter) sprocket for driving the
bicycle chain. In my case, a discarded garage door opener had the
necessary part. For you, the rear wheel drive sprocket from a bicycle
wil l  be just f ine.

Fabricate an attachment oul of strap iron for mounting the sprocket

SATELLITE DICEST
onto the rotator's rotating drive rod/tube. lt is also smart to fabricate a
housing out of sheet metal or some other durable material to keep rain
water out of the bearings and the system.

Remote control of the dish is now precise. Rotation from SATCOM
F3R to F4 takes about 170 seconds. The drive is strong, sure, and
very smooth and you will have more than ample 'tweaking' control lo
insure signal peaking on any bird in the belt.

NOTE: Mr. Hayes requests that readers writing to him con-
cerning this project include a self-addressed, stamped envelope
with their query.

THE ROOTS
OF TVRO

(Part Seven)

network origination purposes") sta-
tions in a number of new cities. Among
those mentioned were Chicago, Bos-
ton, and San Francisco. Of the future
of UHF, CBS said:

". . .for a corisiderable period, perhaps five
years, a commercial UHF station cennot ex-
pect to compete on anything like an equel
basis with commercial VHF stations in the
s&me community. . .".

As 1951 turned into 1952 (and the
nation had nearly 15.5 mill ion TV re-
ceivers in user hands), the final shifts
and changes in the soon to be an-
nouced allocation program fell into
place. In March of 1952 Mallory, a man-
facturer of component parts, an-
nounced the first set top UHF (to
VHF) converter. The unit (Mallory ad-
vertised) "receiues all UHF chonnels
for all TV sets".

At the same time an old line com-
munication equipment manufacturer,
Hallicrafters, advertised a new TV
chassis with "the 2 million dollar tun-
er". Hallicrafters "gu,aranteed I50 mi,l,e
TV reception" with its new line of re-
ceivers. A very short time later, Halli-
crafters gave up television set manu-
facture and distribution.

At about the same time CBS made a
pitch for more VHF channels in the
major markets. CBS was growing con-
cerned about the interest in UHF, and
about how UHF stations might do as
CBS network affiliates. CBS, in a state-
ment to the Commission, said:

"...the allocations progrem proposed wiU
make it difficult for CBS to operate e network
effectively because CBS lacks owned end op-
erated stations (i.e. CBS owned stations) in
key cities, and we require these stations in
these key markets to produce network tele'
vision shows."

CBS wanted to create a situation
where it would be able to own ("for

ABOUT THIS SERIES_
American television appears to be in a transition; from the thirty

year dominance of a medium by 5 letters (ABC, CBS, NBC) to some
yet unknown and largely unexplored combination of mediums that
encompass virtually every letter of the alphabet. Many of the partici-
pants in the'new communications wave' have virtually no background
with the 'old wave.' Understanding what is happening, today, is far
better if you have a grasp of what happened yesterday. This series of
articles, re-printed from the pages ol CATJ magazine, encompasses
television's formulative years. This lengthy report, researched and
written by Coop seven years ago, establishes the historical perspec-
t ive on the events thal are shaping today's fast changing tele-
communications world.

More than Srlz years after the freeze
began, the Commission released its
new allocation
try uas readA

plan. Apparently indus-
for UHF.

Series Will Continue
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SATELL|TE C0MMUilrCATr0ilS llrl'rsr0tl

THE QUEEN OF MAIL  ORDER HAS NOW ENTERED THE SATELLITE BUSINESS BY
ESTABLISHING ITS SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION WHICH SPECIALIZES IN SELL.
ING ONLY SATELLITE RECEIVERS,  LNA'S AND POLAROTORS OUR PRICES ON THE MAJOR
BRANDS L ISTED BELOW ARE THE LOWEST IN THE U,S.
ALL ITEMS OFFERED ARE ALWAYS IN STOCK AND CAN BE SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS.  OUR
PRICES WILL ALWAYS BE THE LOWEST IN THE INDUSTRY SINCE WE ONLY SELL MAIL .ORDER
DIRECT.  SEE TERMS BELOW. ON RECEIPT OF AN ORDER WE WILL NOTIFY YOU BY POST
CARD THAT WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MONEY AND THE DATE YOUR EQUIPMENT WAS
S H I P P E D .

EACH (No Min imum Quant i ty )

$850.00K) seur PnEPnto ttt u.s. *

*

*

*

*

*

LNA'S
>t Oercel (1200)
f Oexcel (1009

f Drake (1200)

f Drake (1009

RECEIVERS
Dexcel DXP 1100-01 (1200
Dexcel DXP 1100-02 (1000

*

*

*

*

*

*

f eolarotor ll
f Polarotor I
* Super Feed

Amplica RC-10 (1200).
Amplica RC-10 (1 00 o)*

K)  SENT PREPATD rN u .s .

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.Drake ESR-24*

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

$950.00
$740.00
$780.00
$575.00
$400.00

$2se.oo*
$31e.oo*
$2se.0o *
$31e.00 *
$25e.Oo *
$32e.oo *

KLM Sky Eye lV*
*With Modulator add $50.00

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

* Arplica (1200)

* Arplica (1000)
SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

SENT PREPAID IN U.S.

POLAROTOR
$65.00
$92.00
$15.00

MAIL ORDER TERMS -  CASH, CERTIFIED CHECK, OR BANKWIRE
BEFORE SHIPMENT.  NO COD'S OR PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE
ACCEPTED. ALL ITEMS SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT.

*

*

*

7107 South 400 West o Suite 3 . Midvale, Utah 84;047 . (801) 56S5532



NEW ECI HIGH PERFORMANCE ANTENNA
IF YOU LIKE THE HARRIS DELTA.GAIN-YOU WLL LOVE THE
NEW ECI ANTENNA. IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THE ECI ANTENNA
WE WILL GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY BACKI

LOCOMM LNAS THE NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD
120" ONLY $250 100' oNLy $300 90" oNLy $350

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL FOR EARTH
TERMI NALS RECEIVER ,,COM PUSAT O9''

IN STOCK!

AUTOMATION TECHNIQUES
GLR 5OO ONLY $495 GLR 52O ONLY $595 GLR 560 ONLY $695

GLR 7 50 ON LY $1295

BEST BUY RECEIVERS
PROLINE SERIES II  $350 EARTH TERMINALS $1095
MERRIMAC $1295
cooK PRo $795

ARUNTA SSP416 $750
LUXOR $695

BEACH CRAFT
oNLY $275

MOTOR DRIVES
SK\ryVALKER MTI PROGRAMMABLE
oNLY $395 oNLY $550

MUCH MORE! REQUEST NEW "FREE" CATALOG

Visa and Mastercard Accepted!



ALL NEW ... ALL ELECTRONIC POLARIZER

MODEL EFH.gO
All Electronic Polaizer

r INSTANT POLARITY SELECTION
r ADJUSTABLE CASTING
r FULL I8O" ROTATION
r MINIMUM INSERTION LOSS
r LONGER COMPONENT LIFE

Introducing the all Electronic Polarizer Model EFH-90.
Now you can add quality and excell ence to your Satellite
TV line while improving customer satisfaction.

The EFH-90 is a total Electronic I Instant Polarity selection at superior resistance to environ-
Feed Horn featur ing:  No moving the touch of  a  but ton I  Ad-  menta l  condi t ions r  Smal ler  s ize
par ts  which means reduced en-  justable cast ing for  prec is ion permi ts  use wi th  e i ther  backf i re
v i ronmenta l  e f fect  resul t ing in  a l ignment  I  A fu l l  180 '  ro tat ion s ty le  feed or  pr ime focus systems
longer  component  l i f  e  I  I  Operates wi th  s tandard DC r  Inc ludes a l l  necessary mount ing
M i n i m u m i n s e r t i o n l o s s a s s u r e s  V o l t a g e  s u p p l i e d  b y  m o s t  h a r d w a r e  a n d  i n s t a l l a t i o n
the best  poss ib le  p ic ture qual i ty  receivers I  P lated sur face for  inst ruct ions.

Superior performance and customer satisfaction is yours when you ask for the Boman all new
-all Electronic Polarizer Model EFH-90.

SEE US AT THE CES SHOW JUNE 5-8 AT BOOTH 4018. . .and. . .AT THE
CAN AM 83' SHOW JUNE 24-26 BOOTHS 236 and 237

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
SATELL|TE PRODUCTS DtVtStON 9300 HALL ROAD, DOWNEy, CA 90241 (213) 869-4041



8'PROFIT PACKAGE
D' 6surt-o A BETTER sysTEM wrrH

THE BOMAN PROFIT PACKAGE
, CONTENTS:
t

MODEL-S A-2400 8' SPUN ALUMINUM ANTENNAri
\ j  f  Ful ly  ro l led edge for  maximum strength

lComplete painted sur faces for  corros ion res is tance
r  .090" mater ia l  th ickness

MODEL PM.9O POLAR.MOUNT
l 3  po in t  dec l i na t i on  se t t i ngs
I  Complete ly  painted for  rust  res is tance
t  Ful l  orb i ta l  sweep in any customer locat ion
lSpec ia l  l ock ing  nu ts  f o r  a l l  componen ts

assures t rouble f  ree operat ion
I  I nc ludes  manua l  ac tua to r

MODEL LNA-9Ts AVANTEK@ LNA

MODEL EFH-75 POLAR-MATIC
I  E lect ronic  Feed Horn wi th powerfu l  servo motor
r  130 f t .  o f  3 conductor  cable
I  Weather-proof  terminal  s t r ip

_  I  R igh t  ang le  adap te r

D ,  @ aPr lc is ion contro l  wi th On-Off  swi tch and LED lamp
aU '{ V a Power adapter

I  Complete hardware and insta l la t ion inst ruct ions
r tll' t' 

MODEL ep-2400
I  Quadrapod inc luded for  Electronic  Feed Horn stabi l i tv
I  Feed Horn Mount ing Brackets prov ide adjustment

for  prec ise focal  length set t ing and opt imum
perf  ormance

MOUNTING HARDWARE INCLUDES:
I  Sta in less steel  fasteners for  mount ing of

a tumtnum componen ts
I  Z inc-p lated fasteners for  assembly of

steel  components
I  Rubber spacers and Tef lon washers protect  a luminum parts .a

I
BOMAN BETTERS YOUR BOTTOM LINE't

It $895.,0*fu,.",
O ro,, Free Numbers:

lnside Ca.: (800) 352-2553 Outside. : (800) 421-2533



ANYWAY
YOU IOOK
AT ITOOO
ADM HASYOUR

ANTENNA!
AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM. Rapid de l ivery
on ADM's super-ef f  ic ient 1 1 f  oot polar mount
int"nnu ( inclLdes remote control led polariza-
i ion rotai ion system as wel l !) ,  plus, packa.ges
ire avaitable for complete systems including
lNA, i4 channel iuneable receiver and
cabl ing.  Why wai t  in  a  long l ine when you can
get the best,  todaY !

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA SYSTEM' Higl.1
qual i ty  panel ized a luminum 11 foot  d ish and
steet foiar mount. Dish w-eighs approximate-
iV Z0O pounds, mount 265 pounds' Precision
desion'eO, easy instal lat ion, zinc chromate
Uaie"primed and heavy duty white lop f  inish'
ine rbtat ing f  eed is standard !  Easi ly shipped
and insta l lSd.  Choice openings for  dealers
and d is t r ibutors .

lnt en na
l leue lopment  &
l l lanuf  actur i r  I , lnc

P , 0  B o x  1 1 7 8
Poplar Bluf f ,  Mo. 63901

(1 -31 4-78s-5988)



Dws
IO GET

IREMElIDOUS
SAIINGS...

Coll fennosat foduy!
Now save hundreds of dollars

on name-brand
satellite systems equipment:

L ( I X O R . T f t A A I S T A R . C H A P A R R A L
AUTOMATIOMECHMqUES .  TRACKER rrr

W I L S O N . J A I V E I L . S A T I T E C . K L M
PARACLIPSE . CALIFORIVIA AMPLIFIER

AUA]VTEK . MTI
Plus, high quality "no dip" demonstration trailers and a

full line of satellite eccessories,
Tennasat Electronics offers you these industry-proven product

lineg plus fast, quality se_rvice . . . prepaid freigirion oii 
r- --.

electrolic pacEages -. . . zl-hour shipprrrsl when you use
our (800) number, the phone call is free- ]. . ald because or- 

-

our volume buying power, you'll find quality equipment costs
yog next to nothing.

Thke the line of pr-ofit. Eecause with rennasat, saving money
begins when you pick up the phone.

P.O. Box 190
College Grove, TN
37046

ORDERS
oirY- rorrnrel (800) 221-5275

rlt IllilrESJIr:
| (800) 22t{t5l
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ISSUES
YOUNG

-  HERE lS MY ORDER for the complete 1,000 plus
page CSD ANTHOLOGY in two volumes, covering
the ful l  f ' r 'st24 issues of CSD. $100 in US funds
enclosed (USA only;  $ '125 elsewhere including
Canada, Mexico).

-  HERE lS MY ORDER for just Volume One, covering
October 1979 through September 1980 of CSD. $60
in US funds enclosed (USA only;  $75 elsewhere tn
US funds).

-  HERE lS MY ORDER for just Volume Two, covering
October 1980 through September '1981 of CSD. $60
in US funds enclosed (USA only;  $75 elsewhere in
US funds).

THE ORIGINAL 24
MONTHS OF CSD I
THE ANTHOLOGY!

NAME

COMPANY ( i f  appl icable)

ADDDRESS

CITY STATE

Order Anthology from: CSD, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, F|.33310

-  ENTER MY 12 MONTH AIRMAIL SUBSCRIPTION

;:::3iffs$'Vi 
runds encrosed (us and us 

P MONTH- .'JJ5B,IX.',? USTJ#IITfl I;::i3:fl5I.O* S U B S c R I PT I o N
Mexico only).- ..JJ53,TTJfr ffiTJ;:J::Ig""'.:,""*il?J',?* SATE L LIT E D I G EST
world).

NAME

COMPANY ( i f  appl icable)

ADDRESS

STATE -ZIPCITY

Send CSD Subscript ion to: CSD, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, F|.33310



o Quality
High Frontier Service

Better

LUXOR, DRAKE, LOWRANCE, GENERAL INSTRUMENTS, KLM, USS/MASPRO,
DX, DEXCEL, CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER, M/A COM, JANEIL, PAdACLIPSE,
PRODELIN, CHAPARRAL, MTI, HOUSTON SATELLITE, POWER CONSULTANTS,
TRANSIFIER, TRIPLE CROWN

High Fronlier Distribulion
2230 E. Indion School Rood
Phoenix, Arizono 850,16
(602) e54-6008
(800) 382-03es

High Fronlier Distribulion
Norlhwest
976 Industry Drive
Seottle, Woshington 98,188
(2061 57s.0660
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ANIK Coverage Maps
I have been reading CSD since nearly the first issue. In all ot that

time I have never seen any maps printed of the ANIK bird series
coverage although many maps have been published for the various
US DOMSAT birds. I am in particular interested in knowing what type
of coverage there might be from ANIK B and D in Florida, Also, you
have reviewed a great deal of equipment in that time but you have
never reported on the Vidare dishes. I wonder how they might stack up
against say the Paraclipse 1 2 foot antennas. I have also never seen a
review of the Arunta SSP-416 receiver. lt has many features which
other receivers do not have, including a filter for the special audio
reception problems from ANIK B.

Richard Kaufman
3 Sheffield Court
Livingston, NJ 07030

ANIK maps are not released by the Canadians but we think
from field reports that we now have a pretty decent handle on
where ANIK B and D can be received and with what size dishes.
We are working on a pair of maps for publication shortly. The
worst case in Florida would be the far southern (Miami) populated

SATELLITE DICES

areas. There, a high quality'12/13 foot antenna will deliver noise
free or almost noise free reception with a 100 degree LNA and a
high quality receiver. The Arunta SSP-416 receiver has not been
directly reviewed although we did discuss some tests of il on
pages 62-63 of the October '82 issue. When Arunta's Grotsky
was here we did some testing of two of the 416 receivers (one with
a standard 28 MHz wide lF, another with a special 36 MHz wide lF).
The ANIK signals require some special audio filtering, at base'
band, to gei rid of the 'multiplexed carriers' that 'tinkle' and
'crackle'with standard audio recovery. AVCOM, Earth Terminals
and others offer special ANIK audio filters as outboard accessor-
ies. To the best of our knowledge, only Arunta offers it with a
built-in switch in the receiver proper.

WATCH OUT
I am an arttorney specializing in patent, trademark and copyright

matters but I have not had much experience in the TVRO area. l have
had occasion recently to attempt to review the law in this area. lt there

INDUSTRY CONTINUES / Page 51

K ANTENNA SALE!" 
THROUGH r4AY AND JUNE QNLY!
ALL HASTINGS ANTENNAS

81/2, - $449! rrrc sHrppABLE)

lovz' - $649!
12' - $949!
OUR LOW PRICES ON RECEIVERS:
SAT.TER R.sOOO _ $339 WMOD
GLR-500 - $555 WMOD
GLR-520 - $695 W/MOD
GLR-560 - $795 W/MOD

ASK ABOUT OUR LOW SYSTEM PRICES!

HOPSON ELECTRONICS LABORATORY
TVRO'  SMATV'  CATV

CALIFORNIA TEXAS
(209) 952-8762 oR (214) 892-0116
(415) 697-9008

O)

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DE NCE,  NOTES,
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .

CSD prov ides  th is  Indus i rv  Forum wi th  the  rnders tand inq  tha t  op in ions .
thouqhts  and fac ts '  pub l i shed are  t rom the  wr i te rs .  no  l iah i l i t y  lo r
s ta tements  ex tends  to  the  oub l ishers  Address  le t te rs  to  CSD/ lndus t rv .
PO Box 100858 F t  Lauderda le .  F133310

PROMAR
Paraclipse 9' Dish and Mount

12'

Chaparral Polarotor II
Polarotor I

N.E.C. 85" LNA

$770
$945

$ 5 0
$ z s
$375

F.O.B. TAMPA

800-237-2903
800-282-7713
Promar, Inc.
4972W. LaSalle St.
Tampa, FL 33607
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ufA AsSttBtY i it, oudio output'jock$
. Modo ftom ruggod IAS Pb$lc
. Plenfy of roqlt to mouni d(nfln cfivqto{
o Efld cop for eosy swico occss
o Polorotor I Ssoo c]ontrglod poldify ctpng€r
. 120' low noise ornplifier .

' i

r lF input

COMPLETE SYSTEM $'I
' t

I "wun {-4.t4-37$to@

IN IHE US, AI\D CAI\ADA

wr 53024
CABLE: DELTA SAT

CALL TOLL FREE



Ar,nrRf
aBtY DMCO

POWER ACTUAIOR
o Designed for Sotellite

Antenno use,
o Anodized oluminum tubes

for conosion prevention,
. Extro strong crush proof

outer tube,
o Completely weother proof,
o Built-in Position Sensor
o Modulor Construction

The Droco Actuotor wos designed
from the very beginning for Sotettite

l l l CONTROLLER .;$ggg
POWERACruATOR ,,., $250

|IALSYSTEMPRICE ,..$649
GXJANTTIY PB|C|NG AVAil AEt I

Antenno use. Yeors of experience
with Sotellite Dishes in the most
severe operoti ng environment,

coupled with mechonicol engi-
neering, mokes the Droco

Actuotor the best you con own,

FXA
CALL TotL FREE 'l -800-558-5582 / rN wr J-4,r4.32s-.r000

SATEIL|TE, |NC./GRAFTON, Wt 53024
1 TLX:26886/ANSBK:26886 GRAF CABIE: DELTA SAT

WE SHIPAf{\IAftIERE IN lHE U,S, AND CANADA,



THE, ECHO II
DIFFERENCE,
The Best Performance' Ever.

A Step Ahead
In Satellite Receiver Systems

tnunailtEm,.-&,n'nwrffffi,z*
To order call:

2250 SO. RARITAN, BLDG. A

ENGLEWOOD, CO. E0r10

(303) 93s-1909

1-800-s2r-9282



SATELLITE DICEST
INDUSTRY / continued from page 46

is one conclusion that can unquestionably be drawn, it is that the law in
this area is unsettled.

Therefore, it appears to be a very tertile area for a legal article or
commentary. I plan to write such an article and havq begun just
recently to assemble materials on which such an article can be based.
Your magazine appears to be very informative and it appears that
Coop, as an individual, is very knowledgeable in this area. I would
appreciate it if you would provide me information and an opinion from
theindustry side so that I might make a thorough and intelligent review
of the laws and the problems in this field.

Charles A. Bevelacoua
Watson, Folds, Steadham, Soroull.
Christmann & Brashear
Gainesville, FI.52602

When the attorneys think we live in an 'unsettled area'and we
are'very fertile for legal commentary,' we've got big problems!
that's what we need most right now;47 attorneys writing articles
in_ Law Journals telling everyone how there is no legal basis for
what we are doing!

IGNORANT ACADEMICS
I have recently read Bob Cooper's excellent article on home TVRO

systems appearing in the March issue of Videoplay Magazine. lwas
surprised and somewhat ovenvhelmed by th; prolifeation of pro_
ducts, including microprocessor based receivers and satellite trackino
devices with infra red control. Along with several of my colleagues,i
am exploring the possibilities of installing TVRO systems here on the
campus of the University of California (Santa Crui), for research and
entertainment applications.

For several reasons we cannot consider the commercial orade
systems, and therefore our search is concentrating on the top-o'i-the-
line home TVRO equipment. We would appreciate being placed in
contact with (honest, unbiased) firms that are in a position to help us
plan a system for the campus using the best in home technoiogy
today. Thank you in advance for helping a group of well meaning, b-ut
ignorant academics into this exciting area of technology.

C. Leo Ortiz
Division Natural Sciences
Thimann Laboratories
Univeristy ot California /

Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, Ca. 95064

Each of us, in our own way, is an ,ignorant academic'. We are
simply bright about different things. Will a few of you in Califor-
nia, cap.able of offering a set of top-of-the-line systems to the
University, contact Mr. Ortiz directiy, please? An-d no junk, you
hear!

TELL IT LIKE IT IS?
As a distributor of equipment and a follower of CSD almost from

the beginning, I'd like to comment on the recent publication of reports
on problems with various equipment i tems in CSD. l think lunderstand
your stance in the past, as to the reporting ol equipment sent to you for
analysis and subsequent reporting. During the first level formative
days of this industry, a bad report in CSD could severely damage a
new manufacturer before he got off the ground, and place'him in great
dangerof losing the investment in R and D, start-up tooling and so-on. I
assume that you, in fairness to the manufacturer, chose (on equip_
ment tested with unfavorable results) to report to that company pii_
vately, allowing them to address the problems you spotted withoutihe
glare of public publicity. I have no argument wiih this approach, in the
light of everyone's desire to see more and more manufacturer involve-
ment and investment, and better product with lower prices. I believe
that now, however, the time has come for CSD to change that policy
and lwant to commend CSD for the recent reports on pioblems with
equipment.

In my view, I see nothing wrong with continuing to encourage
manulacturers to place new products in real world tesisituations, with
pnvate reporting of the test results, as a part of their evaluation and
testing procedures. lf this should include a test at your extensive
facility, with a private report, this could be a good and viluable input to

the further development of their product. I do feel that there is a greal
difference in this type of private field testing of proto-type equipment,
and the testing of other equipment which is in routine production. In
the latter case we'have the real possibility that claims being made for
the in-production products may not meet the operational characteris-
lics of that equipment.

In my opinion, and in the opinion of the many dealers with whom I
do business daily, CSD has a responsibility to assist the buying
dealers, who subscribe to CSD for just this reason. These dealers
want honest and tair reports, and they want to know which equipment
performs to the standards claimed, or fails to meet those standards.
For this reason I believe the recent CSD reports. and the current
survey being undertaken, and future reports yet to come, are of vital
importance to the public who rely on the informed dealer helping them
make an intel l igent buying decision. I  hope you wil l  continue to
address products 'square-on' and not back off when you find some-
thing that those of us who are spending money for product should
know about.

Larry W. James
Patmar Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box D
Claremore, Ok.74017

. The latest barge shipment to provo, from Fort Lauderdale,
has just pulled into the provo dock. On our VHF radio, we have
been informed that in the containerized shipments there are five
TVROantennason board for us. Threeof thosearewhatwewould
call advanced proto-types, from a manufacturer who is now
tooling up for production. A fourth is a unit in regular production,
sent down for a complete field evaluation on the-provo tesi
range. The fifth is a replacement antenna, ordered for WlV, at our
national transmission center. The barge typically comes twice
per month, and while we don't average live antennas per ship-
ment, three per shipment is not unusual. We happen to be so
located that with the wide variation in satellite signai levels present
here, and th_e wide range of view of satellites froi.r Europe/Africa on
the east to F5 on the wesl, we can test virtually any antenna to
almost anydesign tolerance in just a matter of hoursirom getting
it put together and on the mount. With suitable test equifmen{
and numerous 'standard reterence antennas', we don;t lick for
the basics of performance comparison. However, we only see a
small fraction of the total variety of equipment offered for sale,
here, and must continue to rety upon feedback from dealers and
distributors to give us an accurate sense of the pulse ot the
industry at any point in time. lt really takes both efiorts, private
testing by knowledgeable people, and the massive amount of
feedback we get weekly from CSD reading equipment movers to
stay on top of the changing picture.

FAIR ls Not Fair
Since the Houston SBOC Show in 1980, we have been activelv

involved in distributing TVRO products. I must say I have usually
enjoyed and apprecialed your dedication to the industry. However,
with your April issue and the report on Janeil antennas, I think the f ront
cover display was an unprofessional decision on your part. I feel that
since we advertise monthly in your publication, and we handle Janeil
as well as many other products, you should have contacted (other)
distributors for their opinion. Our experience has found Bob Dushane
to be one of the most cooperative and legitimate manufacturers we
have dealt with to date. We place him next to Jamie Gowen, another
sincere, honest, hard-working manufacturer.

| (do) get annoyed with your constant referral to J.V. Electronics as
one of the largest, well-known distributors. Well known is certainly
agreed with by many of the manufacturers. However, a one-man
operation that promotes products in his manner is certainly not a credit
to the industry. I understand that Joe is a very nice person. When we
struggle to inventory products, offer technical back-up, have a toll{ree
number, offices with a showroom, as well as several employees to
help support the dealers, your articles at times get out-of-hand.

There are many of us trying to make this a prolessional industry;
therefore, I'm enclosing a copy of a letter recently sent by one of the
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leading manufacturers to Joe Valentino of J.V. Electronics'
Sally DiDonato
National Satellite Communications
Plaza 7
Latham, NY 121 1 0

The letter in question was written by Amplica's Jerry Moore.
In it he takes Joe to task for advertising Amplica RC''l0 product
for $699 in the April issue of CSD, because, as Moore asserts, the
lowest prlce JV ever bought at was $790.

Joe Valentino, good guy or bad guy, is discussed at some
length in this month's Coop's Comment. Sally's suggestion that
we have writlen too frequently about JV, in articles' leaves us
baffled. The only time we can recall mentioning JV in print in the
last year (other than this issue!) was the November 1982 issue.
There we took Joe to task for running adverlisements (October
'82 issue) in which he made operational claims (antennas and
receivers) which we felt were contrary to good engineering prac-
tlce. At the time, he was claiming that a certain mesh antenna had
44 dB of gain in the 13 toot version; and that a certain recelver
had a threshold of 6.5 dB. We tound both claims offensive to the
industry. And we doubt JV got any good publicity from the
incident.

Janeil. No question they got the raw end of the stick on the
April issue front cover. We published that photo, and included
the reports in the April issue, because we had been unable to
uncover any evidence that they were taking responsible steps to
clear up an area of poor product design. We could have included
a dozen additional reports concernlng rust and problems with
their antennas, but chose not to do so in the Interest of fairness. At
the recent Las Vegas show, before the April issue cover came
out, Bob Dushane did show to us a recently completed technical
report, plepared for them by an outside consultlng flrm' on the
ability of their present series of antennas to hold up in a moist
environment. lf the report is taken at lace value, they have now

cleared up the lust problem. We would be interested in hearing
from readers who are using the present generation of Janeil anten-
nas, in areas where metals do rust (the salt flats of Utah don't
count!), as to the vulnerability of the antennas to rust'
GOOD CHOICE

I would like to commend CSD on the selection of Jamie Gowen
andAndy Hatfield asthe industry'Men Of The Year'. We recently used
a 20 foot ADM dish with an AVCOM 3 receiver to produce a world wide
event for the Christians on the lsle of Trinidad in the Caribbean' The
event originated in Dallas and we were unsure of being able to pick it
uo at the southernmost island in the Caribbean. We knew, at the time'
of no one operating a non-commercial TVRO there. With our (then)
limited knowledge of satellite communications, we approached the
challenge with some caution. I contacted several TVRO equipment
manufabturers and after sifting through the data, ADM and AVCOM
came up to the top of the pile. Jamie and Andy both took a personal
interest in the project and were most helpful. Without their help' we
could have easily failed before we got the antenna up. There are, as I
am sure many are aware, many unusual factors to consider when
dealingwith a foreign government. As fate would have it, we picked up
our signal on Westar 4. As the day wore on the picture got better and
better and the special evening telecast we were looking for was
absolutely beautiful. We also found service from SATCOM F3R at a
look angle of 1 1 degrees and we had at least 22 of the 24 transponders
in the region with no objectionable noise. With the help of the STT
manuals, we learned the basics of this fascinating world. We must in
particular thank GSD for the untiring efforts to keep us informed; as an
impartical guide, CSD is invaluable!

Michael Magnuson
P.O.Box 3494
Winter Park, Co.80482

There are many forms of pioneers; Magnuson is one. The
'tlrst'to do somethlng in this tield, anyplace, always has hiS work
cut out tor himself. There are a few other TVROs on Trinidad' as
CSD has reporled, but none in the 20 foot ADM class, to the best
of our knowledge.
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MASSIVE problems with space program; LANDSSAT satellite (4)'
used for'remote sensing' of earth and its resources, has developed
powering problems. Millions of dollars involved in data monitoring and
relrieval. Advanced TDRSS bird, meanwhile, may recover from prob-
lems associated with firing from Shuttle into initial elliptical orbit' but
parts of it will never function as intended. Two ol 24 hydrazine thrus- i
ters, used to manuever bird in orbit and to help to maintain attitude and
correct spot above equator, are lost. NASA claims fuel left on board
more than adequate to support seven to ten year lifetime of manu-
evers.

DURING June, look lor launch lrom French-European Ariane site
of new 12 GHz ECS bird that if launched successfully will provide first
'cable TV feeds'to Europe's new cable industry. Also in June, Hughes
Galaxy One bird is scheduled for Florida launch and if all goes well, it
will replace SATCOM F1 at 135 degrees, and bring an evenlual 18
new channels of cable programming to western sky. F1 ' rapidly grow-
ing too old to perform, will move further west for a temporary re-
sidency.

COMING up in mid-summer is the launch of AT&T TeleStar One,
the first of the new generation of Comstar/Bell birds. AT&T has asked
FCC to allow it to place T1 into a new orbit position, rather than using it
to replace badly ailing D'l/D2 birds now co-located belween W4 and
D3, at 95 west. lf FCC refuses to give AT&T brand new, previously
unused orbit spot, it will sit in for DliD2 as originally planned.

MEXICO wants not one, but two DBS systems. The 4 and 12GHz
combo birds, Amigo 1 and 2, funded by a world bank loan last month'
have joined'on paper'with plans for a standard 12GHz DBS system.
That's bad news for US which felt that lhe long term Mexican needs
would not include orbital space tor a 12 GHz bird. Now Mexico says it
will need a pair of 12 GHz-only spots in addition to pair of spots for
dual band Amigo 1 and 2 birds.

FCC made first move on allocating orbital spaces, ahead of the
time table projected in May CSD. Commission is opting for a compli-
cated plan that involves allocating 12GHz spaces at typical 2 degree
spacings, but a 4 GHz plan that varies separation between birds as a
function of traffic types planned for each bird. Some of the 4 GHz
spaces will be as ciose as 2.0 degrees, some further away. None of
this is going to happen overnight; FCC suggests gradual phasing-in of
plan at 4 GHz as present and new generation satellites become
melded into future system. A detailed look at all of this' as it shapes up
for the home TVRO and SMATV industry, in the July CSD'

SELECTV's move to Westar 5, from Westar 4, came with little
notice during May. Movie firm has agreement with SPACE that allows
SMATV systems to carry service to multiple dwelling and hotel/motel
systems, and expanded to 24 hour per day operation earlier this year.
Western Union appears to be re-grouping users for W4 and W5
combination, aftempting to get all but broadcaster related services off
to W4, in favor of cable and subsidiary services being based on W5.

ROBERT WOLD has picked up lease rights to Citicorp's transpon-
der on Westar 5 (trandponder 5, horizontal). This makes the tenth
transponder to be under Wold's care, and they will use it for cable or
broadcast video. Watch for new signs of activity there.

FORDSAT is effort of Ford Aerosat to add yet two more satellites
into orbit for service to North America. Ford proposes dual band (4 and
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12 GHz'1birds, with a total of 54 transponders on board each bird. lf
approved by FCC, under new tighter spacing proposal of Commis-
sion, there would be 54 separate band/bird approvals through FCC.

SPECIAL DELIVERY PACKAGE is a new Wold satellite service
linking approximately 90 US television stations for special feature
movie events for simultaneous or slightly tape-delayed broadcast by
tenestrial stations. "Can You Hear The Laughter", and, "The Fan"
(both edited for regular terrestrial television) tlew in April. One per
month will be routine schedule.

DISNEY start-up on W5 provided few surprises, although many
report that Disney audio (6.2 and 6.8) has 'muddy quality'to it. Reason
for this, if you are experiencing problem, is that Disney is deviating
(modulating) their audio 'hardef than other cable services, apparently
an eflort to extract last bit of 'hi{i'from movie sound tracks that were
originally recorded for play in large theater audio systems. One solu-
tion is to widen out the 'passband' of your TVRO receiver audio
system, paying particular attention to filtering after audio discrimi-
nalor.

ORION, the firm that proposes to link European (cable) to Amer-
ican (cable) via a 12 GHz bird located over the mid-Atlantic, is getting
unusual amount of attention from both FCC, and Congress. Intense
lobbying is underway, COMSAT and Intelsat dead set again{ US
FCC approving 'independent link' between continents; and' ORION
backers just as anxious to pull it otf. COMSAT fears that if this is
approved, their worldwide virtual monopoly on satellite communica-
tions wil come apart. Orion backers feel that if there is to be viable
European cable industry, it will have to feed otl of, and feed to'
American and Canadian industries already underway. Big (BlG!)
bucks are involved in this one.

ASSUMING first TRDSS can be put into proper geo-stationary/
Clarke orbit position, TRW says that satellites could be reconfigured to
provide extensive television coverage to Pacific basin and other re-
gions for a mere million more dollars. Problems with first TRDSS are
overshadowing plans to modify second and third birds for Voice of
America use to 'broadcast' television programs lo remote areas of the
world. Under original program, Western Union was to operate the 4
GHz transponders on TDRSS (3 birds in all) and NASA the other
'secret stutf' on board. When WU pulled out, that left the 4 GHz
transponders virtually unspoken for, but in place. Now NASA and
other government agencies are scrambling to see who gets to use
them, if at all, and for what.

lT is formal; MCl, the firm that has challenged Bellfor long distance

service, is now the 'owner' of 24 satellite transponders; 12 each on

Hughei Galaxy 2 and 3. That's half of the transponder capacity for

""in OirO, and prefty well ties up how the last two Hughes birds will be

utilized when launched later this year and in 1984'
CSD reported NBC was hot on the trail ol 12 GHz network affilia-

tion system in April issue; we missed the possibility that network would

sign-up with SdS tor use of present SBS birds, in complicated deal

thit involves COMSAT. lt is still alive, and if it comes otf , NBC may get

one to three year jump on CBS and ABC in getting their primary

delivery systems onto satellite.
lNIilAilA firm reportedly offering to 'rent' a home TVRO to rural

homeowners for under $40 per month' Installation is extra' Receiver'
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LNA, coax, modulator . . . are probably 'extra' also.
F2R has achieved geo-stationary/Clarke orbit position at 139

west. Newest RCA bird is intended for use almost exclusively by radio
networking and data clients, so don't expect much in the way of
television here except on an 'occasional' basis. One ol the larger
users will be NETCOM International, provider in past of transponder
services for light promoter Don King. RCA officially carrys Fl R as a
'spare bird', which means that if F3R quit for some reason, the cable
traffic would possibly get shifted to F1R on short notice.

SPN, found these days on F4, had ambitious plans to program up
lo tour full time transponders by 1984/5. Plans have been cut back;
firm will grow to two transponders, taking all non-English language
programming off of F4 and onto Hughes Galaxy bird sometime in
1984. Future home of SPN could also be Galaxy.

ARGENTINA, already making extensive use of Intelsat for relay of
national television service, will make decision soon as to launching
own domestic satellite system. Program being considered would have
only four transponders on board, of a 'semi-DBS' format, al lowing
dishes down to ten foot to play within most favored boresight.

NEXT SHUTTLE launch scheduled for first part of June, no earlier
than 9th, and hopefully no later than approximately 20th. On board will
be Canada's second 1 2 GHz bird, C-2, and latest generation Indone-
sian bird, Palapa B. The new Palapa is 24 channel, more power and
better antenna systems than present generalion birds which are akin
to the old Westar 1 and 2 birds. Those in Pacific receiving Palapa
service should experience considerable improvements in service
levels with activation of new generation birds.

COMTECH Data is building 50 plus station radio network link via
.satellite for the Arkansas State Radio Network. System, using audio
channel on transponder 2 of Westar 3, will beet up existing terrestrial
link between members of state network.

CAN/AM satellite conference, sponsored by STTI (1-800-654-
9276, or, 405-396-2574) is scheduled June 24-25-26 (Friday through
Sunday) at Minneapolis Radisson South Hotel and Executive
Tower. Approximately 200 booth spaces have been taken and crowd
with heavy Canadian flavor is anticipated.
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organization such as ABC are immense. They can move switftly, and
be all over the map in a matter of hours. To handle their 'attack'

requires candor, talent, and smarts. The average guy out there selling
TVROs has few of the required talents and virtually none of the
required experience. There are hundreds of dealers reading this right
now who have yet to join SPACE even as individual members. There
are thousands more who have not joined as 'SPACE DEALERS.'
Nobody is getting rich in SPACE; nobody is taking your money and
then squandering it on big Washington lobby-quarters. SPACE exists
because we do have enemies today who want to see that we are not in
business tomorrow. SPACE exists because when the Indians attack,
it is traditional and smart for the wagon train and ALL of its members to
circle their wagons and put up a united defense. We are being attack-
ed; and these Indians have far more resources than the American
Indians of the 1800's.

The second part of this message is that when ABC or any national
news organization knocks on your door asking you to help them'prepare a piece on TVROS,' that you remember what their motives
are. They are not going to make you a star. The week aiter you
appear, you will walk down the street and nobody will say to you "You

were magnif icent on national television." But, what they ' trap' you into
saying, however innocent i t  may have seemed ' in context, 'wi l l  be
remembered if you say something like the guy in South Florida with
the backyard terminal on World News Tonight. His 'the airwaves are
free; they use it, I can too' statement was the perfect set-up for
MPAA's Valenti  to 'educate the public '  about television thievery. Even
Behar's straightforward five seconds explaining that we have attemp-
ted to pay HBO et al in the past was shoved back down our throats with
the quick response that HBO et al are going to scramble and they find
bi l l ing individual homes too complicated to pursue.

So what should you do when approched? Suppose you were the
dealer that sold a terminal to a bar in South Carolina that likes to tune
in Max Robinson. Wouldn't  you jump at the chance to get on ABC by
showing off that dish? Sure you would. "Al lyou have to do is show us

High Bond,VHF
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how it wlrks" they tell you. So you take the dish through the arc and
gngy 9f a hundred signals or so. Later, in edit ing, they use that video
to i l lustrate how 'private' transmissions are bei ig ,stolen' by people
with d. ish antennas. I  can just hear Lynn Shearerlaying ,,even ydur
private telephone calls may be tapped by this nir,rtechnology;
people can sit  in their homes in Fargo, with a dish in their yai l ,
and listen to your most private telephone conversations.,; And
she'd tag it with "Clearly, the technology has outpaced the law and
new laws are required to bring this under control. ' ,

The most important thing you can real ize in al l  of this is that we are
at war. Some of the guys on the other side have resources which defy
descript ion. They can make you say anything they want you to, in their
edited format, because they control the loy i t ict< on the edit ing
machine. And w.hen the,y put you on the air,  what you didn,t say wil l  b6
in the homes of 20 to 30 mil l ion folks. Instantlv.

My recommendation is that you leave big t ime intervlews ro peopre
who have the experience to anticipate how something that ,seems
Innocent'  might be 'reshaped' in the edit ing room. l f  you are nor a
member of SPACE, join. And then refer al isuch requests for inter_
views and 'story bites' back to SpACE. The enemy is ai l  around us and
yq h?d better be circl ing our wagons. And there is no place in our
Industry today for ' loose l ips'that might help the enemy penetrate the
integri ty of our encircled waqons.

INTERESTING Response

. I  anticipated that we might get a 4 to 5 percenl response from the
In0ustry equipment rel iabi l i ty survey forms published in the Apri l
issue. I  was off by a few percent, on the low side. I 'm qrateful to al l  of
those who took the t ime to f i l l  out the survey forms sinci i t  provides us
with a far better base than we. previously had on the matter of equip-
ment vulnerabi l i ty to t ime and the elements.

As we report on page 8 of this issue, there are severat ctear areas
where the industry needs to clean up its engineering act. There are
also a number of areas where marketing is shoddy and while I address
that in the report appearing on page 8 here, there is room for additional

comment as well .
There was an uncommon amount of mail  relat inq to one distr ibutor

in part icular. l t  ran about 70-30 against this distr ibut6r ano some of the
letters ran to several thousand reasonably wett cnosen words detail_
ing fr ightful tales of busted motor drives, 

'broken 
or missing antennaparts, unsound technical advice and a rash of other problems that the

19.?." _"gll jglkr ctaim they have had with that distributor. t,il not keepyou tn suspense; JV Electronics is the distr ibutor.
, ,  j ! :  other 30%, retat ing to JV, were so high in their praise of Joev.arenuno I tound myself wondering if these guys were writing to me
about the same Joe Valentino which the ot ieis were writ in{about.
Several dealers took the t ime to create letters tel l ing me in some detai l
how Joe had helped them over a technical probleri ,  found parts they
could not f ind elsewhere and so on. l t  almost had the appearance of aDoctor Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde kind of scenario.

Iam clearly in a quandry concerning JV Electronics. More than one
anlt-JV tetter pondered how CSD could continue to accept advert is-
ing from such a f irm. One such letter, taking us to taiX ior report ing on
Janeil  anlenna problems in our Apri l  issu6, came from a distr ibutor.
The distr ibutor was basical ly upset over the bad Janeil  press, but att l l  

: lTp 
t ime gor a coupte of digs in ar Joe Vatentino in ihe piocess.

Joe rS_ oovtousty not popular with some of the other distr ibutors.
JV Electronics is not a big conglomerate. As Joe wil l  tel l  you, he

operates out of his home and while he has attempted to maintain a
separate office from time to time, he pre{ers to run it all largely from his
kitchen table. His number one assistant is his Mom which is a com_
mentary on Joe.

. JV'�s prices are otten rower than others in the distributron end ot this
business. In some cases Joe's price may be so low that he is actual lv
losing money on an order. I'm not ceriain ne reatizes tni; il;; it
happens, either. I 've seen him take a $500 unit and "JO SZS to i t  and
cal l  i t  'prof i t .  Nobody can operate long on a 5% profi t  margin. That
doesn't  begin to handle the cost of doing business, even from your
own kitchen table.

Joe has gotten himself In some hot water from time to time bv
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? Are You Mqnufqcluring ?q Mesh Antennq?
We crre the mcnufqcturers of

the widely used ',Rqdcrmesh,'

Please call us with your specificcrtions

We will respond prompily
with a competitive price and

qny necesscrry technicql cssistqnce.

Dennis Fulton Diqmond perlorated Metcls, rnc.
28976 Hopkins street o Hayward, california 94s4s . (4ls) Tgs_7444
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being too quick to offer to help out some dealer. He has contacts in
everything from audio and video gear to TVRO, in many respects he is
not a distr ibutor; he is a'buying service. 'Joe is also an ,easv mark'for
people who are new to the business, and who need step by step
guidance in some facet of our business. That,s the kind oi Joe_
Valentino-Generosity that seems to get him into trouble. Take the poor
fellow in Nevada who needed some help in laying out a trailer park
MATV system. There was about 3,000 feet of tabie involved; a true'pM.ATV' 

system. Joe says he told the fellow to go to an MATV
oesrgner to get the system laid out. The fellow says Joe told him to
bundle up 3,000 feet of RG-59/U and some housenotO type tow power
modulators and start laying cable. Joe retorts that the fellow insisted
on having Joe do it, 'the cheapest way possible,, without regard for
whether it might work or not. lt didn't work.

Joe is also an easy mark for new products. He has a new maior
product breakthrough almost every month, or so it seems. I remember
a receiver that he insisted that we take to provo and ,test' back last
summer. He said i t  had a 6 dB noise f igure threshold. We told him that
was an impossible claim. He said i t  was new technology, and the
manufacturer assured him it would ,,outperform 

every receiver in the
hdustry" by a wide margin. Reluctantly we dragged it from Omaha to
Hrovo and sure enough . .  .  i t  was just another 1 0 dB or so threshold
receiver. we told Joe that, and after he got some more experience
with it on his own, he finally accepted thaathis was not anotner suoer
product. Recently I have noticed that this particular receiver is being
severely discounted around the countrv.

In a phrase, I  think Joe is gul l ible when he should not be, too eaoer
to extend a helping hand when he should be standing back and sim"ply
selling product, and perhaps not watching his pr5fit margtns aoe-
quately. He won't appreciate this free advice verv much.

After lwri te this, but before you read this, Joe is scheduled to visi t
here on Provo. He is bringing with him a couple of antennas and a
motor drive which he feels are clearly superior products. Obviously we
will see just how they shape up, down here on the provo antenna test
range.

One of the letters from a competitive distributor said that ,Joe is

your.friend and you won't say anything about him that will hurt
him.' That's hogwash. I am a journaiist first, and a friend second. Ask
Bob Behar of Hero. Or Bob Maniaci of Boman. Or . . . there are
numerous examples where fr iendship or not, lcal l  i t  l ike lsee i t .  Being"Coop's Friend" is no guarantee of immunity to my cri t icism when the
facts warrant criticism.

. Joe Valentino. My suggestion is that you deal with him because of
nrs pnce and prompt service. lf you need technical design assistance,
go to an engineering firm. lf you need a product, stick to the tested and
evaluated products.that you know have withstood the marketplace
torces at work. Don't ask Joe to help you design an MATV system,
and, don't become a testing ground for some iew product that iust
came out yesterday.

KOREA or Bust
You can always tell when an industry is growing too fast, and

people are starting to step on toes. The lawsuits, or threats of lawsuils,
begin to fly.

.. There is another way to tell when growth is too fast; the waiting
time for established products gets longer and longer and longer. On5
of the industry's larger distributors took delivery 6n just under 4,000
receivers this past month (May). Each of these units promptly went to
a dealer, and they started out the month with almost no distributor
stock and they ended up the month the same way. Right now, today,
the pressure to deliver product to the waiting mar(etplice is absolute-
lv intense.

. A fellow manufacturing receivers willwatch his order backloo orow
Just so long, and then he'll be forced to take steps to either 6u"t off
accepting new orders, or f igure out a way to dramatical ly increase his
recetver oroduction.

lf you are a stateside manufacturer cranking out low_end receivers
that ship out the door for around $250 each ii fruge quantity pricing
lots to.the biggest buyers, and you are faced with going in hock for the
rest of your life to borrow the money needed to expand, ano Keep up
with production requirements, that's a pretty big throw of the dice. you



could borrow a couple of, mil, build a new factory, quadruple your
employee roster and place huge orders for raw parts. And you could
awaken next week and find that SPACE failed in its bid to keep what
we are doing legal, and you are suddenly out of business. And in hock
for more money than you could ever possibly repay. That's a terrifying
thought. But what other option do you really have when business is
booming and people are beating down your door demanding product?

One possibility is that you bundle up your technology and you
head off to Korea to find some firm there that can crank out your
receiver for you. Several have done this in the past and we've seen a
few examples of Korean manufacturing expertise in the industry. The
firsl we saw actually came from neighboring Hong Kong at the San
Jose SPTS 80 show. So getting stutf built, receivers in particular, in
the Far East, is not new to us.

What is new is that the volume is now, suddenly, there' Previous
attempts to get Far Eastern manufacturing help have always placed
the horse before the cart; that is, getting the manufacturing arrange-
ment established before the market for the product was proven. We
have several such products available to us right now, built in the Far
East, which work reasonably well, but which have never made much
of a dent in the marketplace.

The key to all of this seems to be to prove the technology first' at
home. Work like Hell to get the product de-bugged here, and work
equally hard getting the product accepted in the marketplace. Having
accomplished those two objectives, then you pack up your designs
and manufacturing Uicks and head into the Far East to 'shop for' a
manutacturing facility. lf your timing is impeccable, you will shift from
US produced product to off-shore produced product with a lew transi-
tion months in between, just as the marketplace demand for your
product outstrips your own ability to produce it at home.

The beauty of this anangement is that you are allowing a hungry
Far Eastern manulacturing concern to gamble their money on setting
up a production facility for you. lf things get slow again, and if your

contract with the supplier in the Far East was properly drawn' you can
simply cut back on the imported versions of the receivers and maintain
your parallel US production until the market improves again.

SATELLITE DICEST
The downside ol this is that if you are not careful, the technology to

take to the Far East, and teach there, may come back to haunt you.

Back in the Hay Days of CB radio, some of the manufacturers who
went to the FaiEasi found themselves competing with their own US
designs about 90 days after they started importing their Far Eastern
built products. Those clever guys in the Far East were building two
versions; yours and theirs! The 'guts' were virtually identical; the
outside cabinets were diflerent in appearance only.

The best protection a US manufacturer considering the Far East
has going for him is his tight control on the US marketing of the
product. li you can control a distributor and/or dealer network, you are
in a position to accept the 'copy-cat' threat. And do something about it
if it occurs. And that is the saieguard that some of the pioneer US
suppliers are taking as they head into the Far East this spring and
summer to work out manufacturing arrangements'

How does any of this impact on the dealer?
Well, if the design is US and it is backed up with US based firms,

you know that you piobably will not get bitten by the 'no!made-here'or
;we don'l read Korean' service problem. lf , on the other hand, the unit
is ostensibly designed in the Far East, made in the Far East, and sold
f rom the Far East through distributors who have no technical expertise
to service the product, then you have a real problem on your hands.

lf some ol the numbers I am hearing come true, the radio that is
now costing the super national distributor or marketing organization
$250 may well be available to him, in identical but Korean built form'
for close to $1 00 by early fall. I expect some ol that difference to stay in
the super distributor's till. I expect most of that difference to show up as
the next super-major price breakthrough for system packages; say at
about the November SPACE Show in Florida.

CAN-AM 83
In just a few weeks, in Minneapolis, we'll all have an opportunityto

see just how real the Canadian TVRO marketplace explosion really is.
STT'I's Ganadian-American 83 show will be a test of American ability
to produce hardware, Canadian ability to pay lor hardware, and the

ioint Canadian/American resolve to get it across the border and into
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backyards.

After Canadian Communications Czar Fox de_regulated home
3ld tav_e-rl and motel grade terminals this past March (see CSD for
lvly,.  t  949, page 5), the whote Canadian TVRO wortd exptoded. I 'm
told that there are black markets for gear developing in ianada; not
because the gear is i l legal anymore,tut str ict ly beciuse i t  is in such
snon suppty. Ihere has been an increase in thefts; LNAs are dis_
appearing off antennas, and whole dishes are disappearing out of
backyards while their owners are at work!
_ Something surely has to give in this situation. In the legal end, Czar
Fox has alredy backed up a step or two, in the SMATV irea. He now
says that SMATV systems will be treated like cable sysrems, ano
nobody is to turn on anythjng wjthout formal approval fiom the pro_
gram suppliers. l f  this one st icks, i t  closes a , loophole' we detected andreported on in the May CSD.

The_shortage of hardware in Canada is cominq at a t ime when
most of the major US manufacturers are experieicing severe oe_
mand_s for their product within the USA. one manufacrurer noted to
me "lt could not have happened at a worse time; the market is
simply far larger than the wl-role industry capacity tosnip. ' ,

My prediction is that alot of people wiit waite atot of time in
Minneapolis.sel l ing or buying hardware that can,t be produced and
0errvered In the near f  uture. My further predict ion is that ihe Minneapo-
l is show may well  be a crossin'g point for the Far East jumping into our
business with vigor. Al l  of the basic elements for 'a Far Eastern
Invasron are In place. The price has come down, the engineering is
virtual ly mature, and the market demand is r ising fai faster than the
market supply. Well ,  i t  was a nice home_grown ind-ustry while i t  lastedl

The manufacturers have pretty well  fun this industiy since the day
that Andy Hatf ield and Royden Freeland cranked out ' the f irst home
recervers; in tate July of 1979. They have been able to hold onto the
Industry reins because they were in a posit ion to keep up with the
9!9wth: Ngw it  is growing or perhaps has ( i t  can change that fast!)grown loo big for them, and the next level of people to come In nere
and run t l i lS_.^19 going to be the big marketing folks. When they can
command 25,000 up per annum purchase oiders for product. and

snap their f ingers and have 400 working dealers stand up at attention,
things are going to change.

The Can-AM 83 extravaganza in Minneapolis could well  turn out to
be a Canadian show held in America; or, i t  could turn out as a
shopping spree for Canadian tourists. Regardless of how it  f inal ly
shapes up, it will be a one-of-a-kind event which no serious student oithe industry should miss. Full information from STTI at 800_654_9276.

SAT SCENE and CSD
Most readers are aware that every SATURDAy at 2 pM (eastern),

over on trandponder 18 of F3R, there is a program by and for ourrndustry; the home TVRO folks. That program i; put together out in
Salt Lake City, Utah by some folks whoiel ieve'that i i is a darned
sname tnat our industry does not use the medium we sell, satellite
Ierevrsron, as a tool to keep us up to date on what is going on in ourf ield.

Way (way!) back in l97g or so, lwas involved in just such anactivity. When I was editing CATJ (the cabte technicil magazine), Iwould prepare_a pair of on j hour television .ho;; ;u;h month at the
University of Oklahoma broadcast journalism department. Actually,
y^*:91! ll"lrsr shows by using some studios that SpN (on Fa, TR3 j
nad leased in Tulsa, Oklahoma. I  t i red of driving to Tulsa twice a month
and,talked the University of Oklahoma into aTlowing me to use their
stuoros, and some of their senior students. The siudents got real_
world experience and I got to shorten my drive by g0 mtnutes each
way.

. We did two complete seasons of .Satellite Magazine,. I have the
tape masters of most sitting down here on sheives. I stanted theprogram towards cable TV of course since that was our audience.
However, Taylor Howard and Robert Coleman anJ H. paul Shuch(among others) appeared on the show with me in 1979, and the first
l:,1r..9f_t!9ii o*l respective home TVROs wenr our on rhis program.
we nad some firsts on the program. Dick Campbell of Sci6ntific
Atlanta appeared with me in Mid-Aprir of 1979 to announce for the f irst
time that S/A would be in the home TVRO field. They cailed their
service 'HOMESAT' which is why nobody can use thai name wrthout

American Microwave Technology, winding up a very successful
a new company: International Satellite Television (l.T.S) and a

year of sales, introduces
new and exciting product...

PARACOM
Th.is new product promises to take the rust and the highprice out of the mesh dish anO aOO-trig-h performance(gain 40.8 on 10 ft.), good tooks anO O"pEno"bte service.

June Special:10 foot pARACOM, 1OO degree LNA, Luxorreceiver with polorotor, MTI programabl6 jack with 150feet of cabte for $2,350.00t

(13 foot  -  $ tOtO -  10 foot  9710 _ 8 foot  $565)
add $150 for backfire feed with polorotor

COMPLETE SYSTEMS $1050
LUXOR W/ POLAROTOR $759
100 LNA'S $339

l 's'T' distributes over 70 brands of equipment complete systems'and components for home andcommercial use.

INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE TELEvlsloN p.o.Box242 Fairrietd, towa 52556 515-472-3174
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an @ after it anymore. S/A owns the name. On another occasion Duke
Brown of Microwave ASsociates (now M/A Com) and I spent a day
inside of the RCA master uplink and control facility in Vernon Valley
(NJ) and we'exposed' RCA's'sick bird'story on the program. There
were plenty of rumors about RCA having a sick bird in those days, and
the cable industry was plenty nervous about there being any truth to
the rumors. I dug around and got all of the facts I could, and then Duke
and I scheduled a 'tour' of the uplink, ostensibly for the purpose of
showing cable operators what an uplink looked like. Right in the
middle of this tull day tour we sat down with the top management/
engineers of the facility and talked about what we had learned. Into
this I  dropped my col lected set of ' facts'concerning the RCA'sick bird'
story and all of the RCA guys got up and left the room. That left Duke
and l, and the camera man that NBC provided from New York City,
sitting there looking at each other.

Fifteen minutes dragged by while the three RCA guys were locked
in animated conversation the other side of the glass partition that
separated us lrom the control room. Duke was getting nervous about
us ending up test ing the 40 amp fuses in their upl ink klystrons; he said
he didn't want to end his life as a 'dead short' for a C band power
supply. I  f inal ly got up and went outside and engaged the RCA guys in
conversation.

It seems that I had just enough facts to be dangerous. And, as
Duke kept point ing out to me, we were on their turf.  First they didn't
want to discuss the matter, on camera, at all. I persuaded them that ii
we didn't  discuss i t  there, and clear the air about the al leged fai l ing
satellite(s), the stories would continue to rip through the cable industry
with increasing speed. I  suggested that here was their golden oppor
tunity to clear the air once and for all. All I asked was that they tell the
whole story, and not change any oJ the facls.

And so on an' issue'of 'Satel l i te Magazine'the world learned al l  of
the details about a satellite solar panel on F2 which refused to follow
the sun. lt was supposed to turn a fraction of a degree at a time, every
few minutes, so i t  would always point direct ly at the sun. Only, during
launch, a cable had come apart and a'rough spot' had developed in
the solar panel tracking mechanism. The end result was a satellite that

SATELLITE DICES
was indeed sick, requir ing dai ly 'hand nursing' to keep i t  operating.

When we ran this report on the television program, I had a cable
industry leader in the studio to talk with me lor a few minutes after the
report ran. I asked Ben Campbell what he thought of the report. On
camera, he said how much better he understood the problems of
satellite ooerations. and he was sure he would be more tolerant of
minor day to day variations in satellite service now that he had been
exposed to this. Then I asked him what he thought RCA would think of
all of this. On cue, he reached down on a table between us and the
camera panned down to reveal a large, white cake with a recognize-
able red 'RCA' iced on top.

"Bob", Ben began, "RCA wanted me to pass along their
appreciation to you for making this information available. They
have sent you a token ol their appreciation and I have been given
delivery instructions".

With that Ben carefully picked up the cake and the camera did a
slow zoom-out and a pan to me. Just as Ben flipped the cake over in
his hand and planted i t  squarely in the middle of my face.

I don't  need to tel l  you where I got the idea. Yup. Soupy Sales.
And€o we ended our visit to the RCA uplink. And since the shows

ran back in 1978, the tapes have sat collecting dust in my tape bins
here on Provo. George Mitchell of Sat-Scene and I have decided to
do something about al l  of this.

I have never done even a library list of the tapes I have on hand.
They begin with some of the 1977 cable shows where, for lhe first
time, the cable industry saw operating TVRO dishes smaller in size
than 9 meters. We did some 'testing' of dishes in the 1 5 foot region at a
'77 show, and lhanks to those tests the momentum began to get the
FCC to eventual ly drop their requirements that (1) al l  terminals must
be licensed, and, (2) all terminals must be at least 9 meters in size.
From there we travel through the 1978 cable show in which Steve
Birki l l  and others helped me do the very f irst 'amateur'  upl ink in history;
15 hours oi programming, covering a cable show in Oklahoma, that
went nation wide to thousands of cable system folks.

By the t ime we get into 1979, we are real ly rol l ing; the original
Taylor Howard, Robert Coleman tapes prepared in May ol 1979.

{

DH SPUN PARABOLIG ANTENNAS
We didn't invent 0r improve anything!
antenna that has always been best.
parabolic curve.

A spun a luminum antenna is  the
linest you can buy. The military,
NASA, the telephone companies

all specify aluminum antennas spun
lo a true parabolic curve. DH is a
national leader in antenna manu-
lacturing, producing over 3,000
intennas a month. Because of

lheir accuracy, a 9' spun antenna
uril l  perform as rlell as an average
'1 0' l iberglass.

We just manufacture in quantity the
An aluminum antenna spun to a true

Distributors and Manufacturers, contact
us for quotes 0n quantity purchases.

Most sizes in inventory.

Available in aluminum or steel in focal
lengths 0f 43" 0r 36" in sizes from 9'
to  6 ' .

We also manufacture polar mounts and
spun aluminum polarotor cover.

DH SATELIITE P.0. Box 23e-Prair ie du chien, wl 53821 Phone: (608) 326.6705
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Taylor tells a great story about his father's problem with a fence in his
backyard, and Coleman shows us incredible pictures of an g foot dish
and a completely homebrew system; including his own, kitchen-table
constructed GaAs-FET LNA!

From the first SPTS in Oklahoma in the summer of 1979, through
to and including the Anaheim, California show in the fall of 19Bt , evjrv
:9.s:pn ever held is on tape. The first showing of Bob Luty's umbreili
TVRO antenna. The first showing of David Birkefs image cancelling
single conversion receiver. A management guy from The Movie
Channel telling everyone to 'send in iour g106 pe, year; we'll grant
you all permission to receive our programs'. I guess tlrere are at least
200 original hours all told. Maybe mbre.

So effective this past April 23rd, CSD and Sat-Scene had formed a
straight forward business alilance. I have agreed to do two things;'l) Make available my library of tapes ior excerpt use on Sat_

Scene. and.
2) Participate with Sat-Scene in building an on-going video_
^ history of the industry from this point forward.
George Mitchell, for Sat-Scene, has agreed to do two things as

well :
1) Exchange with me, for my time and efforts, some advertising

time in Sat-Scene, ano
2) Work with me at future trade shows, and special evenls, to Dut M.|TCHELL on the tube; introducing the April 23rd inaugeral

piece, lrom the WIV production sturi-io.

not withstanding. I simply don't know any other way to do it.
Some of what I will be contributing will be shot here in the Turks

and Caicos. We'll simply use the existing WIV studios ro prepare
preces. Ur, we'll be at one of our two outdoor (where else?) antenna
testing ranges explaining what we are looking for, and determining,
with various antenna tests. For example, there are currently fivl
TVRO antennas from various suppliers on their way to provo. As we
put them together, test and measure them, we,ll be videotaping the
process. In the months ahead, you'll see the results on Sat-Scine.
The big 'Big Antenna Shoot Out' between a Hero 20 footer and an
ADM 20 footer . . . will be right there on your screen to see; when it
comes off.

Then when I am in the states visiting a factory or a plant to
investigate their products and the way the! work, for reports here in
CSD, we'll try to arange to videotafe as many of these visits as
possible. And show you the tour, just like our fabl-ed 'ZB tour of RCA's
uplink, on Sat-Scene,

I happen to believe strongly in the information value of television
as a medium. lam also a realist and recognize that when I am running
around with an under 95000 color camera and a g1 500 portable video
deck, trying to run the camera, the deck, the audio and conduct an

COOP and Mitchell discussing one of the industry relics found in
l$l|ggl'lgs;.rhe very fiEr.,Scatar' reeonorir, Lui[ by Eng_land's Steve Birkill and shipped to Coop in 1979, lor use at theMiami SPTS.(February i98b) where tni inOusiy nad its firstexperience with lntelsat reception.

MITCHELL on Provo in fiont of Coop's CSD typing spot.
together the ongoing history of this industrv.

I have decided to do two things with my commercial time. Out of mv
sx,ty seconds or so, I am going to use haliof that time to put togetner i
sefles ot commercials for CSD and some new books I am writi-ng. The
other half? Well, I went to the Chief Minister of the Turks and Caicos
(see CSD for March; front cover) and donated to the country 30
seconds of commercial time for 52 weeks. They plan to use this time to
air some brand new television commercials'eltotting the virtues of
llil'Ig l"lgl *tiring.here, or setting up a business heie. I get nothing
lor this but the thanks of the country; which, frankly, is ail I want. 

-

.. As many of you know, I have nbt been particullrily happy since
the Anaheim show back in 1 9g l because show management decided
to save a few bucks and cut out videotaping of the Jeminar events.
There is no way we can recreate the intervening show sessions, and it
may well be that with the Sat-Scene budgeiwe won't try to tape
evefihing that is going on within the sessions. Rather, George and I
agree that we want future sh_ow coverage, starting with the up-coming
Can-Am 83 show this month in Minn6apolis, t6 be more along th6
lines of a '60 Minutes' or,2Ol2O, format.'Neither George nor I are a
Mike Wallace, but as George commented as he screened the RCA
visit tape and I bore down o-n top RCA r"n"g"."ni t- an adequate
explanation of why F2 had failed, ,,1 thinliyou would interview
leooy Kennedy and ask him about his sex life!',. probably.

. ! .qn promise you one thing. Anything I do for Sat-Scene will be
backed with the same devotion to gettingit the straight story as I use
here in print. Death threats (see CSO Co6p's Commlnts; lviay 1983)
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CLOSE UP ol the Birkill created 'Scalar'feedhorn. lt will end up in
an industry museum one of these days.

interview, that it won't be quite like watching the technical excellence
of 'Sixty Minutes'. Fortunately, Sat-Scene is using one of the top two
or three independent video production houses in the USA for the
assembly of the program each week. They have small 19 inch rack
mounting video special etfects equipment boxes that cost them more
than my house, TV station, and our Tower Plaza cost me. So George
can make good use of their fantastic state-ol-the-art video production
equipment to clean up our 'battlefield quality video' in most cases.

Sat-Scene is commercially sponsored. They have typically 7 com-
mercial spots in their show. A standard 30 second spot costs you $675
but there are discounts for running more than one spot per year! I've
talked with some of the firms that are using Sat-Scene as an advertis-

ing vehicle, and I was pleased to find out that they are getting as many
as 300 inquires and orders from a single spot. That tells me that lots of
people are watching the program on TR18 every Saturday. Right after
advertising in CSD, I'd suggest that anyone with an advertising budget
give commercial time on Sat-Scene serious consideration.

George Mitchell was down to Provo over the weekend of April
16th. George joined me in Fort Lauderdale, as I was finishing up
paste-up on the May magazine, on Apri l  13th. lput him to work,
promptly, and he proof read all 96 pages of the May issue on the couch
of my apartment while I put the finishing touches on the issue. Once
here, after another 'famous' Provo Flying Service flight, we got him
into Kevin's 21 foot boat and out into the open sea. Everybody grows
humble when they realize they are whizzing along at 50 miles per hour
over water that is 600 feet or more deep, and all they can see in three
directions is ocean. "England is over there . . . about 2,800 miles"
Kevin quipped to George. The last evening George was here, Kevin
sat him and I down in a portion of the production studio and oroceeded
to set up the equipment tor the piece that ran on April 16th. I let Kevin
do most of the set-ups and direction now for much of what we do down
here. Several times George asked Kevin how old he is. He'll be 14 in
July. But he's big for his age.

George and Kevin came up with an interesting test for antennas
down here. George carefully studied each of the dozen or so TVRO
antennas we now have up and operating and pondered about rust and
antenna integrity. Kevin suggested that maybe what we should be
doing is to attach a line to each new antenna that comes down for test,
and, drag i t  behind his boat for a couple of miles, just to'break i t  in ' to
the salt spray and unfriendly environment. "suppose it sank?',
George asked.

"We simply report that it failed the buoyancy test".
I think George has a better understanding of some of lhe problems

the industry is facing, after his visit. I found George to be very bright,
and exceedingly talented in TV production. He should be; he spent
more than 20 years in the television broadcasting industry, running a
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FINALLY,  A  QUALITY ALUMINUM DISH

**Cimco l2 Foot Aluminum Mesh Antenna
o 4 Foot Spun Center Sect ion
o Mesh Pane l  Sec t ions  are  J io  Welded

and Instal led at the Factory"for Absolute Accuracy
o A l l  Pane ls  a re  Comple te ly  Ln terchangeab le
o Stainless Steel Hardware

**Cimco X Mount
.  S tee l  Po la r  Mount  fo r  C imco or  Prode l in  Antennas
o Antenna to  Mount  Connect ion  on  Heavy  Duty

Bear ings  (3 -8  Degree Ad jus tab le  Dect in l t ion i
.  Craftsmanship You Wil l  Be Proud To Sel l

**Complete System Prices With:
o C imco i  Prode l in /KLM/Drake
o Luxor /Dexce l /ADEC/MTl

The Satellite NIan
S90S E. ptMA . TUCSON, ARIZONA 8s212 o (602) Z2t_2485
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"l was sick and tired of undependable
earth station control lers.

Peter E. Kent
President

l'm an gnginee[ so I made one myselfl
l'll stand behind this olre.',

The best earth station con.
trollers on the market are
programmable, reliable, easv
to operate and priced rieht. 

'

When I looked closely, isoon
found several design flaws
wnlcn could have been cor-
rected before they were put
on tne shelves.

It annoys me to see a prod-
rlct on the market befor'e it,s
thoroughly tested. As an

| 2-Year Warranty I know
I the SurveyorEleven
works, so I'll give you a two-
Iear warranty on parts and
raDor. bee what our competi-
tion offers.

I Reliability No other
.4/ Controller uses a true
closed loop servo system
which geni_ly start6 and stops
the motor. You get much
longer life from*your motor,
gears and actuator.

The Surveyor Eleven pre-
vents motor burnout bv
limitinq maximum toique
ano Dy oelaylng reversing
power.

t Safety The Survevor
tJ Eleven has UL Resistered
90 VDC motor drive c--ircurts.

The red LEDs tell vou
when your actuator lias
reached the adiustable maxr-
mumlimits.

Both red LEDs lieht up if a
control wire is disc-onne'cted,
saving you the expense of a
service call.

. this earth station control-
ler has something entirelv
new All the samdreliability
features you have come to
expect in the Surveyor Seven
are now in the new'surveyor
freven-plus three new
features that put us further
aneao ot the Dack:

I Skew ComDensation
I TheSurveybrEleven
automatically and accurately
compensates for skew and
the backwards Westar
satellites.

l) Folarization you can ser
ZJ the Surveyor Eleven to
horizontal, vertical or
receiver/remote polarizatron
with the turn of i knob. No
need tor a separate box.

! Scan Exclusive to the
tJ Surveyor Eleven is the
Scan function. It allows vou
to search. through all 24 than-
nels tor the one you wanl
without switchihg from
honzontal to vertical polar_
ization.

engrnee!, I expect thinss to
work and keeb on worftino
After all, tftrttt *tt"i.nni:'
neering is all about.
-. My wife sometimes says
I'm stingy She's right, but I
also understano that quality
costs less in the long rlrn. Si1
l Keep an, eye on every penny
ano I make sure that our

/ Fail-Safe Memorv The
T Surveyor Eleven irever
loses its memory during a
power outage. Just set itand
torget it. You don,t have to
remember to change the
DacK-up battery every year.
( LocksonThrget The
r-,1 Surveyor Eleien is
immune to miscounting
from stray noise pulses.

It's also so accurate {within
0.030 inches of dead cdnter)
that it doesn't need fine
tunrng.

Settings won't drift
because.our circuits compen-
sate for line voltage fluctua-
trons, temperature-change,
agrng and norse pulses.

I Optional Remote
\.1 Conuol The optional
remote control unitbrings
the convenience of the
Surveyor Eleven right to your
easv chair.

/ Easy Operation The
/ . Surveyor Eleven is simple

to install,. simple to program
anq srmple to oDerate.
One knob selec'ts up to 12
satellites.

y priced satellite

{ere-are the features that
ake the Surveyor the
st on the market today:

Kent Research Corporation
-

We won't sell anything until it,s just right.

SURVEYOR ELEVEN-

oducts are the very best.
My_engineers andl care-
lly designed and tested the
uveyor Eleven- a reliable.)ven- a reliable.

convenient and

Kent Research corporation 1900 Burdett Avenue Tioy New york l2lg0 5tg/272-6g70



}ICREI
Don't be satisfied with only half

the satell i te television picture.

Go all the way and get MORE

with the whole picture afforded by

Satelltte tU Ueelr. Call free
l -800-358-9997. We wil l  send you
a free sample of Saeclllte tU

Ueekr the publication for
Satellite TV viewing. Mention that

you saw us in Coop's Satellite
Digest, and we'll send it to you
immediately. Satel l l te IU
Ueekr bringing information

to industry, dealers
and consumers.

Fortuna Communications Corporation
P.O. Box 308 o For tuna,  CA 95540

800-358-9997 In Calif . :  707-725-2476

"Get the WHOTE plcture"
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whole chain of major market television stations for a sizeale group
owner of television broadcast stations. His move from television
broadcasting, top management, to the TVRO world is anotherof those
healthy signs that our industry is maturing, and attracting top notch
people. We need about a hundred more George Mitchells in the
industry to help us get over the hurdles ahead.

INSURING AGAINST Defects?
The frustration of being a dealer.
There is a recently released book on the market that tells you, in

title and text, that you can make $50,000 this year . . . selling and
installing TVRO systems. The author, Horton Townes of Satellite
America, is one of the few people in this industry who is qualified to
write such a book. He does it well.

Unfortunately, for many people entering the business, we are a
confusing and largely dis-organized bunch of entrepreneurs. You
used to be able to attend a trade show and learn the basics of the
industry; information that helped equip you for that real world when
you have to open lhat tirst antenna crate and figure out how to make all
of those oarts assemble into an antenna that has 1 i 1 6th inch surface
accuracy, and equal or better'tracking accuracy.' Not any more. You
are on your own, and you learn by following somebody around who is
already accomplished and who is willing to share that hard earned
knowledge and experience with you.

Many new, would-be dealers, enter the field with insufficient funds
to stock even their first few systems; maybe not even the first system.
With money light, they are naturally attracted to the lowest priced
equipment they can find, not yet smart enough to realize that low price
usually means the guy doing the installation has to be smart enough to
recognize defects in the system, potential down{he-road defects, or
parts that are missing. lf the $700 dealer priced systems were everybit
as good as the $2500 dealer priced systems, there would be no $2500
dealer priced systems. A new dealer has to be intelligent enough to
figure out what those ditferences are, and then translate that know-
ledge into his own ability to cope with the 'shortfalls' of the less
expensive system.

Naturally everyone would like to have an iron clad guarantee that
takes them off the hook, when something they buy does not work,
when they screw up and make a bad mistake they cannot correct,
when lhe gear works fine initially but then fails in a monlh or two. There
is considerable sentiment that if there was a 'clearing house' in the
industry to 'rate' and 'grade' equipment, the life of the dealer would be
far better. And sater.

There are several levels of problems here. Let's explore each:
A) The system is not complete. The dealer, old or new, buys the

latest super whammy 'package' and then discovers something
is left out. lf the missing part(s) were supposed to be there, he
has to hassle with the distributor/supplier to get what is mis-
sing. That takes time, he loses his scheduled installation date,
and everyone involved is angry. Or, the system is complete as
far as the distributor is concerned but the dealer then learns,
after opening the containers, that no modulator nor cables
were included in 'the deal': or. the 'feed is an optional extra',
and so on. Now the dealer is angry at himself for not being
smart enough, or careful enough, to check out exactly what he
was buying to be certain everything was included. He is also
angry with the sales person that sold the system since he
figures that person shoud have pointed out to him that certain
oarts were not included.

How do you insure against this type of shortage?
When you have some experience under your belt as a dealer, you

learn to ask the right questions; and develop sufficient field experience
that you know where to go to pick up a feed or some bolts or a
modulator in a hurry. When you are new, and you barely know what
you need to do an installation to begin with, you are frustrated and
standing there with egg on your face with a dish half installed because
now you discover that some hardware is missing.

But is it possible to have an 'insurance policy'to protect you, the
installing dealer, against this type of 'shortage'? Probably not.

COOP CONTINUES / page 73



Dx Gives You Big System Qucrtity
clt Smcrll System Prices.

Now you can have top quality performance
for a surprisingly reasonable price. The DSA-
643 Satellite Receiver from DX features dual,
block downconversion-unique for receivers
in this price range. The DSA-043 uses a dis-
criminator circuit for signal demodulation; a full
30 MHz bandwidth; and a unique threshold
extension circuit. These features
add up to a low threshold carrier
to noise ratio, commercialquality
reception and low cost installation in
any system.

DX also provides the DSA-541 Block
Downconverter. lt features a highly stable
ceramic resonator, with a fixed frequency of

2800 MHz. Stability is maintained at a remarK-
able + 1 MHz over the entire -30" to + 50"C
temperature range. So you can installthe down-
converter out of doors, at the dish, without con-
cern for frequency drift caused by temperature

changes year after year.
The innovative DSA-643 Satellite

Receiver and DSA-541 Block Down-
converter are brought to you by DX,
one of the most respected names

in satellite television reception sys-
tems in Japan and around the world. DX also
provides line amplifiers, power dividers, and
other block downconversion-compatible
accessories.

DX Communications, Inc., A Subsidiary of C. l toh & Co. (America) Inc.,
116 Midland Ave., Portchester, N.Y 10573 (914)939-8gg0

Manufactured by DX Antenna Co., Kobe, Japan.



IHE ODD GUT PERIECTI C(ruPE
FOR HOmE TURO llfSTAu.ATlOlfS o
FROM PATTIAR TECH]IOIOGIES

The Paraclipse 12-foot High
Performance Antenna,
constructed of sturdY aluminum
ribs with heavy-dutY exPanded
aluminum radar  mesh ref lector  is
the ideal home dish because of
i ts ease of instal lat ion, l ight
weight (280 pounds in one 18
cubic foot container), and good
looks in  e i ther  a luminum f in ish or

Featured at
$895.00

modern steel cabinet with
rounded ends. The face is of
attractive etched smoked glass
and is devoid of the customarv
knobs and d ia ls .

Featured at

$1,595.00
complete with 120'LOCOM LNA,
24 volt actuator and pin-diode
polarizer.

The Intersat lQ-160 System (so
named because of  i ts  br i l l iant
performance) is a state-of-the-art
satel l i te receiver with separate
downconverter, modulator, stereo
capabil i ty with 12 watts per
channel direct to soeakers and
total infra-red remote control over
antenna movement, channel
se lect ion,  po lar i ty  and audio
volume control. l ts micro-
processor nas more memory
capacity than most home
computers. l t  is encased In a

in baked-on powder coat
available in a varietY of colors
an ootional extra. l t  comes
comolete with Polar mount wh
can be easily motorized and
remote control led.

A complete, top quality,
f ully automated state'of-
the-art satellite system for
under $2,500.00!

Patmar Technologies also offers
many other products for the
SMATV and home TVRO markets
such as the Harris 3 meter Delta
Gain Antenna,  Prodel in  3 meter
Antenna, DX Receiver and Block
Downconverter and the complete
line of SMATV and MATV
products manufactured by
Blonder-Tonoue Laboratories.

PAT lulAR IECH tf OlOGl ES, I lf C.
Larry James, PO. Box D, Claremore, Okla. 74017 (918) 342-1955
For orders cal l :  1-BO0-331-8900

Peter Sutro or Bi l l  Heavener,6 Claremont Road, Bernardsvi l le,  N.J. 07924 (201)766-4408
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B) The system is complete but you can't make it work. Even
an experienced hand has some. difficulty determining, quickly,
whether a cable is bad, an LNA is bid, a titting is 

'bad, ,a

receiver is bad, or the dish is not tracking. A neoph-yte is reilty
on the spot because he is not sure wher6 to start looking for aproblem. There may be a bad piece of equipment, or theinstaller could have made a mistake. How db you teil?

..^..tl$ Ig!.rspect the equipment. But if this is youriirst system, andyol, 
9ly nave enough money to stock a singie system, you can.rsubstitute a spare LNA or receiver or feed or 215 cabie ior ea'cn part in

lf :9'131,:y.tem; 
you don't have any spares! So tn"r" you stand,

Il"^:y..^il:-i"chanicaily instailed, but it is not comptete etectricaily
oecause tt ts not workino. This is the supreme test of your palience andability to stay cool. Theiustomer, naturally, is standing there wonder-
::9-y19l.y"y 

"re doing, and wherher you are smart en"ough to make ir
l_9rl_I9y, down deep, are wondering why you ever got started in thiscraztness.

ls it possible to have an insurance policy against this type ofproblem? Possiblv.
C) The systein is installed and operating. Today. But tomorrow

it quits. .The problem seems lo be electrical'because there
were no heavy winds or ice storms overnight and an inspection
of the dish reveals that the structure is in ihe same format as it
was when it was last left, w_orking. First you have to identify
what quit working. LNA? Receiver? Modulator? A cablei
rernaps a powering line connection? An experienced hand
can check each out without a spare to replace the possible
trouble spots. An inexperienced hand needi to swap a knowngood unit for each of the possible bad units, one at a time, until
the service is restored. And that says the installer neeOs iOen_
tical or near identical replacement parts in stocf . fnat requires
additional operating capital, which he may well not have avail_
able.

ls it possible to have an insurance policy against this type of

SATELLITE DICEST

Packaged in convenient Vz,'x60,,
roll. 2 rotls $6.00 post paid.

problem? Possibly.
D) The system is installed and operating and it operates tine

for a period of time. Then it quiti. The reason is obvious; the
antenna mounted has broken in two because of a storm. The
homeowner checks his insurance policy and learns that he is
onty covered for the dish loss if he has a rider on his policy for
an outdoor antenna structure. There is a hassle ahead; several
weeks of waiting for a claims adjustor, more weeks oi waitin!
for approval, and the check. The customer knows that he ii
eith.er going to get an insurance check, or, he will pay lor
replacemenUrepair himself . He asks the dealer to fix or ieplace
the broken structure, but also asks that he be allowed to wail to
pay until he sees whether the insurance check comes through.
The dealer, in effect, becomes a financing agent for the period
of time it takes to straighten out the insu;ance. The dealer is
unoer some pressure to perform; his reputalion is on the line.
But he is not about to finance the insurance company either.
And there is always the possibility that the customer will have
his insurance claim turned down, and then the dealer will have
to deal with the customer directly lor the funds.

. Here we have, we believe, insurance protection. But the situation
is complicated by its newness. The insurance agent has never proces_
sed a claim for a broken satellite dish before; ie is not sure whether
the company will pay it or not. Maybe . . . just maybe, the installation
was defective and the dish came down in a wind which should not
have damaged the dish. Did the dish and mount have a structural
wind-load guarantee? Did the manufacturer warrant that the dish
would withstand winds to a certain speed before coming apart? Was
llSl yild speed officiaily recorded or exceeded when the damage
took place? Did the Installing dealer follow the manufacturer,s e"n_
gineering drawings in installing the dish, or did he use too thin con-
crete to too small lag bolts or too light steel pipe? you say the steel
support pipe for the dish was missing from the shipment, so the dealer
went ahead and found a substitute pipe locally? What is the rated
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NE\itI! Only material that will adl
here to poly vinyl or vinyl outer coax jackets!I

I
r Only material that will adhere to poly vinyl or vinyl outercoax jackets.
. Forms and seals over odd shaped and diflicult ,ittings.
r Non-contaminating and non-conductive.
. Wide ambient temporature range (_30"F to + 1gO.F).
. 

!!1V" llexible for years thus insuring moisture proof
connections.

. R_euseable - allows you to quickly disconnect littihgs andreseal them with the same material.
o A must for satellite TV - microwave work - wirg antenna atsolder joints - in the shack.

COAX-SEAL the n€w
spac€ age material lhat i3
quick and simplo to apply.
R6move  back ing  f r om
approximatoly 6" of plaslic.
Wrap outer covering loward
f i t l i ng .  A t t e r  w rapp ing ,
knoad to torm a 8moolh
surlace and force out air.
E F F E C T I V E  F O O L
PROOF -  INEXPENSIVE.
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strength of that substitute pipe? ls THAT why the dish fell over???
ls it possible to have a clean, clear-cut insurance or warranty policy

to protect the dealer in this situation? Again, possibly.
E) The system is installed and operating. And it works fine for a

new months, and then it quits. The problem appears to be
electrical. After some substitution and trouble shooting, a de-
fective receiver is found. The dealer knows that the manufac-
turer will fix it, in or out of warranty, but he is faced with having
to tell the customer that he cannot reolace the receiver until
this one is repaired. That may take two, or three weeks. The
customer is not very happy with this, and he reminds the dealer
that he, personally, has 'sold' four additional systems to'friends', lor the dealer, and he 'expects' to be treated better
than that. "Surely you have a spare receiver you can stick
in here?" he demands. The dealer is in an equipment crunch.
He finally ends up taking the receiver out of his home installa-
tion to keep the guy happy. Now the dealer has an unhappy
wife and family to contend with!

ls it not possible to have an 'almost-instant-replacement' system in
operation, with which the dealer can get a replacement into town
overnight while the original is being repaired? ls that not some type of
warranty program which the dealer deserves, and the distributor or
OEM could live with? lsn't this just another form ot insurance? Poss-
ibly.

The ideal situation might be as follows:
A) A dealer has instant access to technical help, at any reason-

able hour of the day, seven days per week. lf something is not
working right, il some parts seem not to be in the carton, instant
telephone help. A master clearing house for technical backup
and parts, when required.

B) No matter what does not work, or what breaks, there is an
overnight shipment on the way to the dealer. He returhs the
broken piece the same way, the same day.

C) No matter what happens to the system, once in and operating,
the dealer has a full, 100% service policy backup which he has
in place with the customer. lf a part quits, instant replacement
of that part for the term of the service agreement. lf the system
breaks, instant replacement of the broken section or the full
antenna.

Insurance, Virtually all states have insurance laws which prevent
you from selling 'insurance' unless you are a licensed insurance
broker or agent. But service policies, such as you have offered to you
by Sears or your local RCA dealer when you buy a new TV set or VCR,
are another matter. They can be sold, and put into effect, by the selling
dealer.

ldeally, the dealer would be the seller of the service policy, and he
would also be the 'claims adjustor' if there is a problem. That elimin-
ates the hassle of waiting for an insurance adjustor, going through his
own'learning curve'while the adjustor ligures out how to'beal down'
the claim to a low dollar figure (thereby protecting the insurance
company that wants to keep its losses to a minimum), and the uncer-
tainty of whether a claim will be paid, or not.

ldeally, the dealer would not only get the equipment he needs to
repair a 'downed system' but he would be paid for his service and
r+installation time as well. Provided he did the original installation
correctly, and he is not simply getting paid for his own learning curve.

There are at leasttwo major problems with all of this. Numberone,
somebody has to pay for this service policy. Suppose the policy that
insured/warranteed the system against any and all defects of any type
ot a year cost the TVRO system owner 91 50 per year. Or, 91 3 per
month. Could the dealer'sell' it? What would the incentive be for the
dealer?

1) First incentive - he might get a share of the service policy fee.
A 'commission' for selling the service policy.

2) Second incentive - he might be entitled to attend a 'closed

training session' that gives him a day or two of hands on
installation training experience, so as an 'agent' for the service
policy he could be a better, smarter, installer.

3) Here is the big one. When something goes wrong, he has full
backup with instant replacement equipment and technical
assistance if required. Best of all. he would be oaid. within sav

. D.C. POWER
rNc.

INSETER BLOCK
. FREQUENCY

3.7-4.2 GHZ
. INSERTION LOSS

Less Than 0.50d8
. V.S.W.R. 1.45:1
. D.C.B. AS

15-25 VOLTS,0.50
AMPS MAX

.  CONNECTORS TYPE.N

.  BUY DIRECT
FROM A MICROWAVE
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SAVE.
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ten days, for his field work. lf he installs a new mount, he gets a
replacement mount plus he gets paid for his time and labor. lf
he replaces a receiver, he gets a replacement receiver plus his

.. time and expenses for replacing the receiver.
,- 1A.tlot 

tnig 'might' 
be possible with a properly created industry wide

servtce poticy program. Now the second oroblem.
^^_ryoJ "u"y piece of equipment on the market would qualify for a
servrce contract. An antenna that has a poorly designed mount, for
91am0le, would not qualify. The insuringlservic'e polijy group would, I
am sure, want to do extensive. testing on any parts which might be
rn-cluded, in packages of gear that woutO quaiity for service poiicies.
Ine oeaters have been asking for some sort of ,Consumer 

Reports,
testing program and in a sense this is what is involved here. Such a
testing program would be concerned with two things, as I see it:

1) The long term reliability of the product 1i.e. riitt it hold up with
regutar use for several years, without defects?), and,

2) The suitability of the product for TVRO service.
_ ]f_,|t" 

group.offering the insurance/extended service policy were
991i9 

to make it fly, they would have to be pretty sure that they were
not Insunng products which have built-in defects. I know of no way to
do this but to look at the products themselves, put them tnrougn so'nie
sort of rigorous testing program, and then go back to the manufacturer
wrtn their tindings. Perhaps in some instances the manufacturer would
opt to change something so that his receiver or LNA or feed or antenna
(etc) woutd qualify for the program. perhaps in other cases the manu-
racrurer woutd dlspute the findings and open up his own service and
warranty records to the group to attempt to convince them that the test
nnorngs were not representative of field use problems. In either event,
a product that passed these tests would then reach the dealer as aproduct that the dealer knew he could include in an insurance/ex-
tended service policy package. This helps the dealer make his own
Duyrng dectsions, and it takes him off the hook for product that turns
out to be bad inspite of all of the testino,

Now the dangers in all of this.
. Y"l is.a very political animal and I can see the group that does the
testing being placed under intense pressures fro-m members of the
industry. Some manufacturers would disagree with the whole premise
of insurance and extended service poli6ies, and simply ,;Ge l;
submit their products for test. Some of those taking thii approach
would be fearfulof a'super agancy, testing everythinj in sighi; others
wourd be afraid that their products might not pasi theiests, and rather
tnan have it be known that their products failed the tests, they wouldprefer to simply not submit the products.

,. - 9lhgrc *grld recognize that such a program could greatly benefit
tne oeaters, both established and new, and they would-be anxious to
have their products included in the approved list. Getting .t00% sup_port for such a program is unrealistic. lt the industry had 25% of the
manufaclurers supporting it in the first 12 months, it would be doing
very well indeed.

There are other'pluses',  and ,minuses',  as lam sure I wi l l  hear. Let
me report to you where this program might be, as you read this.

Armed with the statistics- from the Afiril issue pioduct Survey, I
lyye m9t with some people from the insurance industry. I have their
Inrerest, and we are dealing with some of the larger world wide
insurance firms. Their posture in this is that becaus"e of state laws
governing the sale of insurance, it cannot be called an .tnsurance
p:ligy "l 

'insurance program,. lt will have to be something which
rmpties insurance but which really says ,extended warranly' and'service policy'. Getting some conirete-interest from the insurance
worlcl.is the.first step since somebody with this type of experience will
have to underwrite the whole program. I get theimpression that there
may be several firms involved, spreading the risk as it were, the first
few years.

lf.there 19 a way to get the underwriting for the program, the next
step is to talk with some of the manufacturers of systei componenrs
and systems; to get their inputs. And ultimately their support. l,m not
qule sure how all of this should work, mechanically, yet, but I am
holding preliminary talks with a handful of OEMs now to get their
reactions. At the moment, the OEMs (original equipment manufactur_
ers) may have the best'records,to siuOy; assuming they Keep accu_
rate tabs on how many of their units fail in the field, ind come back in
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Satellite Earth Stations
Distributors

of
ANTENNAS

KLM - Wre Mesh with Memory Track
Full Range of Fiberglass Antennas

Complete TVRO Systems

RECEIVERS
Dexcel, Luxor, KLM-IV, KLM-V

LNA's by Dexcel
ACTUATORS

ADEC MTI Eclipse
TWEAKER

o High Quality, Low Prices (call for quote)
o Full &rvice Department
o Dealer Inquiries Invited

. , , , t t / / , '
. t l | | | | | | | | | Satellite
t t t t t t t t t t t {  E a r t h, , r \ \\\\\ Stations

"Distributing The Finest ln Satellite Receiuing Equipment,,
P.O. Box 160 - Mamou, LA 70554

Tolf Free 1.800-252.3307 Out of State Toll Free t.9ffi.762.2t10

-ATTENTION -

ALUMINUM MESH
ANTENNA
DEALERS

U.P. Satel l i te now oflers a mesh antenna that is manufac-
tured in the midwest. Call  or write for a competit ive price;
beat the West Coast on freight. We offer a complete l ine
o f  components  inc lud ing :

Amplica, Drake, Dexcel, Tel-Vi,  Chaparral,  KLM, and DB
Engineering, etc, 24 hour del ivery to most areas.

U.P. Satel l i te Dish Co.
Rte. 2 Box 41

Rapid River. Ml 49878
(906) 789-1027
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Hero System 25-H - 7.5
Motorized An

ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS:
ELECTRICAL:

Operating Frequency
Antenna Cain at 4 GHz
Beam Width (-3 db)

3 METER

3.7 to 4.2 GHz
40.4 db

l . ? 5 0

21.04 db
0.30

4 METER
3.7 to 4.2 GHz

42.8 db
1 . 3 3 0

32.25 Log 0

22.06 db
.30

5 METER

3."7 rc 4.2 CHz
44.5 db

L o
32-25 Log 0

24.08 db
0.375

6 METER

3.'7 to 4.2 CHz
46.5 db

. 8 0
32-25 Log 0

25.'�7 db
0.375

7.56 METER

3.'7 to 4.2 CHz
48.4 db

.'7 0

32-25 Log 0

27.6  db
0.365

First Side Lobe Exceeds FCC 32-25 Log O
G / T at 20o Elevation

(with 100"K LNA)
F/  D Rad io



OWLEDGED TEADER INBIG,
WORLD.CLASS T\rRO'S...

What do you do for an encore???
ORLD.CI.ASS TVRO ANTENNAIII

HERO COMMUNICATIONS just took BIG out of world-class TvRo
antennas. We have taken our four years of experience designing big,
world-class antennas and establistred an entire new family of small world-
class antennas. Using a totally new approach to antenna feed design,
HERO is very proud to announce a l0 foot and a 13 foot in addition to
our existing line of big antennas . . . with 70v/o efficiency!!!!

What this means to you, the dealer, is simply this. Now you can install a
l0 foot system where only l3/14 foot system would previously play. or,
now you can install a 13 foot whe_qe_only a 15/16 foot would previously
perform. This is no small accomplishment!!!

This is such an important breakthrough that now, hard to serve areas such
as the Caribbean can have superb performance on virtually all of the U.S.
DOMSAT birds. As important as this may be to your fringe area installa-
tion business, there is more good news. The pRICE. Our l0 and tr3 foot
antenna with horizon to horizon motor drive and additional high quality
features is priced less than any other low performance antenna of compar-
able size.

Interested? Of course, you are, because Hero Communications pioneered
big world-class antennas and you know we have our act together. And
now, Hero Communications pioneers small world-class antennas. Now,
that's a hard act to follow!!!!

ERO
7-

IOMMUNICATIONS
Nl A DrvrsroN oF BEHAR ENTEReRTsES

1783 West 32nd Place / Hialeah, Fla. 33012
(305) E87-3203 / Telex 5l-4fll2



FERRITE ISOLATORS
PROIiEN A]rcOM QUALITY_THOUSANDS IN USE

{< CHOICE OF TWO CONNECTOR CONFIGURATIONS!
femole-femole with Eonel Adqoler
femqle-i,lole

:3 3.65 to 4.25 GHz
Grcotar than 60 dB

* THR"EE IsoLArIoN vALUES 3l=,,2:iZ:Z|rr|
* INSERTION LOSS LESS THAN 0.9 dB

AVCOM con olso supply your needs for
* Receivers *2, 4, ondS woy Power Dividers * Anlennos

* Feedlines & Coble Assemblies * D. C. Powerblocks

AIrcOM o"ot", Inouiries rnvited
OF VIRGINIA INCORPORATED

500 Reseorch Rood. Rlchmond VA 23236. 804-794-2500

One Source forYour Eafth Statlons Needs
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for repair work. Getting them to share that information will be imporant,
even if it is shared in confidence, since the insurance folks are not
about to establish an underwriting program without some history to go
on. lf they have too little data, what they will do if they decide to
underwrite it is to set the service policy premiums high enough that
they feel they cannot be 'hurt' by an unknown claims factor. lf they
have reasonably good data on which to base their potential-claims
study, we are more apt to end up with reasonable and appropriate'annual rates'to pass along to the consumers. lf the data they have is
inadequate, you can be sure they will increase the rates to cover
themselves in case there is an unknown 'risk factor' involved. This is
where the dealers, the distributors and the OEMs come into the act.

You may feel you have been surveyed to death of late (well, we
had one back in April). I am asking readers, at all levels, to give us a
few minutes of their time once again to help us build a decent data
base to take to the insurance underwriting folks. A form appears in this
issue (pages 31 and 32) and it asks for specific data on equipment
failures, We don't care, here, who was at fault; only that certain types
(not brands) of equipmentfailed, and how often itfailed. For example,
if you are a dealer, you will be asked to tell us what percentage of the
time you receive incomplete antennas, motor drives, and so on. What
percentage of the time a receiver fails to work when it comes out of the
box, after 90 days of service, and after a year of service. And don't
underestimate either; if we mis-lead the underwriter folks with faulty
initial data, we'll all pay a big price in year two of the insurance/
expanded warranty program!

This may sound as if CSD is behind an insurance 'scheme'. Let me
assure you that this is not the case; I am merely intrigued enough by
the possibility that we may have a way here to get the dealers, and
the distributors, and even the OEMs otf the 'hot seat' that I want to
pursue it until we either have a program, or, find out that we are,(es an
industry) still too dis-organized to have a responsible field warranty
program available to us. lf something comes ol all of this, it will be
strlckly voluntary at every level. lf the program is properly struc-
tured, it will be a good option for all of us.

Why not turn to pages 31 and 32 right now and complete that form.
It will be an important part of the study now being conducted, and your
input is very much needed.

REAOER Contest Voting
For the past year CSD has been running a 'reader/author' contest.

The idea was that people, subscribers, have interesting material to
contribute to CSD and we wanted to encourage as much input as
oossible.

Any subscriber can submit material for publication. lf selected for
print, the author immediately gets a 12 month subscription renewal to
CSD. Then once per year we hold a readership voting contest and
allow all readers the opportunity to vote for their favorite (most useful,
most enlightening, etc) readercontributed article of the past 12
months.

In this issue, at the end of the two page form asking for data on
equipment failures in the field, we have tacked on an additional
section where you get to vote for your favorite article during the past
year. We will tabulate the votes on July 1st and the reader-author who
gets the most votes will then be awarded an expense paid trip for two
people to Providenciales and WIV-TV. Not a bad deal!

The winner will be put up at the Provo lsland Princess Hotel, enjoy
the great island life and spend a few days getting the opportunity to
see how we ooerate the national television network down here. You'll
read about the winner's trip in CSD and probably see and hear the
winner on Sat-Scene magazine (F3R, Saturdays al 2PM eastern,
TR18). The lucky winner will probably have the trip of his life (l'd say
his or her, but we had only male entrants this year). That is a not so
subtle hint for those who would like to be awarded the same prize in
1984 to get busy creating an article or two for CSD to publish in the
coming 12 months.

So when you are filling out the equipment reliability survey form on
pages 31 and 32, or even if you don't fill out those forms, complete the
reader voting section of the form on page 32 here. Right next to it' on
page 30, is a quick synopsis of the in{he-running articles for 1 983' just
to refresh your memory on what was said, and by whom.
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KLM's Sky Eye lV Satellite TV Receiver
Superior design and engineering mean unsurpassed performance at a
very reasonable price. Picture quality, electronics, ease of operation and
installation compare with units costing much more. The KLM sky Eye
IV features slide-rule tuning, signal strength LED bar, "Center Tune"
LED, AFC and video polarity control, fully tuneable audio (5.5-7.5
MHz), and remote downconverter. state-of-the-art single conver-
sion/image rejectcircuitry, with SAW filter, produces sharp, Clean, bright
video that makes even big screen and projection TV look better than
you've ever seen it before.

Complete UPS SHIPPABLE systems, too
KLM's new high performance X-l1 antenna features slide-in screen panels and double-
reinforced aluminum support ribs for high strength, low weight and windload. The
matching Polar-trak mount delivers all the satellites, horizon to horizon. Motorized
model with KLM's exclusive Tangential-Drive makes jackscrew designs obsolete.
Switch satellites from inside the home with KLM's Polar-irak or Memor!-trak remote
consoles. X'11 antenna and Polar-trak mount can be assembled by two people in 2Vz
hours. Both are shipped UPS!

MADE IN U.S.A./ONE YEAR WARRANTY. KLM's receivers,
antennas, and systems are built at its own manufacturing complex in
Morgan Hill, California. KLM stands behind all its satellite TV com-
ponents with a full 1 year warranty.



Sat-tec. . . R-SOOO a

The Leader in Sofellite TV

Contemporary styling,
state -of -the -a rt perf ormence,
down to eqrth pricing

Sir t - tc t : 's  R 5000.  i i  re t :e iver  c les igne<1 {or  toc l i iy 's  nrar l<c ' t l l lacc '  wi lh
to r r ) ( ) r r ( )w ' s  f ca t r r res .  Fc i r l t r r cs  c r r s l o ) re rs  c l e t r t a r i c l .  l i l < r : :  s i 5qna ln t c te r .
r :orr1t : r ' r rJ lor , r r r -  s ly l inr j .  r r r rc ,xc: r , i l t :c i  1 ' l i r ' t t t re  c lLra l i ly .  l t r r t . r t r lc  at rd io,
b r r i l t  i n  n r ( ) ( i L l l ( ) 1 ( ) r  o l r t i on .  c ' i r a r r r r c ]  l ock  AFC.  base , t r i r nc l  r , r i c i eo  oL r tpu l ,
r r t l l gec l  wea the r rp roo f  c l ownconve r l ( , r .  c t t r r en l  ] im i t cc l  " r d io t  

l r r o< l f "
hook  L r l r .  c l i g i l . r l  ] r r r i l c r  c l i s c ' n r r r i r r , r t o r  c l e t cc t r l r  i i r r c l  r c l i ab le  t t t i i  cha rss i s
( ' ( ) l r s l r uc l j ( ) n .  O r r r  yc , , l r s  o f  , r ccon r l r l i shn rcn l s  i n  t he  sa te l l i t c  TV
inc l t r s t r v  has  11 i vc ,n  r r s  r rn i c ; r r r :  j 115 i , ; h t  i n to  re r  ep t i on  l cc l ' r n i qL tes  anc l
t  r rs lor 'ner  ckrnr . r r rc ls .  

' f l r t ,  
R 5000 i r r r 'or l rora l r :s  l l re  l i i ters l  te :chr to logy ars

wr . : i l  , r s  l hc  s r rb t l e  c l e l i r i l s  t ha l  on l y  t , x l r e r i c r t ce  can  c l t : vc lo l t .

L l x l ens i vc  c l L r ; r l i t y  r ' on t ro l  ch t : t ' k s  s r r c ' h  i r s  oL r r  t t t t i <1ue  t r rp le  l eve l  l r o t t r c l
t es l .  r cc< , i v r : r  t r r r r n  i r r  as  wc l l  as  a  f i na l  i - r c t r ra l  on . l i r r :  a i r  che r ' l <  o t t t
ass r l r ( , s  re l i a l r i ] i t r , ' .  f ( ) r  vca ) r s  1o  r ' r . r r t t t ' .

The R 5000 nevr : r  l r ; rs  so nr t rc ' l r  I rcr :n ex l rer ienr : r ,c l  f t r r  so l i l t le ,  Frorr r
Sa t  t ec .  l l r e  n i r t ne  yoL l  ve  l < r ro , . v r r  f i r s l ,  s i r r cc ,  t he  t r eg r r t r r i ng  o f  Sa te l l i l e
TV.

Sat-tec Soles fnco rporo,ted
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Easy  w i r i ng  i s  a  Sa r t -1e r .  exch - t s i ve ,
1he c lor , r , , r r -conver ter  can be up to
500 feel  r rway f rorr  ther  receiver
ancl  orr ly  a l ra i r  o f  RG 59 cables are
r- rsecl  no t  roublesonre ntu l t i -
conclLrc ' lor  r t , i rers or  so lder ing!  And.
a re. i l  l i f r :saver  drc our  curr t :n t
l inr i tec l  oul l r r - r1s.  rurong hook ' r - rps
u 'o r r ' l  ( l , r r r r i , , ] e  a r t y th i r t g  and  Ihc re ' s
r )ot  cven a fuse to b low --  i t 's  t l ' re
i ns ta l l e r ' s  c l r e . r r l I

r

2575 Buhcl Rcl. .  Peri l i< ' ld.  NY 14526 .  716 586 3950


